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Chapter 1

Properties

1.1 Noble gas

The noble gasesmake a group of chemical elements with
similar properties: under standard conditions, they are
all odorless, colorless, monatomic gases with very low
chemical reactivity. The six noble gases that occur nat-
urally are helium (He), neon (Ne), argon (Ar), krypton
(Kr), xenon (Xe), and the radioactive radon (Rn).
For the first six periods of the periodic table, the no-
ble gases are exactly the members of group 18 of the
periodic table. It is possible that due to relativistic effects,
the group 14 element flerovium exhibits some noble-
gas-like properties,[1] instead of the group 18 element
ununoctium.[2] Noble gases are typically highly unreac-
tive except when under particular extreme conditions.
The inertness of noble gases makes them very suitable
in applications where reactions are not wanted. For ex-
ample: argon is used in lightbulbs to prevent the hot tung-
sten filament from oxidizing; also, helium is breathed by
deep-sea divers to prevent oxygen and nitrogen toxicity.
The properties of the noble gases can be well explained by
modern theories of atomic structure: their outer shell of
valence electrons is considered to be “full”, giving them
little tendency to participate in chemical reactions, and it
has been possible to prepare only a few hundred noble gas
compounds. The melting and boiling points for a given
noble gas are close together, differing by less than 10 °C
(18 °F); that is, they are liquids over only a small temper-
ature range.
Neon, argon, krypton, and xenon are obtained from air in
an air separation unit using the methods of liquefaction
of gases and fractional distillation. Helium is sourced
from natural gas fields which have high concentrations
of helium in the natural gas, using cryogenic gas sep-
aration techniques, and radon is usually isolated from
the radioactive decay of dissolved radium, thorium, or
uranium compounds (since those compounds give off
alpha particles), which are equivalent inmass to the nuclei
of a helium-4 atom. Noble gases have several important
applications in industries such as lighting, welding, and
space exploration. A helium-oxygen breathing gas is of-
ten used by deep-sea divers at depths of seawater over 55
m (180 ft) to keep the diver from experiencing oxygen

toxemia, the lethal effect of high-pressure oxygen, and
nitrogen narcosis, the distracting narcotic effect of the ni-
trogen in air beyond this partial-pressure threshold. Af-
ter the risks caused by the flammability of hydrogen be-
came apparent, it was replaced with helium in blimps and
balloons.

1.1.1 History

Noble gas is translated from the German noun Edelgas,
first used in 1898 by Hugo Erdmann[3] to indicate their
extremely low level of reactivity. The name makes an
analogy to the term "noble metals", which also have low
reactivity. The noble gases have also been referred to as
inert gases, but this label is deprecated as many noble gas
compounds are now known.[4] Rare gases is another term
that was used,[5] but this is also inaccurate because argon
forms a fairly considerable part (0.94% by volume, 1.3%
by mass) of the Earth’s atmosphere due to decay of ra-
dioactive potassium-40.[6]

Helium was first detected in the Sun due to its characteristic
spectral lines.

Pierre Janssen and Joseph Norman Lockyer discovered
a new element on August 18, 1868 while looking at the
chromosphere of the Sun, and named it helium after the
Greek word for the Sun, ήλιος (ílios or helios).[7] No
chemical analysis was possible at the time, but helium
was later found to be a noble gas. Before them, in 1784,
the English chemist and physicist Henry Cavendish had
discovered that air contains a small proportion of a sub-
stance less reactive than nitrogen.[8] A century later, in
1895, Lord Rayleigh discovered that samples of nitro-
gen from the air were of a different density than nitro-
gen resulting from chemical reactions. Along with Scot-
tish scientist William Ramsay at University College, Lon-
don, Lord Rayleigh theorized that the nitrogen extracted

1
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from air was mixed with another gas, leading to an ex-
periment that successfully isolated a new element, argon,
from the Greek word αργός (argós, “inactive”).[8] With
this discovery, they realized an entire class of gases was
missing from the periodic table. During his search for ar-
gon, Ramsay also managed to isolate helium for the first
time while heating cleveite, a mineral. In 1902, having
accepted the evidence for the elements helium and argon,
Dmitri Mendeleev included these noble gases as group 0
in his arrangement of the elements, which would later be-
come the periodic table.[9]

Ramsay continued to search for these gases using the
method of fractional distillation to separate liquid air into
several components. In 1898, he discovered the ele-
ments krypton, neon, and xenon, and named them af-
ter the Greek words κρυπτός (kryptós, “hidden”), νέος
(néos, “new”), and ξένος (xénos, “stranger”), respec-
tively. Radon was first identified in 1898 by Friedrich
Ernst Dorn,[10] and was named radium emanation, but
was not considered a noble gas until 1904 when its char-
acteristics were found to be similar to those of other no-
ble gases.[11] Rayleigh and Ramsay received the 1904
Nobel Prizes in Physics and in Chemistry, respectively,
for their discovery of the noble gases;[12][13] in the words
of J. E. Cederblom, then president of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, “the discovery of an entirely new
group of elements, of which no single representative
had been known with any certainty, is something utterly
unique in the history of chemistry, being intrinsically an
advance in science of peculiar significance”.[13]

The discovery of the noble gases aided in the develop-
ment of a general understanding of atomic structure. In
1895, French chemist Henri Moissan attempted to form
a reaction between fluorine, the most electronegative ele-
ment, and argon, one of the noble gases, but failed. Sci-
entists were unable to prepare compounds of argon until
the end of the 20th century, but these attempts helped
to develop new theories of atomic structure. Learning
from these experiments, Danish physicist Niels Bohr pro-
posed in 1913 that the electrons in atoms are arranged
in shells surrounding the nucleus, and that for all noble
gases except helium the outermost shell always contains
eight electrons.[11] In 1916, Gilbert N. Lewis formulated
the octet rule, which concluded an octet of electrons in the
outer shell was the most stable arrangement for any atom;
this arrangement caused them to be unreactive with other
elements since they did not require any more electrons to
complete their outer shell.[14]

In 1962, Neil Bartlett discovered the first chemical com-
pound of a noble gas, xenon hexafluoroplatinate.[15] Com-
pounds of other noble gases were discovered soon after:
in 1962 for radon, radon difluoride,[16] and in 1963 for
krypton, krypton difluoride (KrF
2).[17] The first stable compound of argon was reported
in 2000 when argon fluorohydride (HArF) was formed at
a temperature of 40 K (−233.2 °C; −387.7 °F).[18]

In December 1998, scientists at the Joint Institute for
Nuclear Research working in Dubna, Russia bombarded
plutonium (Pu) with calcium (Ca) to produce a single
atom of element 114,[19] flerovium (Fl).[20] Preliminary
chemistry experiments have indicated this element may
be the first superheavy element to show abnormal noble-
gas-like properties, even though it is a member of group
14 on the periodic table.[21] In October 2006, scien-
tists from the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory successfully
created synthetically ununoctium (Uuo), the seventh el-
ement in group 18,[22] by bombarding californium (Cf)
with calcium (Ca).[23]

1.1.2 Physical and atomic properties

The noble gases have weak interatomic force, and conse-
quently have very low melting and boiling points. They
are all monatomic gases under standard conditions, in-
cluding the elements with larger atomicmasses thanmany
normally solid elements.[11] Helium has several unique
qualities when compared with other elements: its boil-
ing and melting points are lower than those of any other
known substance; it is the only element known to exhibit
superfluidity; it is the only element that cannot be solidi-
fied by cooling under standard conditions—a pressure of
25 standard atmospheres (2,500 kPa; 370 psi) must be ap-
plied at a temperature of 0.95 K (−272.200 °C; −457.960
°F) to convert it to a solid.[26] The noble gases up to xenon
have multiple stable isotopes. Radon has no stable iso-
topes; its longest-lived isotope, 222Rn, has a half-life of
3.8 days and decays to form helium and polonium, which
ultimately decays to lead.[11] Melting and boiling points
generally increase going down the group.

This is a plot of ionization potential versus atomic number. The
noble gases, which are labeled, have the largest ionization poten-
tial for each period.

The noble gas atoms, like atoms in most groups, increase
steadily in atomic radius from one period to the next due
to the increasing number of electrons. The size of the
atom is related to several properties. For example, the
ionization potential decreases with an increasing radius
because the valence electrons in the larger noble gases
are farther away from the nucleus and are therefore not
held as tightly together by the atom. Noble gases have the
largest ionization potential among the elements of each
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period, which reflects the stability of their electron con-
figuration and is related to their relative lack of chemical
reactivity.[24] Some of the heavier noble gases, however,
have ionization potentials small enough to be comparable
to those of other elements and molecules. It was the in-
sight that xenon has an ionization potential similar to that
of the oxygenmolecule that led Bartlett to attempt oxidiz-
ing xenon using platinum hexafluoride, an oxidizing agent
known to be strong enough to react with oxygen.[15] No-
ble gases cannot accept an electron to form stable anions;
that is, they have a negative electron affinity.[27]

The macroscopic physical properties of the noble gases
are dominated by the weak van der Waals forces between
the atoms. The attractive force increases with the size
of the atom as a result of the increase in polarizability
and the decrease in ionization potential. This results in
systematic group trends: as one goes down group 18,
the atomic radius, and with it the interatomic forces, in-
creases, resulting in an increasing melting point, boiling
point, enthalpy of vaporization, and solubility. The in-
crease in density is due to the increase in atomic mass.[24]

The noble gases are nearly ideal gases under standard con-
ditions, but their deviations from the ideal gas law pro-
vided important clues for the study of intermolecular in-
teractions. The Lennard-Jones potential, often used to
model intermolecular interactions, was deduced in 1924
by John Lennard-Jones from experimental data on argon
before the development of quantum mechanics provided
the tools for understanding intermolecular forces from
first principles.[28] The theoretical analysis of these in-
teractions became tractable because the noble gases are
monatomic and the atoms spherical, which means that
the interaction between the atoms is independent of di-
rection, or isotropic.

1.1.3 Chemical properties

The noble gases are colorless, odorless, tasteless, and non-
flammable under standard conditions. They were once
labeled group 0 in the periodic table because it was be-
lieved they had a valence of zero, meaning their atoms
cannot combine with those of other elements to form
compounds. However, it was later discovered some do
indeed form compounds, causing this label to fall into
disuse.[11]

Configuration

Main article: Noble gas configuration

Like other groups, the members of this family show pat-
terns in its electron configuration, especially the outer-
most shells resulting in trends in chemical behavior:
The noble gases have full valence electron shells. Valence
electrons are the outermost electrons of an atom and are

Ne

Neon, like all noble gases, has a full valence shell. Noble gases
have eight electrons in their outermost shell, except in the case of
helium, which has two.

normally the only electrons that participate in chemical
bonding. Atoms with full valence electron shells are ex-
tremely stable and therefore do not tend to form chemical
bonds and have little tendency to gain or lose electrons.[29]
However, heavier noble gases such as radon are held less
firmly together by electromagnetic force than lighter no-
ble gases such as helium, making it easier to remove outer
electrons from heavy noble gases.
As a result of a full shell, the noble gases can be used
in conjunction with the electron configuration notation to
form the noble gas notation. To do this, the nearest no-
ble gas that precedes the element in question is written
first, and then the electron configuration is continued from
that point forward. For example, the electron notation of
Phosphorus is 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p3, while the noble gas
notation is [Ne] 3s2 3p3. This more compact notation
makes it easier to identify elements, and is shorter than
writing out the full notation of atomic orbitals.[30]

Compounds

Main article: Noble gas compound
The noble gases show extremely low chemical reactivity;
consequently, only a few hundred noble gas compounds
have been formed. Neutral compounds in which helium
and neon are involved in chemical bonds have not been
formed (although there is some theoretical evidence for
a few helium compounds), while xenon, krypton, and ar-
gon have shown only minor reactivity.[31] The reactivity
follows the order Ne < He < Ar < Kr < Xe < Rn.
In 1933, Linus Pauling predicted that the heavier noble
gases could form compounds with fluorine and oxygen.
He predicted the existence of krypton hexafluoride (KrF
6) and xenon hexafluoride (XeF
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Structure of XeF
4, one of the first noble gas compounds to be discovered

6), speculated that XeF
8 might exist as an unstable compound, and suggested
xenic acid could form perxenate salts.[32][33] These pre-
dictions were shown to be generally accurate, except that
XeF
8 is now thought to be both thermodynamically and
kinetically unstable.[34]

Xenon compounds are the most numerous of the noble
gas compounds that have been formed.[35] Most of them
have the xenon atom in the oxidation state of +2, +4, +6,
or +8 bonded to highly electronegative atoms such as flu-
orine or oxygen, as in xenon difluoride (XeF
2), xenon tetrafluoride (XeF
4), xenon hexafluoride (XeF
6), xenon tetroxide (XeO
4), and sodium perxenate (Na
4XeO
6). Xenon reacts with fluorine to form numerous xenon
fluorides according to the following equations:

Xe + F2 → XeF2
Xe + 2F2 → XeF4
Xe + 3F2 → XeF6

Some of these compounds have found use in chemical
synthesis as oxidizing agents; XeF
2, in particular, is commercially available and can be
used as a fluorinating agent.[36] As of 2007, about
five hundred compounds of xenon bonded to other ele-
ments have been identified, including organoxenon com-
pounds (containing xenon bonded to carbon), and xenon
bonded to nitrogen, chlorine, gold, mercury, and xenon
itself.[31][37] Compounds of xenon bound to boron, hydro-
gen, bromine, iodine, beryllium, sulphur, titanium, cop-
per, and silver have also been observed but only at low
temperatures in noble gas matrices, or in supersonic no-
ble gas jets.[31]

In theory, radon is more reactive than xenon, and there-
fore should form chemical bonds more easily than xenon
does. However, due to the high radioactivity and short
half-life of radon isotopes, only a few fluorides and oxides
of radon have been formed in practice.[38]

Krypton is less reactive than xenon, but several com-
pounds have been reported with krypton in the oxidation
state of +2.[31] Krypton difluoride is the most notable and
easily characterized. Under extreme conditions, krypton
reacts with fluorine to form KrF2 according to the follow-
ing equation:

Kr + F2 → KrF2

Compounds in which krypton forms a single bond to ni-
trogen and oxygen have also been characterized,[39] but
are only stable below −60 °C (−76 °F) and −90 °C (−130
°F) respectively.[31]

Krypton atoms chemically bound to other nonmetals (hy-
drogen, chlorine, carbon) as well as some late transition
metals (copper, silver, gold) have also been observed, but
only either at low temperatures in noble gas matrices, or
in supersonic noble gas jets.[31] Similar conditions were
used to obtain the first few compounds of argon in 2000,
such as argon fluorohydride (HArF), and some bound to
the late transition metals copper, silver, and gold.[31] As
of 2007, no stable neutral molecules involving covalently
bound helium or neon are known.[31]

The noble gases—including helium—can form stable
molecular ions in the gas phase. The simplest is the
helium hydride molecular ion, HeH+, discovered in
1925.[40] Because it is composed of the two most abun-
dant elements in the universe, hydrogen and helium, it
is believed to occur naturally in the interstellar medium,
although it has not been detected yet.[41] In addition to
these ions, there are many known neutral excimers of the
noble gases. These are compounds such as ArF and KrF
that are stable only when in an excited electronic state;
some of them find application in excimer lasers.
In addition to the compounds where a noble gas atom
is involved in a covalent bond, noble gases also form
non-covalent compounds. The clathrates, first described
in 1949,[42] consist of a noble gas atom trapped within
cavities of crystal lattices of certain organic and inor-
ganic substances. The essential condition for their for-
mation is that the guest (noble gas) atoms must be of
appropriate size to fit in the cavities of the host crystal
lattice. For instance, argon, krypton, and xenon form
clathrates with hydroquinone, but helium and neon do not
because they are too small or insufficiently polarizable
to be retained.[43] Neon, argon, krypton, and xenon also
form clathrate hydrates, where the noble gas is trapped in
ice.[44]

Noble gases can form endohedral fullerene compounds,
in which the noble gas atom is trapped inside a fullerene
molecule. In 1993, it was discovered that when C
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An endohedral fullerene compound containing a noble gas atom

60, a spherical molecule consisting of 60 carbon atoms, is
exposed to noble gases at high pressure, complexes such
as He@C
60 can be formed (the @ notation indicates He is con-
tained inside C
60 but not covalently bound to it).[45] As of 2008, en-
dohedral complexes with helium, neon, argon, krypton,
and xenon have been obtained.[46] These compounds have
found use in the study of the structure and reactivity of
fullerenes by means of the nuclear magnetic resonance of
the noble gas atom.[47]

Bonding in XeF
2 according to the 3-center-4-electron bond model

Noble gas compounds such as xenon difluoride (XeF
2) are considered to be hypervalent because they vio-
late the octet rule. Bonding in such compounds can
be explained using a three-center four-electron bond
model.[48][49] This model, first proposed in 1951, consid-
ers bonding of three collinear atoms. For example, bond-
ing in XeF
2 is described by a set of three molecular orbitals (MOs)
derived from p-orbitals on each atom. Bonding results
from the combination of a filled p-orbital from Xe with
one half-filled p-orbital from each F atom, resulting in a
filled bonding orbital, a filled non-bonding orbital, and an
empty antibonding orbital. The highest occupied molec-

ular orbital is localized on the two terminal atoms. This
represents a localization of charge which is facilitated by
the high electronegativity of fluorine.[50]

The chemistry of heavier noble gases, krypton and xenon,
are well established. The chemistry of the lighter ones,
argon and helium, is still at an early stage, while a neon
compound is yet to be identified.

1.1.4 Occurrence and production

The abundances of the noble gases in the universe de-
crease as their atomic numbers increase. Helium is the
most common element in the universe after hydrogen,
with a mass fraction of about 24%. Most of the helium
in the universe was formed during Big Bang nucleosyn-
thesis, but the amount of helium is steadily increasing
due to the fusion of hydrogen in stellar nucleosynthesis
(and, to a very slight degree, the alpha decay of heavy
elements).[51][52] Abundances on Earth follow different
trends; for example, helium is only the third most abun-
dant noble gas in the atmosphere. The reason is that there
is no primordial helium in the atmosphere; due to the
small mass of the atom, helium cannot be retained by
the Earth’s gravitational field.[53] Helium on Earth comes
from the alpha decay of heavy elements such as uranium
and thorium found in the Earth’s crust, and tends to accu-
mulate in natural gas deposits.[53] The abundance of ar-
gon, on the other hand, is increased as a result of the beta
decay of potassium-40, also found in the Earth’s crust,
to form argon-40, which is the most abundant isotope of
argon on Earth despite being relatively rare in the Solar
System. This process is the base for the potassium-argon
dating method.[54] Xenon has an unexpectedly low abun-
dance in the atmosphere, in what has been called themiss-
ing xenon problem; one theory is that the missing xenon
may be trapped in minerals inside the Earth’s crust.[55]
After the discovery of xenon dioxide, a research showed
that Xe can substitute for Si in the quartz.[56] Radon is
formed in the lithosphere as from the alpha decay of ra-
dium. It can seep into buildings through cracks in their
foundation and accumulate in areas that are not well ven-
tilated. Due to its high radioactivity, radon presents a
significant health hazard; it is implicated in an estimated
21,000 lung cancer deaths per year in the United States
alone.[57]

For large-scale use, helium is extracted by fractional dis-
tillation from natural gas, which can contain up to 7%
helium.[62]

Neon, argon, krypton, and xenon are obtained from air
using the methods of liquefaction of gases, to convert
elements to a liquid state, and fractional distillation, to
separate mixtures into component parts. Helium is typ-
ically produced by separating it from natural gas, and
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radon is isolated from the radioactive decay of radium
compounds.[11] The prices of the noble gases are influ-
enced by their natural abundance, with argon being the
cheapest and xenon the most expensive. As an example,
the table to the right lists the 2004 prices in the United
States for laboratory quantities of each gas.

1.1.5 Applications

Liquid helium is used to cool the superconducting magnets in
modern MRI scanners

Noble gases have very low boiling and melting points,
which makes them useful as cryogenic refrigerants.[63] In
particular, liquid helium, which boils at 4.2 K (−268.95
°C; −452.11 °F), is used for superconducting magnets,
such as those needed in nuclearmagnetic resonance imag-
ing and nuclear magnetic resonance.[64] Liquid neon, al-
though it does not reach temperatures as low as liquid he-
lium, also finds use in cryogenics because it has over 40
times more refrigerating capacity than liquid helium and
over three times more than liquid hydrogen.[60]

Helium is used as a component of breathing gases to re-
place nitrogen, due its low solubility in fluids, especially in
lipids. Gases are absorbed by the blood and body tissues
when under pressure like in scuba diving, which causes an
anesthetic effect known as nitrogen narcosis.[65] Due to its
reduced solubility, little helium is taken into cell mem-
branes, and when helium is used to replace part of the
breathing mixtures, such as in trimix or heliox, a decrease
in the narcotic effect of the gas at depth is obtained.[66]
Helium’s reduced solubility offers further advantages for
the condition known as decompression sickness, or the
bends.[11][67] The reduced amount of dissolved gas in the
body means that fewer gas bubbles form during the de-
crease in pressure of the ascent. Another noble gas, ar-
gon, is considered the best option for use as a drysuit infla-
tion gas for scuba diving.[68] Helium is also used as filling
gas in nuclear fuel rods for nuclear reactors.[69]

Since the Hindenburg disaster in 1937,[70] helium has re-
placed hydrogen as a lifting gas in blimps and balloons
due to its lightness and incombustibility, despite an

Goodyear Blimp

8.6%[71] decrease in buoyancy.[11]

In many applications, the noble gases are used to provide
an inert atmosphere. Argon is used in the synthesis of air-
sensitive compounds that are sensitive to nitrogen. Solid
argon is also used for the study of very unstable com-
pounds, such as reactive intermediates, by trapping them
in an inert matrix at very low temperatures.[72] Helium
is used as the carrier medium in gas chromatography, as
a filler gas for thermometers, and in devices for measur-
ing radiation, such as the Geiger counter and the bubble
chamber.[61] Helium and argon are both commonly used
to shield welding arcs and the surrounding base metal
from the atmosphere during welding and cutting, as well
as in other metallurgical processes and in the production
of silicon for the semiconductor industry.[60]

15,000-watt xenon short-arc lamp used in IMAX projectors

Noble gases are commonly used in lighting because of
their lack of chemical reactivity. Argon, mixed with
nitrogen, is used as a filler gas for incandescent light
bulbs.[60] Krypton is used in high-performance light
bulbs, which have higher color temperatures and greater
efficiency, because it reduces the rate of evaporation of
the filament more than argon; halogen lamps, in particu-
lar, use krypton mixed with small amounts of compounds
of iodine or bromine.[60] The noble gases glow in distinc-
tive colors when used inside gas-discharge lamps, such
as "neon lights". These lights are called after neon but
often contain other gases and phosphors, which add vari-
ous hues to the orange-red color of neon. Xenon is com-
monly used in xenon arc lamps which, due to their nearly
continuous spectrum that resembles daylight, find appli-
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cation in film projectors and as automobile headlamps.[60]

The noble gases are used in excimer lasers, which are
based on short-lived electronically excited molecules
known as excimers. The excimers used for lasers may be
noble gas dimers such as Ar2, Kr2 or Xe2, or more com-
monly, the noble gas is combined with a halogen in ex-
cimers such as ArF, KrF, XeF, or XeCl. These lasers pro-
duce ultraviolet light which, due to its short wavelength
(193 nm for ArF and 248 nm for KrF), allows for high-
precision imaging. Excimer lasers have many indus-
trial, medical, and scientific applications. They are used
for microlithography and microfabrication, which are es-
sential for integrated circuit manufacture, and for laser
surgery, including laser angioplasty and eye surgery.[73]

Some noble gases have direct application in medicine.
Helium is sometimes used to improve the ease of breath-
ing of asthma sufferers.[60] Xenon is used as an anesthetic
because of its high solubility in lipids, which makes it
more potent than the usual nitrous oxide, and because
it is readily eliminated from the body, resulting in faster
recovery.[74] Xenon finds application in medical imag-
ing of the lungs through hyperpolarized MRI.[75] Radon,
which is highly radioactive and is only available in minute
amounts, is used in radiotherapy.[11]

1.1.6 Discharge color

The color of gas discharge emission depends on several
factors, including the following:[76]

• discharge parameters (local value of current density
and electric field, temperature, etc. – note the color
variation along the discharge in the top row);

• gas purity (even small fraction of certain gases can
affect color);

• material of the discharge tube envelope – note sup-
pression of the UV and blue components in the
bottom-row tubes made of thick household glass.

1.1.7 See also

• Noble gas (data page), for extended tables of physi-
cal properties.

• Noble metal, for metals that are resistant to corro-
sion or oxidation.

• Inert gas, for any gas that is not reactive under nor-
mal circumstances.

• Industrial gas

• Neutronium

• Noble gas configuration
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Chapter 2

Elements

2.1 Helium

This article is about the chemical element. For other
uses, see Helium (disambiguation).

Helium is a chemical element with symbol He and
atomic number 2. It is a colorless, odorless, tasteless,
non-toxic, inert, monatomic gas that heads the noble gas
group in the periodic table. Its boiling and melting points
are the lowest among all the elements and it exists only as
a gas except in extremely cold conditions.
Helium is the second lightest element and is the second
most abundant element in the observable universe, being
present at about 24% of the total elemental mass, which is
more than 12 times the mass of all the heavier elements
combined. Its abundance is similar to this figure in the
Sun and in Jupiter. This is due to the very high nuclear
binding energy (per nucleon) of helium-4 with respect to
the next three elements after helium. This helium-4 bind-
ing energy also accounts for why it is a product of both
nuclear fusion and radioactive decay. Most helium in the
universe is helium-4, and is believed to have been formed
during the Big Bang. Large amounts of new helium are
being created by nuclear fusion of hydrogen in stars.
Helium is named for the Greek god of the Sun, Helios.
It was first detected as an unknown yellow spectral line
signature in sunlight during a solar eclipse in 1868 by
French astronomer Jules Janssen. Janssen is jointly cred-
ited with detecting the element along with Norman Lock-
yer. Jannsen observed during the solar eclipse of 1868
while Lockyer observed from Britain. Lockyer was the
first to propose that the line was due to a new element,
which he named. The formal discovery of the element
was made in 1895 by two Swedish chemists, Per Teodor
Cleve and Nils Abraham Langlet, who found helium em-
anating from the uranium ore cleveite. In 1903, large re-
serves of helium were found in natural gas fields in parts
of the United States, which is by far the largest supplier
of the gas today.
Liquid helium is used in cryogenics (its largest single use,
absorbing about a quarter of production), particularly in
the cooling of superconducting magnets, with the main
commercial application being in MRI scanners. Helium’s

other industrial uses—as a pressurizing and purge gas,
as a protective atmosphere for arc welding and in pro-
cesses such as growing crystals to make silicon wafers—
account for half of the gas produced. A well-known but
minor use is as a lifting gas in balloons and airships.[4]
As with any gas whose density differs from that of air,
inhaling a small volume of helium temporarily changes
the timbre and quality of the human voice. In scientific
research, the behavior of the two fluid phases of helium-
4 (helium I and helium II) is important to researchers
studying quantum mechanics (in particular the property
of superfluidity) and to those looking at the phenom-
ena, such as superconductivity, produced in matter near
absolute zero.
On Earth it is relatively rare — 5.2 ppm by volume in the
atmosphere. Most terrestrial helium present today is cre-
ated by the natural radioactive decay of heavy radioac-
tive elements (thorium and uranium, although there are
other examples), as the alpha particles emitted by such
decays consist of helium-4 nuclei. This radiogenic he-
lium is trapped with natural gas in concentrations up to
7% by volume, from which it is extracted commercially
by a low-temperature separation process called fractional
distillation. Helium is a finite resource, and once released
into the atmosphere, it readily escapes into space.[5][6][7]

2.1.1 History

Scientific discoveries

The first evidence of helium was observed on August 18,
1868 as a bright yellow line with a wavelength of 587.49
nanometers in the spectrum of the chromosphere of the
Sun. The line was detected by French astronomer Jules
Janssen during a total solar eclipse in Guntur, India.[8][9]
This line was initially assumed to be sodium. On Oc-
tober 20 of the same year, English astronomer Norman
Lockyer observed a yellow line in the solar spectrum,
which he named the D3 Fraunhofer line because it was
near the known D1 and D2 lines of sodium.[10] He con-
cluded that it was caused by an element in the Sun un-
known on Earth. Lockyer and English chemist Edward
Frankland named the element with the Greek word for
the Sun, ἥλιος (helios).[11][12]
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Spectral lines of helium

In 1882, Italian physicist Luigi Palmieri detected helium
on Earth, for the first time, through its D3 spectral line,
when he analyzed the lava of Mount Vesuvius.[13]

Sir William Ramsay, the discoverer of terrestrial helium

On March 26, 1895, Scottish chemist Sir William Ram-
say isolated helium on Earth by treating the mineral
cleveite (a variety of uraninite with at least 10% rare earth
elements) with mineral acids. Ramsay was looking for
argon but, after separating nitrogen and oxygen from the
gas liberated by sulfuric acid, he noticed a bright yellow
line that matched the D3 line observed in the spectrum of
the Sun.[10][14][15][16] These samples were identified as he-
lium by Lockyer and British physicist William Crookes.
It was independently isolated from cleveite in the same
year by chemists Per Teodor Cleve and Abraham Langlet
in Uppsala, Sweden, who collected enough of the gas to
accurately determine its atomic weight.[9][17][18] Helium
was also isolated by the American geochemist William
Francis Hillebrand prior to Ramsay’s discovery when he
noticed unusual spectral lines while testing a sample of

the mineral uraninite. Hillebrand, however, attributed the
lines to nitrogen. His letter of congratulations to Ramsay
offers an interesting case of discovery and near-discovery
in science.[19]

In 1907, Ernest Rutherford and Thomas Royds demon-
strated that alpha particles are helium nuclei by allow-
ing the particles to penetrate the thin glass wall of an
evacuated tube, then creating a discharge in the tube to
study the spectra of the new gas inside. In 1908, helium
was first liquefied by Dutch physicist Heike Kamerlingh
Onnes by cooling the gas to less than one kelvin.[20] He
tried to solidify it by further reducing the temperature but
failed because helium does not have a triple point tem-
perature at which the solid, liquid, and gas phases are
at equilibrium. Onnes’ student Willem Hendrik Keesom
was eventually able to solidify 1 cm3 of helium in 1926
by applying additional external pressure.[21]

In 1938, Russian physicist Pyotr Leonidovich Kapitsa
discovered that helium-4 has almost no viscosity at
temperatures near absolute zero, a phenomenon now
called superfluidity.[22] This phenomenon is related to
Bose–Einstein condensation. In 1972, the same phe-
nomenon was observed in helium-3, but at tempera-
tures much closer to absolute zero, by American physi-
cists Douglas D. Osheroff, David M. Lee, and Robert
C. Richardson. The phenomenon in helium-3 is thought
to be related to pairing of helium-3 fermions to make
bosons, in analogy to Cooper pairs of electrons producing
superconductivity.[23]

Extraction and use

After an oil drilling operation in 1903 in Dexter, Kansas
produced a gas geyser that would not burn, Kansas state
geologist Erasmus Haworth collected samples of the es-
caping gas and took them back to the University of
Kansas at Lawrence where, with the help of chemists
Hamilton Cady and David McFarland, he discovered
that the gas consisted of, by volume, 72% nitrogen,
15% methane (a combustible percentage only with suf-
ficient oxygen), 1% hydrogen, and 12% an unidenti-
fiable gas.[9][24] With further analysis, Cady and Mc-
Farland discovered that 1.84% of the gas sample was
helium.[25][26] This showed that despite its overall rarity
on Earth, helium was concentrated in large quantities un-
der the American Great Plains, available for extraction as
a byproduct of natural gas.[27]

This enabled the United States to become the world’s
leading supplier of helium. Following a suggestion by
Sir Richard Threlfall, the United States Navy sponsored
three small experimental helium plants duringWorldWar
I. The goal was to supply barrage balloons with the non-
flammable, lighter-than-air gas. A total of 5,700 m3

(200,000 cu ft) of 92% helium was produced in the pro-
gram even though less than a cubic meter of the gas had
previously been obtained.[10] Some of this gas was used in
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the world’s first helium-filled airship, the U.S. Navy’s C-
7, which flew its maiden voyage from Hampton Roads,
Virginia, to Bolling Field in Washington, D.C., on De-
cember 1, 1921.[28]

Although the extraction process, using low-temperature
gas liquefaction, was not developed in time to be signif-
icant during World War I, production continued. He-
lium was primarily used as a lifting gas in lighter-than-
air craft. This use increased demand during World War
II, as well as demands for shielded arc welding. The
helium mass spectrometer was also vital in the atomic
bomb Manhattan Project.[29]

The government of the United States set up the National
Helium Reserve in 1925 at Amarillo, Texas, with the
goal of supplying military airships in time of war and
commercial airships in peacetime.[10] Because of the
Helium Control Act (1927), which banned the export of
scarce helium on which the US then had a production
monopoly, together with the prohibitive cost of the gas,
the Hindenburg, like all German Zeppelins, was forced to
use hydrogen as the lift gas. Helium use following World
War II was depressed but the reserve was expanded in the
1950s to ensure a supply of liquid helium as a coolant to
create oxygen/hydrogen rocket fuel (among other uses)
during the Space Race and Cold War. Helium use in the
United States in 1965 was more than eight times the peak
wartime consumption.[30]

After the “Helium Acts Amendments of 1960” (Public
Law 86–777), the U.S. Bureau of Mines arranged for
five private plants to recover helium from natural gas.
For this helium conservation program, the Bureau built
a 425-mile (684 km) pipeline from Bushton, Kansas, to
connect those plants with the government’s partially de-
pleted Cliffside gas field, near Amarillo, Texas. This
helium-nitrogen mixture was injected and stored in the
Cliffside gas field until needed, when it then was further
purified.[31]

By 1995, a billion cubic meters of the gas had been
collected and the reserve was US$1.4 billion in debt,
prompting the Congress of the United States in 1996 to
phase out the reserve.[9][32] The resulting “Helium Priva-
tization Act of 1996”[33] (Public Law 104–273) directed
the United States Department of the Interior to empty the
reserve, with sales starting by 2005.[34]

Helium produced between 1930 and 1945 was about
98.3% pure (2% nitrogen), which was adequate for air-
ships. In 1945, a small amount of 99.9% helium was pro-
duced for welding use. By 1949, commercial quantities
of Grade A 99.95% helium were available.[35]

For many years the United States produced over 90% of
commercially usable helium in the world, while extrac-
tion plants in Canada, Poland, Russia, and other nations
produced the remainder. In the mid-1990s, a new plant
in Arzew, Algeria, producing 17 million cubic meters
(600 million cubic feet) began operation, with enough
production to cover all of Europe’s demand. Meanwhile,

by 2000, the consumption of helium within the U.S. had
risen to above 15 million kg per year.[36] In 2004–2006,
two additional plants, one in Ras Laffan, Qatar, and the
other in Skikda, Algeria, were built. Algeria quickly be-
came the second leading producer of helium.[37] Through
this time, both helium consumption and the costs of pro-
ducing helium increased.[38] From 2002 to 2007 helium
prices doubled.[39]

As of 2012 the United States National Helium Reserve
accounted for 30 percent of the world’s helium.[40] The
reserve was expected to run out of helium in 2018.[40]
Despite that a proposed bill in the United States Senate
would allow the reserve to continue to sell the gas. Other
large reserves were in the Hugoton in Kansas, United
States and nearby gas fields of Kansas and the panhandles
of Texas and Oklahoma. New helium plants were sched-
uled to open in 2012 in Qatar, Russia and the United
States state of Wyoming but they were not expected to
ease the shortage.[40]

2.1.2 Characteristics

The helium atom

Main article: Helium atom

1 Å = 100,000 fm

1 fm

The helium atom. Depicted are the nucleus (pink) and the
electron cloud distribution (black). The nucleus (upper right) in
helium-4 is in reality spherically symmetric and closely resembles
the electron cloud, although for more complicated nuclei this is
not always the case.

Helium in quantum mechanics In the perspective of
quantum mechanics, helium is the second simplest atom
to model, following the hydrogen atom. Helium is com-
posed of two electrons in atomic orbitals surrounding
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a nucleus containing two protons along with some neu-
trons. As in Newtonian mechanics, no system consisting
of more than two particles can be solved with an exact
analytical mathematical approach (see 3-body problem)
and helium is no exception. Thus, numerical mathemati-
cal methods are required, even to solve the system of one
nucleus and two electrons. Such computational chemistry
methods have been used to create a quantum mechanical
picture of helium electron binding which is accurate to
within < 2% of the correct value, in a few computational
steps.[41] In such models it is found that each electron in
helium partly screens the nucleus from the other, so that
the effective nuclear charge Z which each electron sees,
is about 1.69 units, not the 2 charges of a classic “bare”
helium nucleus.

The related stability of the helium-4 nucleus and elec-
tron shell The nucleus of the helium-4 atom is identical
with an alpha particle. High-energy electron-scattering
experiments show its charge to decrease exponentially
from a maximum at a central point, exactly as does the
charge density of helium’s own electron cloud. This
symmetry reflects similar underlying physics: the pair
of neutrons and the pair of protons in helium’s nucleus
obey the same quantum mechanical rules as do helium’s
pair of electrons (although the nuclear particles are sub-
ject to a different nuclear binding potential), so that all
these fermions fully occupy 1s orbitals in pairs, none of
them possessing orbital angular momentum, and each
cancelling the other’s intrinsic spin. Adding another of
any of these particles would require angular momentum
and would release substantially less energy (in fact, no nu-
cleus with five nucleons is stable). This arrangement is
thus energetically extremely stable for all these particles,
and this stability accounts for many crucial facts regard-
ing helium in nature.
For example, the stability and low energy of the electron
cloud state in helium accounts for the element’s chemical
inertness, and also the lack of interaction of helium atoms
with each other, producing the lowest melting and boiling
points of all the elements.
In a similar way, the particular energetic stability of the
helium-4 nucleus, produced by similar effects, accounts
for the ease of helium-4 production in atomic reactions
involving both heavy-particle emission, and fusion. Some
stable helium-3 is produced in fusion reactions from hy-
drogen, but it is a very small fraction, compared with the
highly favorable helium-4.
The unusual stability of the helium-4 nucleus is also im-
portant cosmologically: it explains the fact that in the first
few minutes after the Big Bang, as the “soup” of free
protons and neutrons which had initially been created in
about 6:1 ratio cooled to the point that nuclear binding
was possible, almost all first compound atomic nuclei to
form were helium-4 nuclei. So tight was helium-4 bind-
ing that helium-4 production consumed nearly all of the
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free neutrons in a few minutes, before they could beta-
decay, and also leaving few to form heavier atoms such
as lithium, beryllium, or boron. Helium-4 nuclear bind-
ing per nucleon is stronger than in any of these elements
(see nucleogenesis and binding energy) and thus no ener-
getic drive was available, once helium had been formed,
to make elements 3, 4 and 5. It was barely energetically
favorable for helium to fuse into the next element with a
lower energy per nucleon, carbon. However, due to lack
of intermediate elements, this process requires three he-
lium nuclei striking each other nearly simultaneously (see
triple alpha process). There was thus no time for signif-
icant carbon to be formed in the few minutes after the
Big Bang, before the early expanding universe cooled to
the temperature and pressure point where helium fusion
to carbon was no longer possible. This left the early uni-
verse with a very similar ratio of hydrogen/helium as is
observed today (3 parts hydrogen to 1 part helium-4 by
mass), with nearly all the neutrons in the universe trapped
in helium-4.
All heavier elements (including those necessary for rocky
planets like the Earth, and for carbon-based or other life)
have thus been created since the Big Bang in stars which
were hot enough to fuse helium itself. All elements other
than hydrogen and helium today account for only 2% of
the mass of atomic matter in the universe. Helium-4, by
contrast, makes up about 23% of the universe’s ordinary
matter—nearly all the ordinary matter that is not hydro-
gen.

Gas and plasma phases

Helium is the second least reactive noble gas, after neon,
and thus the second least reactive of all elements.[42] It
is inert and monatomic in all standard conditions. Be-
cause of helium’s relatively low molar (atomic) mass, its
thermal conductivity, specific heat, and sound speed in
the gas phase are all greater than any other gas except
hydrogen. For similar reasons, and also due to the small
size of helium atoms, helium’s diffusion rate through
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Helium discharge tube shaped like the element’s atomic symbol

solids is three times that of air and around 65% that of
hydrogen.[10]

Helium is the least water soluble monatomic gas,[43] and
one of the least water soluble of any gas (CF4, SF6,
and C4F8 have lower mole fraction solubilities: 0.3802,
0.4394, and 0.2372 x2/10−5, respectively, versus helium’s
0.70797 x2/10−5),[44] and helium’s index of refraction is
closer to unity than that of any other gas.[45] Helium has
a negative Joule-Thomson coefficient at normal ambient
temperatures, meaning it heats up when allowed to freely
expand. Only below its Joule-Thomson inversion tem-
perature (of about 32 to 50 K at 1 atmosphere) does it
cool upon free expansion.[10] Once precooled below this
temperature, helium can be liquefied through expansion
cooling.
Most extraterrestrial helium is found in a plasma state,
with properties quite different from those of atomic he-
lium. In a plasma, helium’s electrons are not bound to
its nucleus, resulting in very high electrical conductivity,
even when the gas is only partially ionized. The charged
particles are highly influenced by magnetic and electric
fields. For example, in the solar wind together with
ionized hydrogen, the particles interact with the Earth’s
magnetosphere giving rise to Birkeland currents and the
aurora.[46]

Liquid Helium

Main article: Liquid helium

Unlike any other element, heliumwill remain liquid down
to absolute zero at normal pressures. This is a direct ef-
fect of quantum mechanics: specifically, the zero point
energy of the system is too high to allow freezing. Solid
helium requires a temperature of 1–1.5 K (about −272 °C

Liquefied helium. This helium is not only liquid, but has been
cooled to the point of superfluidity. The drop of liquid at the bot-
tom of the glass represents helium spontaneously escaping from
the container over the side, to empty out of the container. The
energy to drive this process is supplied by the potential energy of
the falling helium.

or −457 °F) and about 25 bar (2.5 MPa) of pressure.[47]
It is often hard to distinguish solid from liquid helium
since the refractive index of the two phases are nearly
the same. The solid has a sharp melting point and has
a crystalline structure, but it is highly compressible; ap-
plying pressure in a laboratory can decrease its volume
by more than 30%.[48] With a bulk modulus of about 27
MPa[49] it is ~100 times more compressible than water.
Solid helium has a density of 0.214 ± 0.006 g/cm3 at 1.15
K and 66 atm; the projected density at 0 K and 25 bar (2.5
MPa) is 0.187 ± 0.009 g/cm3.[50]

Helium I state Below its boiling point of 4.22 kelvins
and above the lambda point of 2.1768 kelvins, the isotope
helium-4 exists in a normal colorless liquid state, called
helium I.[10] Like other cryogenic liquids, helium I boils
when it is heated and contracts when its temperature is
lowered. Below the lambda point, however, helium does
not boil, and it expands as the temperature is lowered fur-
ther.
Helium I has a gas-like index of refraction of 1.026 which
makes its surface so hard to see that floats of styrofoam
are often used to showwhere the surface is.[10] This color-
less liquid has a very low viscosity and a density of 0.145–
0.125 g/mL (between about 0 and 4 K),[51] which is only
one-fourth the value expected from classical physics.[10]
Quantum mechanics is needed to explain this property
and thus both types of liquid helium are called quan-
tum fluids, meaning they display atomic properties on a
macroscopic scale. This may be an effect of its boil-
ing point being so close to absolute zero, preventing ran-
dom molecular motion (thermal energy) from masking
the atomic properties.[10]

Helium II state Main article: Superfluid helium-4

Liquid helium below its lambda point begins to exhibit
very unusual characteristics, in a state called helium II.
When helium II boils, due to its high thermal conductivity
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it does not bubble but rather evaporates directly from its
surface. Helium-3 also has a superfluid phase, but only at
much lower temperatures; as a result, less is known about
such properties in the isotope.[10]

Unlike ordinary liquids, helium II will creep along surfaces in
order to reach an equal level; after a short while, the levels in
the two containers will equalize. The Rollin film also covers the
interior of the larger container; if it were not sealed, the helium
II would creep out and escape.[10]

Helium II is a superfluid, a quantum mechanical state
(see: macroscopic quantum phenomena) of matter with
strange properties. For example, when it flows through
capillaries as thin as 10−7 to 10−8 m it has no measurable
viscosity.[9] However, when measurements were done be-
tween two moving discs, a viscosity comparable to that
of gaseous helium was observed. Current theory explains
this using the two-fluid model for helium II. In this model,
liquid helium below the lambda point is viewed as con-
taining a proportion of helium atoms in a ground state,
which are superfluid and flow with exactly zero viscos-
ity, and a proportion of helium atoms in an excited state,
which behave more like an ordinary fluid.[52]

In the fountain effect, a chamber is constructed which is
connected to a reservoir of helium II by a sintered disc
through which superfluid helium leaks easily but through
which non-superfluid helium cannot pass. If the interior
of the container is heated, the superfluid helium changes
to non-superfluid helium. In order to maintain the equi-
librium fraction of superfluid helium, superfluid helium
leaks through and increases the pressure, causing liquid
to fountain out of the container.[53]

The thermal conductivity of helium II is greater than that
of any other known substance, a million times that of he-
lium I and several hundred times that of copper.[10] This is
because heat conduction occurs by an exceptional quan-
tum mechanism. Most materials that conduct heat well
have a valence band of free electrons which serve to trans-
fer the heat. Helium II has no such valence band but nev-
ertheless conducts heat well. The flow of heat is governed
by equations that are similar to the wave equation used
to characterize sound propagation in air. When heat is
introduced, it moves at 20 meters per second at 1.8 K
through helium II as waves in a phenomenon known as
second sound.[10]

Helium II also exhibits a creeping effect. When a surface
extends past the level of helium II, the helium II moves
along the surface, against the force of gravity. Helium
II will escape from a vessel that is not sealed by creep-
ing along the sides until it reaches a warmer region where
it evaporates. It moves in a 30 nm-thick film regardless
of surface material. This film is called a Rollin film and
is named after the man who first characterized this trait,
Bernard V. Rollin.[10][54][55] As a result of this creeping
behavior and helium II’s ability to leak rapidly through
tiny openings, it is very difficult to confine liquid helium.
Unless the container is carefully constructed, the helium
II will creep along the surfaces and through valves un-
til it reaches somewhere warmer, where it will evapo-
rate. Waves propagating across a Rollin film are governed
by the same equation as gravity waves in shallow water,
but rather than gravity, the restoring force is the van der
Waals force.[56] These waves are known as third sound.[57]

2.1.3 Isotopes

Main article: Isotopes of helium

There are nine known isotopes of helium, but only
helium-3 and helium-4 are stable. In the Earth’s atmo-
sphere, there is one 3
He atom for every million 4
He atoms.[9] Unlike most elements, helium’s isotopic
abundance varies greatly by origin, due to the different
formation processes. The most common isotope, helium-
4, is produced on Earth by alpha decay of heavier radioac-
tive elements; the alpha particles that emerge are fully
ionized helium-4 nuclei. Helium-4 is an unusually stable
nucleus because its nucleons are arranged into complete
shells. It was also formed in enormous quantities during
Big Bang nucleosynthesis.[58]

Helium-3 is present on Earth only in trace amounts; most
of it since Earth’s formation, though some falls to Earth
trapped in cosmic dust.[59] Trace amounts are also pro-
duced by the beta decay of tritium.[60] Rocks from the
Earth’s crust have isotope ratios varying by as much as a
factor of ten, and these ratios can be used to investigate
the origin of rocks and the composition of the Earth’s
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mantle.[59] 3
He is much more abundant in stars, as a product of nu-
clear fusion. Thus in the interstellar medium, the propor-
tion of 3
He to 4
He is around 100 times higher than on Earth.[61] Extra-
planetary material, such as lunar and asteroid regolith,
have trace amounts of helium-3 from being bombarded
by solar winds. The Moon's surface contains helium-
3 at concentrations on the order of 10 ppb, much
higher than the approximately 5 ppt found in the Earth’s
atmosphere.[62][63] A number of people, starting with
Gerald Kulcinski in 1986,[64] have proposed to explore
the moon, mine lunar regolith and use the helium-3 for
fusion.
Liquid helium-4 can be cooled to about 1 kelvin using
evaporative cooling in a 1-K pot. Similar cooling of
helium-3, which has a lower boiling point, can achieve
about 0.2 kelvin in a helium-3 refrigerator. Equal mix-
tures of liquid 3
He and 4
He below 0.8 K separate into two immiscible phases
due to their dissimilarity (they follow different quantum
statistics: helium-4 atoms are bosons while helium-3
atoms are fermions).[10] Dilution refrigerators use this im-
miscibility to achieve temperatures of a few millikelvins.
It is possible to produce exotic helium isotopes, which
rapidly decay into other substances. The shortest-lived
heavy helium isotope is helium-5 with a half-life of
7.6×10−22 s. Helium-6 decays by emitting a beta par-
ticle and has a half-life of 0.8 second. Helium-7 also
emits a beta particle as well as a gamma ray. Helium-7
and helium-8 are created in certain nuclear reactions.[10]
Helium-6 and helium-8 are known to exhibit a nuclear
halo.[10]

2.1.4 Compounds

See also: Noble gas compound
Helium has a valence of zero and is chemically unre-
active under all normal conditions.[48] It is an electrical
insulator unless ionized. As with the other noble gases,
helium has metastable energy levels that allow it to re-
main ionized in an electrical discharge with a voltage be-
low its ionization potential.[10] Helium can form unstable
compounds, known as excimers, with tungsten, iodine,
fluorine, sulfur and phosphorus when it is subjected to
a glow discharge, to electron bombardment, or else is a
plasma for another reason. The molecular compounds
HeNe, HgHe10, and WHe2, and the molecular ions He+
2, He2+
2, HeH+
, and HeD+
have been created this way.[65] HeH+ is also stable in its
ground state, but is extremely reactive—it is the strongest
Brønsted acid known, and therefore can exist only in iso-
lation, as it will protonate any molecule or counteranion

Structure of the helium hydride ion, HHe+

Structure of the suspected fluoroheliate anion, OHeF−

it comes into contact with. This technique has also al-
lowed the production of the neutral molecule He2, which
has a large number of band systems, and HgHe, which is
apparently held together only by polarization forces.[10]

Van der Waals compounds of helium can also be formed
with cryogenic helium gas and atoms of a substance, such
as LiHe and He2.[66]

Theoretically, other true compounds may also be possi-
ble, such as helium fluorohydride (HHeF) which would
be analogous to HArF, discovered in 2000.[67] Cal-
culations show that two new compounds containing
a helium-oxygen bond could be stable.[68] Two new
molecular species, predicted using theory, CsFHeO and
N(CH3)4FHeO, are derivatives of a metastable [F– HeO]
anion first theorized in 2005 by a group from Taiwan.
If confirmed by experiment, the only remaining element
with no known stable compounds would be neon.[69]

Helium has been put inside the hollow carbon cage
molecules (the fullerenes) by heating under high pres-
sure. The endohedral fullerene molecules formed are sta-
ble up to high temperatures. When chemical derivatives
of these fullerenes are formed, the helium stays inside.[70]
If helium-3 is used, it can be readily observed by he-
lium nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.[71] Many
fullerenes containing helium-3 have been reported. Al-
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though the helium atoms are not attached by covalent or
ionic bonds, these substances have distinct properties and
a definite composition, like all stoichiometric chemical
compounds.
Under extremely high pressures helium can react with
many elements. At 130 GPa Na2He has a fluorite struc-
ture.[72]

2.1.5 Occurrence and production

Natural abundance

Although it is rare on Earth, helium is the second
most abundant element in the known Universe (after
hydrogen), constituting 23% of its baryonic mass.[9] The
vast majority of helium was formed by Big Bang nucle-
osynthesis one to three minutes after the Big Bang. As
such, measurements of its abundance contribute to cos-
mological models. In stars, it is formed by the nuclear
fusion of hydrogen in proton-proton chain reactions and
the CNO cycle, part of stellar nucleosynthesis.[58]

In the Earth’s atmosphere, the concentration of helium
by volume is only 5.2 parts per million.[73][74] The con-
centration is low and fairly constant despite the contin-
uous production of new helium because most helium
in the Earth’s atmosphere escapes into space by several
processes.[75][76][77] In the Earth’s heterosphere, a part of
the upper atmosphere, helium and other lighter gases are
the most abundant elements.
Most helium on Earth is a result of radioactive decay. He-
lium is found in large amounts in minerals of uranium
and thorium, including cleveite, pitchblende, carnotite
and monazite, because they emit alpha particles (helium
nuclei, He2+) to which electrons immediately combine as
soon as the particle is stopped by the rock. In this way an
estimated 3000 metric tons of helium are generated per
year throughout the lithosphere.[78][79][80] In the Earth’s
crust, the concentration of helium is 8 parts per billion.
In seawater, the concentration is only 4 parts per trillion.
There are also small amounts in mineral springs, volcanic
gas, and meteoric iron. Because helium is trapped in the
subsurface under conditions that also trap natural gas, the
greatest natural concentrations of helium on the planet
are found in natural gas, from which most commercial
helium is extracted. The concentration varies in a broad
range from a few ppm up to over 7% in a small gas field
in San Juan County, New Mexico.[81][82]

As at 2011 the world’s helium reserves were estimated
at 40 billion cubic meters, with 1/4 of that being in the
South Pars / North Dome Gas-Condensate field owned
jointly by Qatar and Iran.[83]

Modern extraction and distribution

For large-scale use, helium is extracted by fractional dis-
tillation from natural gas, which can contain up to 7%
helium.[84] Since helium has a lower boiling point than
any other element, low temperature and high pressure
are used to liquefy nearly all the other gases (mostly
nitrogen and methane). The resulting crude helium gas
is purified by successive exposures to lowering tempera-
tures, in which almost all of the remaining nitrogen and
other gases are precipitated out of the gaseous mixture.
Activated charcoal is used as a final purification step, usu-
ally resulting in 99.995% pure Grade-A helium.[10] The
principal impurity in Grade-A helium is neon. In a final
production step, most of the helium that is produced is
liquefied via a cryogenic process. This is necessary for
applications requiring liquid helium and also allows he-
lium suppliers to reduce the cost of long distance trans-
portation, as the largest liquid helium containers have
more than five times the capacity of the largest gaseous
helium tube trailers.[37][85]

In 2008, approximately 169 million standard cubic me-
ters (SCM) of helium were extracted from natural gas or
withdrawn from helium reserves with approximately 78%
from the United States, 10% from Algeria, and most of
the remainder from Russia, Poland and Qatar.[86] In the
United States, most helium is extracted from natural gas
of the Hugoton and nearby gas fields in Kansas, Okla-
homa, and the Panhandle Field in Texas.[37][87] Much of
this gas was once sent by pipeline to the National Helium
Reserve, but since 2005 this reserve is being depleted and
sold off.
Diffusion of crude natural gas through special
semipermeable membranes and other barriers is
another method to recover and purify helium.[88] In
1996, the U.S. had proven helium reserves, in such gas
well complexes, of about 147 billion standard cubic feet
(4.2 billion SCM).[89] At rates of use at that time (72
million SCM per year in the U.S.; see pie chart below)
this is enough helium for about 58 years of U.S. use, and
less than this (perhaps 80% of the time) at world use
rates, although factors in saving and processing impact
effective reserve numbers.
Helium must be extracted from natural gas because it is
present in air at only a fraction of that of neon, yet the
demand for it is far higher. It is estimated that if all neon
production were retooled to save helium, that 0.1% of the
world’s helium demands would be satisfied. Similarly,
only 1% of the world’s helium demands could be satis-
fied by re-tooling all air distillation plants.[90] Helium can
be synthesized by bombardment of lithium or boron with
high-velocity protons, but this process is a completely un-
economic method of production.[91]

Helium is commercially available in either liquid or
gaseous form. As a liquid, it can be supplied in small in-
sulated containers called dewars which hold up to 1,000
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liters of helium, or in large ISO containers which have
nominal capacities as large as 42 m3 (around 11,000 U.S.
gallons). In gaseous form, small quantities of helium are
supplied in high-pressure cylinders holding up to 8 m3

(approx. 282 standard cubic feet), while large quantities
of high-pressure gas are supplied in tube trailers which
have capacities of up to 4,860 m3 (approx. 172,000 stan-
dard cubic feet).

Conservation advocates

According to helium conservationists like Nobel laureate
physicist Robert Coleman Richardson, the free market
price of helium has contributed to “wasteful” usage (e.g.
for helium balloons). Prices in the 2000s have been low-
ered by U.S. Congress’ decision to sell off the country’s
large helium stockpile by 2015.[92] According to Richard-
son, the current price needs to be multiplied by 20 to
eliminate the excessive wasting of helium. In their book,
the Future of helium as a natural resource (Routledge,
2012), Nuttall, Clarke & Glowacki (2012) also proposed
to create an International Helium Agency (IHA) to build
a sustainable market for this precious commodity.[93]

2.1.6 Applications

The largest single use of liquid helium is to cool the supercon-
ducting magnets in modern MRI scanners.

Estimated 2013 U.S. fractional helium use by category.
Total use is 47 million cubic meters.[94]

Cryogenics (32%)
Pressurizing and purging (18%)
Welding (13%)
Controlled atmospheres (18%)
Leak detection (4%)
Breathing mixtures (2%)
Other (13%)

While balloons are perhaps the best known use of he-
lium, they are a minor part of all helium use.[32] Helium
is used for many purposes that require some of its unique
properties, such as its low boiling point, low density,
low solubility, high thermal conductivity, or inertness.
Of the 2008 world helium total production of about
32 million kg (193 million standard cubic meters) he-
lium per year, the largest use (about 22% of the total
in 2008) is in cryogenic applications, most of which in-
volves cooling the superconducting magnets in medical
MRI scanners.[95] Other major uses (totalling to about
60% of use in 1996) were pressurizing and purging sys-
tems, maintenance of controlled atmospheres, welding,
and leak detection. Other uses by category were relatively
minor fractions.[96]

Controlled atmospheres

Helium is used as a protective gas in growing silicon and
germanium crystals, in titanium and zirconium produc-
tion, and in gas chromatography,[48] because it is inert.
Because of its inertness, thermally and calorically perfect
nature, high speed of sound, and high value of the heat ca-
pacity ratio, it is also useful in supersonic wind tunnels[97]
and impulse facilities.[98]

Gas tungsten arc welding

Main article: gas tungsten arc welding

Helium is used as a shielding gas in arc welding processes
on materials that at welding temperatures are contami-
nated and weakened by air or nitrogen.[9] A number of
inert shielding gases are used in gas tungsten arc welding,
but helium is used instead of cheaper argon especially for
welding materials that have higher heat conductivity, like
aluminium or copper.

Minor uses

Industrial leak detection One industrial application
for helium is leak detection. Because helium diffuses
through solids three times faster than air, it is used as a
tracer gas to detect leaks in high-vacuum equipment (such
as cryogenic tanks) and high-pressure containers.[99] The
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A dual chamber helium leak detection machine

tested object is placed in a chamber, which is then evac-
uated and filled with helium. The helium that escapes
through the leaks is detected by a sensitive device (helium
mass spectrometer), even at the leak rates as small as 10−9
mbar·L/s (10−10 Pa·m3/s). The measurement procedure
is normally automatic and is called helium integral test.
A simpler procedure is to fill the tested object with he-
lium and to manually search for leaks with a hand-held
device.[100]

Helium leaks through cracks should not be confused with
gas permeation through a bulk material. While helium
has documented permeation constants (thus a calculable
permeation rate) through glasses, ceramics, and synthetic
materials, inert gases such as helium will not permeate
most bulk metals.[101]

Because of its low density and incombustibility, helium is the gas
of choice to fill airships such as the Goodyear blimp.

Flight Because it is lighter than air, airships and bal-
loons are inflated with helium for lift. While hydrogen
gas is also buoyant, helium has the advantage of being
non-flammable (in addition to being fire retardant). An-
other minor use is in rocketry, where helium is used as
an ullage medium to displace fuel and oxidizers in stor-
age tanks and to condense hydrogen and oxygen to make
rocket fuel. It is also used to purge fuel and oxidizer
from ground support equipment prior to launch and to
pre-cool liquid hydrogen in space vehicles. For example,
the Saturn V rocket used in the Apollo program needed
about 370,000 m3 (13 million cubic feet) of helium to
launch.[48]

Minor commercial and recreational uses Helium
as a breathing gas has no narcotic properties, so helium

mixtures such as trimix, heliox and heliair are used for
deep diving to reduce the effects of narcosis.[102][103]
At depths below 150 metres (490 ft) divers breathing
helium–oxygen mixtures begin to experience tremors and
a decrease in psychomotor function, symptoms of high-
pressure nervous syndrome.[104] This effect may be coun-
tered to some extent by adding an amount of narcotic
gas such as hydrogen or nitrogen to a helium–oxygen
mixture.[105] At these depths the low density of helium is
found to considerably reduce the effort of breathing.[106]

Helium–neon lasers, a type of low-powered gas laser pro-
ducing a red beam, had various practical applications
which included barcode readers and laser pointers, before
they were almost universally replaced by cheaper diode
lasers.[9]

For its inertness and high thermal conductivity, neutron
transparency, and because it does not form radioactive
isotopes under reactor conditions, helium is used as a
heat-transfer medium in some gas-cooled nuclear reac-
tors.[99]

Helium, mixed with a heavier gas such as xenon, is useful
for thermoacoustic refrigeration due to the resulting high
heat capacity ratio and low Prandtl number.[107] The in-
ertness of helium has environmental advantages over con-
ventional refrigeration systems which contribute to ozone
depletion or global warming.[108]

Helium is also used in some hard disk drives.[109]

Scientific uses The use of helium reduces the distort-
ing effects of temperature variations in the space between
lenses in some telescopes, due to its extremely low index
of refraction.[10] This method is especially used in solar
telescopes where a vacuum tight telescope tube would be
too heavy.[110][111]

Helium is a commonly used carrier gas for gas chro-
matography.
The age of rocks and minerals that contain uranium and
thorium can be estimated by measuring the level of he-
lium with a process known as helium dating.[9][10]

Helium at low temperatures is used in cryogenics, and
in certain cryogenics applications. As examples of ap-
plications, liquid helium is used to cool certain met-
als to the extremely low temperatures required for
superconductivity, such as in superconducting magnets
for magnetic resonance imaging. The Large Hadron Col-
lider at CERN uses 96 metric tons of liquid helium to
maintain the temperature at 1.9 kelvin.[112]

2.1.7 Inhalation and safety

Effects

Neutral helium at standard conditions is non-toxic, plays
no biological role and is found in trace amounts in human
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blood.
The speed of sound in helium is nearly three times the
speed of sound in air. Because the fundamental fre-
quency of a gas-filled cavity is proportional to the speed
of sound in the gas, when helium is inhaled there is a
corresponding increase in the resonant frequencies of the
vocal tract.[9][113] The fundamental frequency (sometimes
called pitch) does not change, since this is produced by di-
rect vibration of the vocal folds, which is unchanged.[114]
However, the higher resonant frequencies cause a change
in timbre, resulting in a reedy, duck-like vocal quality.
The opposite effect, lowering resonant frequencies, can
be obtained by inhaling a dense gas such as sulfur hex-
afluoride or xenon.

Hazards

Inhaling helium can be dangerous if done to excess, since
helium is a simple asphyxiant and so displaces oxygen
needed for normal respiration.[9][115] Fatalities have been
recorded, including a youth who suffocated in Vancouver
in 2003 and two adults who suffocated in South Florida in
2006.[116][117] In 1998, an Australian girl (her age is not
known) from Victoria fell unconscious and temporarily
turned blue after inhaling the entire contents of a party
balloon.[118][119][120] Breathing pure helium continuously
causes death by asphyxiation within minutes. This fact is
utilized in the design of suicide bags.
Inhaling helium directly from pressurized cylinders is ex-
tremely dangerous, as the high flow rate can result in
barotrauma, fatally rupturing lung tissue.[115][121]

Death caused by helium is rare. The first media-recorded
case was that of a 15-year-old girl from Texas who died in
1998 from helium inhalation at a friend’s party; the exact
type of helium death is unidentified.[118][119][120]

In the United States only two fatalities were reported
between 2000 and 2004, including a man who died in
North Carolina of barotrauma in 2002.[116][121] A youth
asphyxiated in Vancouver during 2003, and a 27-year-old
man in Australia had an embolism after breathing from
a cylinder in 2000.[116] Since then two adults asphyxi-
ated in South Florida in 2006,[116][117][122] and there were
cases in 2009 and 2010, one a Californian youth who
was found with a bag over his head, attached to a helium
tank,[123] and another teenager in Northern Ireland died
of asphyxiation.[124] At Eagle Point, Oregon a teenage girl
died in 2012 from barotrauma at a party.[125][126][127][128]
A girl from Michigan died from hypoxia later in the
year.[129]

On February 4, 2015 it was revealed that during the
recording of their main TV show on January 28, a 12-
year-old member (name withheld) of Japanese all-girl
singing group 3B Junior suffered from air embolism, los-
ing consciousness and falling in a coma as a result of air
bubbles blocking the flow of blood to the brain, after in-

haling huge quantities of helium as part of a game. The
incident wasn't made public until a week later.[130][131]
The staff of TV Asahi held an emergency press confer-
ence to communicate that the member had been taken to
the hospital and is showing signs of rehabilitation such as
moving eyes and limbs, but her consciousness hasn't been
sufficiently recovered as of yet. Police have launched an
investigation due to a neglect of safety measures.[132][133]

The safety issues for cryogenic helium are similar to those
of liquid nitrogen; its extremely low temperatures can re-
sult in cold burns, and the liquid-to-gas expansion ratio
can cause explosions if no pressure-relief devices are in-
stalled. Containers of helium gas at 5 to 10 K should be
handled as if they contain liquid helium due to the rapid
and significant thermal expansion that occurs when he-
lium gas at less than 10 K is warmed to room tempera-
ture.[48]

At high pressures (more than about 20 atm or twoMPa), a
mixture of helium and oxygen (heliox) can lead to high-
pressure nervous syndrome, a sort of reverse-anesthetic
effect; adding a small amount of nitrogen to the mixture
can alleviate the problem.[134][135]

2.1.8 Additional images

• 3D schematic of a Helium atom

2.1.9 See also

• Abiogenic petroleum origin

• Helium-3 propulsion

• Leidenfrost effect

• Quantum solid

• Superfluid

• Tracer-gas leak testing method
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• Helium at the Helsinki University of Technology;
includes pressure-temperature phase diagrams for
helium-3 and helium-4

• Lancaster University, Ultra Low Temperature
Physics – includes a summary of some low temper-
ature techniques

Miscellaneous

• Physics in Speech with audio samples that demon-
strate the unchanged voice pitch

• Article about helium and other noble gases

Helium shortage

• America’s Helium Supply: Options for Producing
More Helium from Federal Land: Oversight Hear-
ing before the Subcommittee on Energy andMineral
Resources of the Committee on Natural Resources,
U.S. House Of Representatives, One Hundred Thir-
teenth Congress, First Session, Thursday, July 11,
2013

• Helium Program: Urgent Issues Facing BLM’s Stor-
age and Sale of Helium Reserves: Testimony be-
fore the Committee on Natural Resources, House of
Representatives Government Accountability Office

• Kramer, David (May 22, 2012). “Senate bill would
preserve US helium reserve: Measure would give
scientists first dibs on helium should a shortage de-
velop. Physics Today web site”.

•

2.2 Neon

This article is about the noble gas. For other uses, see
Neon (disambiguation).

Neon is a chemical element with symbol Ne and atomic
number 10. It is in group 18 (noble gases) of the periodic
table.[9] Neon is a colorless, odorless, inert monatomic
gas under standard conditions, with about two-thirds the
density of air. It was discovered (along with krypton and
xenon) in 1898 as one of the three residual rare inert ele-
ments remaining in dry air, after nitrogen, oxygen, argon
and carbon dioxide were removed. Neon was the second
of these three rare gases to be discovered, and was imme-
diately recognized as a new element from its bright red
emission spectrum. The name neon is derived from the
Greek word, νέον, neuter singular form of νέος [neos],
meaning new. Neon is chemically inert and forms no un-
charged chemical compounds.

During cosmic nucleogenesis of the elements, large
amounts of neon are built up from the alpha-capture fu-
sion process in stars. Although neon is a very common
element in the universe and solar system (it is fifth in
cosmic abundance after hydrogen, helium, oxygen and
carbon), it is very rare on Earth. It composes about 18.2
ppm of air by volume (this is about the same as themolec-
ular or mole fraction), and a smaller fraction in Earth’s
crust. The reason for neon’s relative scarcity on Earth and
the inner (terrestrial) planets is that neon forms no com-
pounds to fix it to solids, and is highly volatile. This led
to its escaping from the planetesimals under the warmth
of the newly ignited Sun in the early Solar System. Even
the atmosphere of Jupiter is somewhat depleted of neon,
presumably for this reason.
Neon gives a distinct reddish-orange glow when used in
either low-voltage neon glow lamps or in high-voltage
discharge tubes or neon advertising signs.[10][11] The red
emission line from neon is also responsible for the well
known red light of helium–neon lasers. Neon is used in
some plasma tube and refrigerant applications but has few
other commercial uses. It is commercially extracted by
the fractional distillation of liquid air. It is considerably
more expensive than helium, since air is its only source.

2.2.1 History

Neon gas-discharge lamps forming the symbol for neon “Ne”

Neon (Greek νέον (néon), neuter singular form of νέος
meaning “new”), was discovered in 1898 by the British
chemists Sir William Ramsay (1852–1916) and Morris
W. Travers (1872–1961) in London, England.[12] Neon
was discovered when Ramsay chilled a sample of air un-
til it became a liquid, then warmed the liquid and cap-
tured the gases as they boiled off. The gases nitrogen,
oxygen, and argon had been identified, but the remain-
ing gases were isolated in roughly their order of abun-
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dance, in a six-week period beginning at the end of May
1898. First to be identified was krypton. The next, after
krypton had been removed, was a gas which gave a bril-
liant red light under spectroscopic discharge. This gas,
identified in June, was named neon, the Greek analogue
of “novum”, (new), the name Ramsay’s son suggested.[13]
The characteristic brilliant red-orange color that is emit-
ted by gaseous neon when excited electrically was noted
immediately; Travers later wrote, “the blaze of crimson
light from the tube told its own story and was a sight to
dwell upon and never forget.”[14] Finally, the same team
discovered xenon by the same process, in June.
Neon’s scarcity precluded its prompt application for light-
ing along the lines of Moore tubes, which used nitrogen
and which were commercialized in the early 1900s. Af-
ter 1902, Georges Claude's company, Air Liquide, was
producing industrial quantities of neon as a byproduct of
his air liquefaction business. In December 1910 Claude
demonstrated modern neon lighting based on a sealed
tube of neon. Claude tried briefly to get neon tubes to be
used for indoor lighting, due to their intensity, but failed,
as homeowners rejected neon light sources due to their
color. Finally in 1912, Claude’s associate began selling
neon discharge tubes as advertising signs, where theywere
instantly more successful as eye catchers. They were in-
troduced to the U.S. in 1923, when two large neon signs
were bought by a Los Angeles Packard car dealership.
The glow and arresting red color made neon advertising
completely different from the competition.[15]

Neon played a role in the basic understanding of the na-
ture of atoms in 1913, when J. J. Thomson, as part of
his exploration into the composition of canal rays, chan-
neled streams of neon ions through a magnetic and an
electric field and measured their deflection by placing a
photographic plate in their path. Thomson observed two
separate patches of light on the photographic plate (see
image), which suggested two different parabolas of de-
flection. Thomson eventually concluded that some of the
atoms in the neon gas were of higher mass than the rest.
Though not understood at the time by Thomson, this was
the first discovery of isotopes of stable atoms. It was
made by using a crude version of an instrument we now
term as a mass spectrometer.

2.2.2 Isotopes

Main article: Isotopes of neon
Neon is the second lightest inert gas. Neon has three
stable isotopes: 20Ne (90.48%), 21Ne (0.27%) and 22Ne
(9.25%). 21Ne and 22Ne are partly primordial and partly
nucleogenic (i.e., made by nuclear reactions of other nu-
clides with neutrons or other particles in the environment)
and their variations in natural abundance are well under-
stood. In contrast, 20Ne (the chief primordial isotope
made in stellar nucleosynthesis) is not known to be nu-
cleogenic or radiogenic (save for cluster decay produc-
tion, which is thought to produce only a small amount).

The first evidence for isotopes of a stable element was provided in
1913 by experiments on neon plasma. In the bottom right corner
of J. J. Thomson's photographic plate are the separate impact
marks for the two isotopes neon-20 and neon-22.

The causes of the variation of 20Ne in the Earth have thus
been hotly debated.[16]

The principal nuclear reactions which generate nucle-
ogenic neon isotopes start from 24Mg and 25Mg, which
produce 21Ne and 22Ne, respectively, after neutron cap-
ture and immediate emission of an alpha particle. The
neutrons that produce the reactions are mostly produced
by secondary spallation reactions from alpha particles, in
turn derived from uranium-series decay chains. The net
result yields a trend towards lower 20Ne/22Ne and higher
21Ne/22Ne ratios observed in uranium-rich rocks such as
granites.[17] Neon-21 may also be produced in a nucle-
ogenic reaction, when 20Ne absorbs a neutron from vari-
ous natural terrestrial neutron sources.
In addition, isotopic analysis of exposed terrestrial rocks
has demonstrated the cosmogenic (cosmic ray) produc-
tion of 21Ne. This isotope is generated by spallation reac-
tions on magnesium, sodium, silicon, and aluminium. By
analyzing all three isotopes, the cosmogenic component
can be resolved from magmatic neon and nucleogenic
neon. This suggests that neon will be a useful tool in
determining cosmic exposure ages of surface rocks and
meteorites.[18]

Similar to xenon, neon content observed in samples of
volcanic gases is enriched in 20Ne, as well as nucleogenic
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21Ne, relative to 22Ne content. The neon isotopic con-
tent of these mantle-derived samples represents a non-
atmospheric source of neon. The 20Ne-enriched compo-
nents are attributed to exotic primordial rare gas compo-
nents in the Earth, possibly representing solar neon. El-
evated 20Ne abundances are found in diamonds, further
suggesting a solar neon reservoir in the Earth.[19]

2.2.3 Characteristics

Neon discharge tube

Neon is the second-lightest noble gas, after helium. It
glows reddish-orange in a vacuum discharge tube. Also,
neon has the narrowest liquid range of any element: from
24.55 K to 27.05 K (−248.45 °C to −245.95 °C, or
−415.21 °F to −410.71 °F). It has over 40 times the re-
frigerating capacity of liquid helium and three times that
of liquid hydrogen (on a per unit volume basis).[2] In
most applications it is a less expensive refrigerant than
helium.[20][21]

Spectrum of neon with ultraviolet (at left) and infrared (at right)
lines shown in white

Neon plasma has the most intense light discharge at nor-
mal voltages and currents of all the noble gases. The av-
erage color of this light to the human eye is red-orange
due to many lines in this range; it also contains a strong
green line which is hidden, unless the visual components
are dispersed by a spectroscope.[22]

Two quite different kinds of neon lighting are in common
use. Neon glow lamps are generally tiny, with most oper-
ating at about 100–250 volts.[23] They have been widely
used as power-on indicators and in circuit-testing equip-
ment, but light-emitting diodes (LEDs) now dominate
in such applications. These simple neon devices were
the forerunners of plasma displays and plasma televi-
sion screens.[24][25] Neon signs typically operate at much

higher voltages (2–15 kilovolts), and the luminous tubes
are commonly meters long.[26] The glass tubing is often
formed into shapes and letters for signage as well as ar-
chitectural and artistic applications.

2.2.4 Occurrence

Stable isotopes of neon are produced in stars. 20Ne is
created in fusing helium and oxygen in the alpha process,
which requires temperatures above 100 megakelvins and
masses greater than 3 solar masses.
Neon is abundant on a universal scale; it is the fifth most
abundant chemical element in the universe by mass, af-
ter hydrogen, helium, oxygen, and carbon (see chemical
element). Its relative rarity on Earth, like that of helium,
is due to its relative lightness, high vapor pressure at very
low temperatures, and chemical inertness, all properties
which tend to keep it from being trapped in the condens-
ing gas and dust clouds which resulted in the formation
of smaller and warmer solid planets like Earth.
Neon is monatomic, making it lighter than the molecules
of diatomic nitrogen and oxygen which form the bulk of
Earth’s atmosphere; a balloon filled with neon will rise in
air, albeit more slowly than a helium balloon.[27]

Neon’s abundance in the universe is about 1 part in 750
and in the Sun and presumably in the proto-solar system
nebula, about 1 part in 600. The Galileo spacecraft at-
mospheric entry probe found that even in the upper at-
mosphere of Jupiter, the abundance of neon is reduced
(depleted) by about a factor of 10, to a level of 1 part
in 6,000 by mass. This may indicate that even the ice-
planetesimals which brought neon into Jupiter from the
outer solar system, formed in a region which was too
warm for them to have kept their neon (abundances of
heavier inert gases on Jupiter are several times that found
in the Sun).[28]

Neon is rare on Earth, found in the Earth’s atmosphere at
1 part in 55,000, or 18.2 ppm by volume (this is about
the same as the molecule or mole fraction), or 1 part
in 79,000 of air by mass. It comprises a smaller frac-
tion in the crust. It is industrially produced by cryogenic
fractional distillation of liquefied air.[2]

2.2.5 Applications

Neon is often used in signs and produces an unmistakable
bright reddish-orange light. Although still referred to as
“neon”, other colors are generated with different noble
gases or by varied colors of fluorescent lighting.
Neon is used in vacuum tubes, high-voltage indicators,
lightning arrestors, wave meter tubes, television tubes,
and helium–neon lasers. Liquefied neon is commercially
used as a cryogenic refrigerant in applications not requir-
ing the lower temperature range attainable with more ex-
treme liquid helium refrigeration.
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Neon signs may use neon along with other noble gases

Both neon gas and liquid neon are relatively expensive –
for small quantities, the price of liquid neon can be more
than 55 times that of liquid helium. The driver for neon’s
expense is the rarity of neon, which unlike helium, can
only be obtained from air.
The triple point temperature of neon (24.5561 K) is
a defining fixed point in the International Temperature
Scale of 1990.[3]

2.2.6 Compounds

Neon is the first p-block noble gas. Neon is generally con-
sidered to be inert. No true neutral compounds of neon
are known. However, the ions Ne+, (NeAr)+, (NeH)+,
and (HeNe+) have been observed from optical and mass
spectrometric studies, and there are some unverified re-
ports of an unstable hydrate.[2]

2.2.7 See also

• Expansion ratio

• Neon sign

• Neon lamp
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2.2.9 External links

• Neon at The Periodic Table of Videos (University of
Nottingham)

• WebElements.com – Neon.

• It’s Elemental – Neon

• USGS Periodic Table – Neon

• Atomic Spectrum of Neon

• Neon Museum, Las Vegas

2.3 Argon

This article is about the chemical element. For other
uses, see Argon (disambiguation).
Not to be confused with Argonne (disambiguation).

Argon is a chemical element with symbol Ar and atomic
number 18. It is in group 18 of the periodic table
and is a noble gas.[5] Argon is the third most common
gas in the Earth’s atmosphere, at 0.93% (9,300 ppm),
making it approximately 23.7 times as abundant as the
next most common atmospheric gas, carbon dioxide (390
ppm), and more than 500 times as abundant as the next
most common noble gas, neon (18 ppm). Nearly all
of this argon is radiogenic argon-40 derived from the
decay of potassium-40 in the Earth’s crust. In the uni-
verse, argon-36 is by far the most common argon isotope,
being the preferred argon isotope produced by stellar
nucleosynthesis in supernovas. In addition, argon is the
most prevalent of the noble gases in Earth’s crust, with
the element composing 0.00015% of this crust.[6]

The name “argon” is derived from theGreekword αργον,
neuter singular form of αργος meaning “lazy” or “inac-
tive”, as a reference to the fact that the element undergoes
almost no chemical reactions. The complete octet (eight
electrons) in the outer atomic shell makes argon stable
and resistant to bonding with other elements. Its triple
point temperature of 83.8058 K is a defining fixed point
in the International Temperature Scale of 1990.
Argon is produced industrially by the fractional distil-
lation of liquid air. Argon is mostly used as an inert
shielding gas in welding and other high-temperature
industrial processes where ordinarily non-reactive sub-
stances become reactive; for example, an argon atmo-
sphere is used in graphite electric furnaces to prevent
the graphite from burning. Argon gas also has uses in
incandescent and fluorescent lighting, and other types of
gas discharge tubes. Argon makes a distinctive blue-
green gas laser. Argon is also used in fluorescent glow
starters.

2.3.1 Characteristics

A small piece of rapidly melting solid argon.

Argon has approximately the same solubility in water
as oxygen, and is 2.5 times more soluble in water than
nitrogen. Argon is colorless, odorless, nonflammable and
nontoxic as a solid, liquid, and gas.[7] Argon is chemi-
cally inert under most conditions and forms no confirmed
stable compounds at room temperature.
Although argon is a noble gas, it has been found to have
the capability of forming some compounds. For example,
the creation of argon fluorohydride (HArF), a compound
of argon with fluorine and hydrogen which is stable be-
low 17 K, was reported by researchers at the University of
Helsinki in 2000.[8][9] Although the neutral ground-state
chemical compounds of argon are presently limited to
HArF, argon can form clathrates with water when atoms
of it are trapped in a lattice of the water molecules.[10]
Argon-containing ions and excited state complexes, such
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as ArH+
and ArF, respectively, are known to exist. Theoretical
calculations have predicted several argon compounds that
should be stable,[11] but for which no synthesis routes are
currently known.

2.3.2 History

Lord Rayleigh's method for the isolation of argon, based on an
experiment of Henry Cavendish's. The gases are contained in a
test-tube (A) standing over a large quantity of weak alkali (B),
and the current is conveyed in wires insulated by U-shaped glass
tubes (CC) passing through the liquid and round the mouth of
the test-tube. The inner platinum ends (DD) of the wire receive a
current from a battery of five Grove cells and a Ruhmkorff coil
of medium size.

Argon (’αργόν, neuter singular form of ’αργός, Greek
meaning “inactive”, in reference to its chemical
inactivity)[12][13] was suspected to be present in air by
Henry Cavendish in 1785 but was not isolated until 1894
by Lord Rayleigh and Sir William Ramsay at University
College London in an experiment in which they removed
all of the oxygen, carbon dioxide, water and nitrogen
from a sample of clean air.[14][15][16] They had deter-
mined that nitrogen produced from chemical compounds
was one-half percent lighter than nitrogen from the
atmosphere. The difference seemed insignificant, but it
was important enough to attract their attention for many
months. They concluded that there was another gas in
the air mixed in with the nitrogen.[17] Argon was also
encountered in 1882 through independent research of H.
F. Newall and W. N. Hartley. Each observed new lines
in the color spectrum of air but were unable to identify
the element responsible for the lines. Argon became the
first member of the noble gases to be discovered. The
symbol for argon is now “Ar”, but up until 1957 it was
“A”.[18]

2.3.3 Occurrence

Argon constitutes 0.934% by volume and 1.288% by
mass of the Earth’s atmosphere,[19] and air is the primary
raw material used by industry to produce purified argon
products. Argon is isolated from air by fractionation,
most commonly by cryogenic fractional distillation, a pro-
cess that also produces purified nitrogen, oxygen, neon,
krypton and xenon.[20] The Earth’s crust and seawater
contain 1.2 ppm and 0.45 ppm of argon, respectively.[21]

2.3.4 Isotopes

Main article: Isotopes of argon

The main isotopes of argon found on Earth are 40
Ar (99.6%), 36
Ar (0.34%), and 38
Ar (0.06%). Naturally occurring 40
K, with a half-life of 1.25×109 years, decays to stable 40
Ar (11.2%) by electron capture or positron emission, and
also to stable 40
Ca (88.8%) via beta decay. These properties and ratios
are used to determine the age of rocks by the method of
K-Ar dating.[21][22]

In the Earth’s atmosphere, 39
Ar is made by cosmic ray activity, primarily with 40
Ar. In the subsurface environment, it is also produced
through neutron capture by 39
K or alpha emission by calcium. 37
Ar is created from the neutron spallation of 40
Ca as a result of subsurface nuclear explosions. It has a
half-life of 35 days.[22]
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Argon is notable in that its isotopic composition varies
greatly between different locations in the Solar System.
Where the major source of argon is the decay of 40
K in rocks, 40
Ar will be the dominant isotope, as it is on Earth. Argon
produced directly by stellar nucleosynthesis, in contrast,
is dominated by the alpha process nuclide, 36
Ar. Correspondingly, solar argon contains 84.6% 36
Ar based on solar wind measurements,[23] and the ratio of
the three isotopes 36Ar : 38Ar : 40Ar in the atmospheres
of the outer planets is measured to be 8400 : 1600 : 1.[24]
This contrasts with the abundance of primordial 36
Ar in Earth’s atmosphere: only 31.5 ppmv (= 9340 ppmv
× 0.337%), comparable to that of neon (18.18 ppmv);
and with measurements by interplanetary probes.
The Martian atmosphere contains 1.6% of 40
Ar and 5 ppm of 36
Ar. The Mariner probe fly-by of the planet Mercury in
1973 found that Mercury has a very thin atmosphere with
70% argon, believed to result from releases of the gas as
a decay product from radioactive materials on the planet.
In 2005, the Huygens probe discovered the presence of
exclusively 40
Ar on Titan, the largest moon of Saturn.[21][25]

The predominance of radiogenic 40
Ar is responsible for the standard atomic weight of ter-
restrial argon being greater than that of the next element,
potassium, which was puzzling at the time when argon
was discovered. Mendeleev had placed the elements in
his periodic table in order of atomic weight, but the in-
ertness of argon suggested a placement before the reactive
alkali metal. Henry Moseley later solved this problem by
showing that the periodic table is actually arranged in or-
der of atomic number. (See History of the periodic ta-
ble).

2.3.5 Compounds

See also: Van der Waals molecule
Argon’s complete octet of electrons indicates full s and p

Space-filling model of argon fluorohydride.

subshells. This full outer energy level makes argon very

stable and extremely resistant to bonding with other el-
ements. Before 1962, argon and the other noble gases
were considered to be chemically inert and unable to form
compounds; however, compounds of the heavier noble
gases have since been synthesized. In August 2000, the
first argon compound was formed by researchers at the
University of Helsinki. By shining ultraviolet light onto
frozen argon containing a small amount of hydrogen fluo-
ride with caesium iodide,[26] argon fluorohydride (HArF)
was formed.[9][27] It is stable up to 40 kelvin (−233 °C).
The metastable ArCF2+
2 dication, which is valence isoelectronic with carbonyl
fluoride, was observed in 2010.[28] Argon-36, in the form
of argon hydride ions, has been detected in cosmic dust
associated with the Crab Nebula supernova; this was the
first noble-gas molecule detected in outer space.[29][30]

2.3.6 Production

Industrial

Argon is produced industrially by the fractional distilla-
tion of liquid air in a cryogenic air separation unit; a pro-
cess that separates liquid nitrogen, which boils at 77.3 K,
from argon, which boils at 87.3 K, and liquid oxygen,
which boils at 90.2 K. About 700,000 tonnes of argon
are produced worldwide every year.[21][31]

In radioactive decays

40Ar, the most abundant isotope of argon, is produced by
the decay of 40K with a half-life of 1.25×109 years by
electron capture or positron emission. Because of this, it
is used in potassium-argon dating to determine the age of
rocks.

2.3.7 Applications

There are several different reasons argon is used in par-
ticular applications:

• An inert gas is needed. In particular, argon is the
cheapest alternative when nitrogen is not sufficiently
inert.

• Low thermal conductivity is required.

• The electronic properties (ionization and/or the
emission spectrum) are necessary.

Other noble gases would probably work as well in most of
these applications, but argon is by far the cheapest. Ar-
gon is inexpensive since it occurs naturally in air, and is
readily obtained as a byproduct of cryogenic air separa-
tion in the production of liquid oxygen and liquid nitro-
gen: the primary constituents of air are used on a large
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Cylinders containing argon gas for use in extinguishing fire with-
out damaging server equipment

industrial scale. The other noble gases (except helium)
are produced this way as well, but argon is the most plen-
tiful by far. The bulk of argon applications arise simply
because it is inert and relatively cheap.

Industrial processes

Argon is used in some high-temperature industrial pro-
cesses, where ordinarily non-reactive substances become
reactive. For example, an argon atmosphere is used in
graphite electric furnaces to prevent the graphite from
burning.
For some of these processes, the presence of nitrogen or
oxygen gases might cause defects within the material. Ar-
gon is used in various types of arc welding such as gas
metal arc welding and gas tungsten arc welding, as well as
in the processing of titanium and other reactive elements.
An argon atmosphere is also used for growing crystals of
silicon and germanium.
See also: shielding gas

Argon is used in the poultry industry to asphyxiate birds,
either for mass culling following disease outbreaks, or as
a means of slaughter more humane than the electric bath.
Argon’s relatively high density causes it to remain close to

the ground during gassing. Its non-reactive nature makes
it suitable in a food product, and since it replaces oxygen
within the dead bird, argon also enhances shelf life.[32]

Argon is sometimes used for extinguishing fires where
damage to equipment is to be avoided.

Scientific research

Liquid argon is used as the target for neutrino experi-
ments and direct dark matter searches. The interaction of
a hypothetical WIMP particle with the argon nucleus pro-
duces scintillation light that is detected by photomultiplier
tubes. Two-phase detectors also use argon gas to de-
tect the ionized electrons produced during the WIMP-
nucleus scattering. As with most other liquefied no-
ble gases, argon has a high scintillation lightyield (~ 51
photons/keV[33]), is transparent to its own scintillation
light, and is relatively easy to purify. Compared to xenon,
argon is cheaper and has a distinct scintillation time pro-
file which allows the separation of electronic recoils from
nuclear recoils. On the other hand, its intrinsic beta-ray
background is larger due to 39
Ar contamination, unless one uses underground argon
sources which has much less 39
Ar contamination. Most of the argon in the Earth’s atmo-
sphere was produced by electron capture of long-lived 40
K (40
K + e− → 40
Ar + ν) present in natural potassiumwithin the earth. The
39
Ar activity in the atmosphere is maintained by cosmo-
genic production through 40
Ar(n,2n)39
Ar and similar reactions. The half-life of 39
Ar is only 269 yr. As a result, the underground Ar,
shielded by rock and water, has much less 39
Ar contamination.[34] Dark matter detectors currently
operating with liquid argon include DarkSide, WArP,
ArDM, microCLEAN and DEAP-I. Neutrino experi-
ments include Icarus andMicroBooNE both of which use
high purity liquid argon in a time projection chamber for
fine grained three-dimensional imaging of neutrino inter-
actions.

Preservative

Argon is used to displace oxygen- and moisture-
containing air in packaging material to extend the shelf-
lives of the contents (argon has the European food ad-
ditive code of E938). Aerial oxidation, hydrolysis, and
other chemical reactions which degrade the products are
retarded or prevented entirely. Bottles of high-purity
chemicals and certain pharmaceutical products are avail-
able in sealed bottles or ampoules packed in argon. In
wine making, argon is used to top-off barrels to avoid the
aerial oxidation of ethanol to acetic acid during the aging
process.
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A sample of caesium is packed under argon to avoid reactions
with air

Argon is also available in aerosol-type cans, which
may be used to preserve compounds such as varnish,
polyurethane, paint, etc. for storage after opening.[35]

Since 2002, the American National Archives stores im-
portant national documents such as the Declaration of In-
dependence and the Constitution within argon-filled cases
to retard their degradation. Using argon reduces gas leak-
age, compared with the helium used in the preceding five
decades.[36]

Laboratory equipment

Gloveboxes are often filled with argon, which recirculates over
scrubbers to maintain an oxygen-, nitrogen-, and moisture-free
atmosphere

See also: Air-free technique

Argon may be used as the inert gas within Schlenk lines
and gloveboxes. The use of argon over comparatively less
expensive nitrogen is preferred where nitrogen may react
with the experimental reagents or apparatus.
Argon may be used as the carrier gas in gas chromatogra-
phy and in electrospray ionization mass spectrometry; it is
the gas of choice for the plasma used in ICP spectroscopy.

Argon is preferred for the sputter coating of specimens
for scanning electron microscopy. Argon gas is also
commonly used for sputter deposition of thin films as in
microelectronics and for wafer cleaning in microfabrica-
tion.

Medical use

Cryosurgery procedures such as cryoablation use lique-
fied argon to destroy tissue such as cancer cells. In
surgery it is used in a procedure called “argon enhanced
coagulation” which is a form of argon plasma beam
electrosurgery. The procedure carries a risk of produc-
ing gas embolism in the patient and has resulted in the
death of one person via this type of accident.[37]

Blue argon lasers are used in surgery to weld arteries, de-
stroy tumors, and to correct eye defects.[21]

Argon has also been used experimentally to replace ni-
trogen in the breathing or decompression mix known as
Argox, to speed the elimination of dissolved nitrogen
from the blood.[38]

Lighting

Argon gas-discharge lamp forming the symbol for argon “Ar”.

Incandescent lights are filled with argon, to preserve the
filaments at high temperature from oxidation. It is used
for the specific way it ionizes and emits light, such as in
plasma globes and calorimetry in experimental particle
physics. Gas-discharge lamps filled with pure argon pro-
vide lilac/violet light, filled with argon and some mercury
blue light. Argon is also used for the creation of blue and
green laser light.
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Miscellaneous uses

Argon is used for thermal insulation in energy efficient
windows.[39] Argon is also used in technical scuba div-
ing to inflate a dry suit, because it is inert and has low
thermal conductivity.[40] Argon is being used as a propel-
lant in the development of the Variable Specific Impulse
Magnetoplasma Rocket (VASIMR). Compressed argon
gas is allowed to expand, to cool the seeker heads of the
AIM-9 Sidewinder missile, and other missiles that use
cooled thermal seeker heads. The gas is stored at high
pressure.[41]

Argon-39, with a half-life of 269 years, has been used for
a number of applications, primarily ice core and ground
water dating. Also, potassium-argon dating is used in dat-
ing igneous rocks.[21]

Argon has been used by athletes as a doping agent to sim-
ulate hypoxic conditions. On August 31, 2014 the World
Anti Doping Agency (WADA) added argon and xenon to
the list of prohibited substances and methods, although at
this time there is no reliable test for abuse.[42]

2.3.8 Safety

Although argon is non-toxic, it is 38% denser than air and
is therefore considered a dangerous asphyxiant in closed
areas. It is also difficult to detect because it is colorless,
odorless, and tasteless. A 1994 incident in which a man
was asphyxiated after entering an argon filled section of
oil pipe under construction in Alaska highlights the dan-
gers of argon tank leakage in confined spaces, and empha-
sizes the need for proper use, storage and handling.[43]

2.3.9 See also
• Industrial gas
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• Silicon at The Periodic Table of Videos (University
of Nottingham)

• USGS Periodic Table – Argon

• Diving applications: Why Argon?

2.4 Krypton

This article is about the chemical element. For other
uses, see Krypton (disambiguation).

Krypton (from Greek: κρυπτός kryptos “the hidden
one”) is a chemical element with symbol Kr and atomic
number 36. It is a member of group 18 (noble gases) ele-
ments. A colorless, odorless, tasteless noble gas, krypton
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occurs in trace amounts in the atmosphere, is isolated by
fractionally distilling liquefied air, and is often used with
other rare gases in fluorescent lamps. Krypton is inert for
most practical purposes.
Krypton, like the other noble gases, can be used in light-
ing and photography. Krypton light has a large number of
spectral lines, and krypton’s high light output in plasmas
allows it to play an important role in many high-powered
gas lasers (krypton ion and excimer lasers), which pick
out one of the many spectral lines to amplify. There is
also a specific krypton fluoride laser. The high power
and relative ease of operation of krypton discharge tubes
caused (from 1960 to 1983) the official length of a meter
to be defined in terms of the wavelength of the 605 nm
(orange) spectral line of krypton-86.

2.4.1 History

Sir William Ramsay, the discoverer of krypton

Krypton was discovered in Britain in 1898 by SirWilliam
Ramsay, a Scottish chemist, and Morris Travers, an En-
glish chemist, in residue left from evaporating nearly all
components of liquid air. Neon was discovered by a
similar procedure by the same workers just a few weeks
later.[7] William Ramsay was awarded the 1904 Nobel
Prize in Chemistry for discovery of a series of noble
gases, including krypton.

In 1960, the International Conference on Weights and
Measures defined the meter as 1,650,763.73 wavelengths
of light emitted by the krypton-86 isotope.[8][9] This
agreement replaced the 1889 international prototype me-
ter located in Paris, which was a metal bar made of a
platinum-iridium alloy (one of a series of standard me-
ter bars, originally constructed to be one ten-millionth
of a quadrant of the Earth's polar circumference). This
also obsoleted the 1927 definition of the ångström based
on the red cadmium spectral line,[10] replacing it with
1 Å = 10−10 m. The krypton-86 definition lasted until
the October 1983 conference, which redefined the me-
ter as the distance that light travels in a vacuum during
1/299,792,458 s.[11][12][13]

2.4.2 Characteristics

Krypton is characterized by several sharp emission
lines (spectral signatures) the strongest being green and
yellow.[14] It is one of the products of uranium fission.[15]
Solidified krypton is white and crystalline with a face-
centered cubic crystal structure, which is a common prop-
erty of all noble gases (except helium, with a hexagonal
close-packed crystal structure).

Isotopes

Main article: Isotopes of krypton

Naturally occurring krypton is made of six stable
isotopes. In addition, about thirty unstable isotopes and
isomers are known.[16] 81Kr, the product of atmospheric
reactions, is produced with the other naturally occurring
isotopes of krypton. Being radioactive, it has a half-life
of 230,000 years. Krypton is highly volatile when it is
near surface waters but 81Kr has been used for dating old
(50,000–800,000 years) groundwater.[17]
85Kr is an inert radioactive noble gas with a half-life of
10.76 years. It is produced by the fission of uranium and
plutonium, such as in nuclear bomb testing and nuclear
reactors. 85Kr is released during the reprocessing of fuel
rods from nuclear reactors. Concentrations at the North
Pole are 30% higher than at the South Pole due to con-
vective mixing.[18]

Chemistry

Like the other noble gases, krypton is highly chemically
unreactive. However, following the first successful syn-
thesis of xenon compounds in 1962, synthesis of krypton
difluoride (KrF
2) was reported in 1963. In fact, before the 1960s, no
noble gas compounds had been discovered.[19] Under ex-
treme conditions, krypton reacts with fluorine to form
KrF2 according to the following equation:
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Kr + F2 → KrF2

In the same year, KrF
4 was reported by Grosse, et al.,[20] but was subse-
quently shown to be a mistaken identification.[21] There
are also unverified reports of a barium salt of a krypton
oxoacid.[22] ArKr+ and KrH+ polyatomic ions have been
investigated and there is evidence for KrXe or KrXe+.[23]

Compounds with krypton bonded to atoms other than
fluorine have also been discovered. The reaction of KrF
2 with B(OTeF
5)
3 produces an unstable compound, Kr(OTeF
5)
2, that contains a krypton-oxygen bond. A krypton-
nitrogen bond is found in the cation [HC≡N–Kr–F]+
, produced by the reaction of KrF
2 with [HC≡NH]+
[AsF−
6] below −50 °C.[24][25] HKrCN and HKrC≡CH (kryp-
ton hydride-cyanide and hydrokryptoacetylene) were re-
ported to be stable up to 40 K.[19]

Natural occurrence

The Earth has retained all of the noble gases that were
present at its formation except for helium. Krypton’s con-
centration in the atmosphere is about 1 ppm. It can be
extracted from liquid air by fractional distillation.[26] The
amount of krypton in space is uncertain, as the amount
is derived from the meteoric activity and that from solar
winds. The first measurements suggest an overabundance
of krypton in space.[27]

2.4.3 Applications

Krypton gas discharge tube

Krypton discharge (spectrum) tube

Krypton’s multiple emission lines make ionized kryp-
ton gas discharges appear whitish, which in turn makes
krypton-based bulbs useful in photography as a brilliant
white light source. Krypton is thus used in some types
of photographic flashes used in high speed photography.
Krypton gas is also combined with other gases to make
luminous signs that glow with a bright greenish-yellow
light.[28]

Krypton mixes with argon as the fill gas of energy saving
fluorescent lamps. This reduces their power consump-
tion. Unfortunately this also reduces their light output
and raises their cost.[29] Krypton costs about 100 times
as much as argon. Krypton (along with xenon) is also
used to fill incandescent lamps to reduce filament evapo-
ration and allow higher operating temperatures to be used
for the filament.[30] A brighter light results which contains
more blue than conventional lamps.
Krypton’s white discharge is often used to good effect
in colored gas discharge tubes, which are then simply
painted or stained in other ways to allow the desired color
(for example, "neon" type advertising signs where the let-
ters appear in differing colors are often entirely krypton-
based). Krypton is also capable of much higher light
power density than neon in the red spectral line region,
and for this reason, red lasers for high-power laser light-
shows are often krypton lasers with mirrors which select
out the red spectral line for laser amplification and emis-
sion, rather than the more familiar helium-neon variety,
which could never practically achieve the multi-watt red
laser light outputs needed for this application.[31]

Krypton has an important role in production and usage
of the krypton fluoride laser. The laser has been impor-
tant in the nuclear fusion energy research community in
confinement experiments. The laser has high beam uni-
formity, short wavelength, and the ability to modify the
spot size to track an imploding pellet.[32]

In experimental particle physics, liquid krypton is
used to construct quasi-homogeneous electromagnetic
calorimeters. A notable example is the calorimeter of the
NA48 experiment at CERN containing about 27 tonnes
of liquid krypton. This usage is rare, since the cheaper
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liquid argon is typically used. The advantage of krypton
over argon is a small Molière radius of 4.7 cm, which
allows for excellent spatial resolution and low degree of
overlapping. The other parameters relevant for calorime-
try application are: radiation length of X0=4.7 cm, den-
sity of 2.4 g/cm3.
The sealed spark gap assemblies contained in ignition ex-
citers used in some older jet engines contain a very small
amount of Krypton-85 to obtain consistent ionization lev-
els and uniform operation.
Krypton-83 has application in magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) for imaging airways. In particular, it may be
used to distinguish between hydrophobic and hydrophilic
surfaces containing an airway.[33]

Although xenon has potential for use in computed tomog-
raphy (CT) to assess regional ventilation, its anesthetic
properties limit its fraction in the breathing gas to 35%.
The use of a breathingmixture containing 30% xenon and
30% krypton is comparable in effectiveness for CT to a
40% xenon fraction, while avoiding the unwanted effects
of a high fraction xenon gas.[34]

Methods for the detection of concentrations of Krypton-
85 in the atmosphere have been used to detect suspected
clandestine nuclear fuel reprocessing facilities in North
Korea[35] and Pakistan.[36] These facilities were detected
in the early 2000s and were believed to be producing
weapons-grade plutonium.

2.4.4 Precautions

Krypton is considered to be a non-toxic asphyxiant.[37]
Krypton has a narcotic potency seven times greater than
air, so breathing a gas containing 50% krypton and 50%
air would cause narcosis similar to breathing air at four
times atmospheric pressure. This would be comparable
to scuba diving at a depth of 30 m (100 ft) (see nitrogen
narcosis) and potentially could affect anyone breathing it.
Nevertheless, that mixture would contain only 10% oxy-
gen and hypoxia would be a greater concern.

2.4.5 See also
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2.4.8 External links

• Krypton at The Periodic Table of Videos (University
of Nottingham)

• Krypton Fluoride Lasers, Plasma Physics Division
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2.5 Xenon

This article is about the chemical element. For other
uses, see Xenon (disambiguation).

Xenon is a chemical element with symbol Xe and atomic
number 54. It is a colorless, dense, odorless noble gas,
that occurs in the Earth’s atmosphere in trace amounts.[10]
Although generally unreactive, xenon can undergo a few
chemical reactions such as the formation of xenon hex-
afluoroplatinate, the first noble gas compound to be
synthesized.[11][12][13]

Naturally occurring xenon consists of eight stable iso-
topes. There are also over 40 unstable isotopes that un-
dergo radioactive decay. The isotope ratios of xenon
are an important tool for studying the early history of
the Solar System.[14] Radioactive xenon-135 is produced
from iodine-135 as a result of nuclear fission, and it acts
as the most significant neutron absorber in nuclear reac-
tors.[15]

Xenon is used in flash lamps[16] and arc lamps,[17] and as a
general anesthetic.[18] The first excimer laser design used
a xenon dimer molecule (Xe2) as its lasing medium,[19]
and the earliest laser designs used xenon flash lamps as
pumps.[20] Xenon is also being used to search for hypo-
thetical weakly interacting massive particles[21] and as the
propellant for ion thrusters in spacecraft.[22]

2.5.1 History

Xenon was discovered in England by the Scottish chemist
William Ramsay and English chemist Morris Travers on
July 12, 1898, shortly after their discovery of the el-
ements krypton and neon. They found xenon in the
residue left over from evaporating components of liquid
air.[23][24] Ramsay suggested the name xenon for this gas
from the Greek word ξένον [xenon], neuter singular form
of ξένος [xenos], meaning 'foreign(er)', 'strange(r)', or
'guest'.[25][26] In 1902, Ramsay estimated the proportion
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of xenon in the Earth’s atmosphere as one part in 20
million.[27]

During the 1930s, American engineer Harold Edgerton
began exploring strobe light technology for high speed
photography. This led him to the invention of the xenon
flash lamp, in which light is generated by sending a brief
electrical current through a tube filled with xenon gas. In
1934, Edgerton was able to generate flashes as brief as
one microsecond with this method.[16][28][29]

In 1939, American physician Albert R. Behnke Jr. began
exploring the causes of “drunkenness” in deep-sea divers.
He tested the effects of varying the breathing mixtures on
his subjects, and discovered that this caused the divers to
perceive a change in depth. From his results, he deduced
that xenon gas could serve as an anesthetic. Although
Russian toxicologist Nikolay V. Lazarev apparently stud-
ied xenon anesthesia in 1941, the first published report
confirming xenon anesthesia was in 1946 by American
medical researcher John H. Lawrence, who experimented
on mice. Xenon was first used as a surgical anesthetic in
1951 by American anesthesiologist Stuart C. Cullen, who
successfully operated on two patients.[30]

Xenon and the other noble gases were for a long time con-
sidered to be completely chemically inert and not able
to form compounds. However, while teaching at the
University of British Columbia, Neil Bartlett discovered
that the gas platinum hexafluoride (PtF6) was a power-
ful oxidizing agent that could oxidize oxygen gas (O2)
to form dioxygenyl hexafluoroplatinate (O2

+[PtF6]−).[31]
Since O2 and xenon have almost the same first ionization
potential, Bartlett realized that platinum hexafluoride
might also be able to oxidize xenon. On March 23,
1962, he mixed the two gases and produced the first
known compound of a noble gas, xenon hexafluoro-
platinate.[32][13] Bartlett thought its composition to be
Xe+[PtF6]−, although later work has revealed that it
was probably a mixture of various xenon-containing
salts.[33][34][35] Since then, many other xenon compounds
have been discovered,[36] along with some compounds
of the noble gases argon, krypton, and radon, includ-
ing argon fluorohydride (HArF),[37] krypton difluoride
(KrF2),[38][39] and radon fluoride.[40] By 1971, more than
80 xenon compounds were known.[41][42]

In November 1999 a team of IBM scientists demon-
strated a technology capable of manipulating individ-
ual atoms. The program, called IBM in atoms, used a
scanning tunneling microscope to arrange 35 individual
xenon atoms on a substrate of chilled crystal of nickel to
spell out the three letter company acronym. It was the
first time atoms had been precisely positioned on a flat
surface.[43]

2.5.2 Characteristics

Xenon has atomic number 54; that is, its nucleus con-
tains 54 protons. At standard temperature and pressure,

Xenon flash
(animated version)

pure xenon gas has a density of 5.761 kg/m3, about 4.5
times the surface density of the Earth’s atmosphere, 1.217
kg/m3.[44] As a liquid, xenon has a density of up to 3.100
g/mL, with the density maximum occurring at the triple
point.[45] Under the same conditions, the density of solid
xenon, 3.640 g/cm3, is higher than the average density
of granite, 2.75 g/cm3.[45] Using gigapascals of pressure,
xenon has been forced into a metallic phase.[46]

Solid xenon changes from face-centered cubic (fcc) to
hexagonal close packed (hcp) crystal phase under pres-
sure and begins to turn metallic at about 140 GPa, with
no noticeable volume change in the hcp phase. It is com-
pletely metallic at 155 GPa. When metalized, xenon
looks sky blue because it absorbs red light and transmits
other visible frequencies. Such behavior is unusual for a
metal and is explained by the relatively small widths of
the electron bands in metallic xenon.[47][48]

Xenon is a member of the zero-valence elements that are
called noble or inert gases. It is inert to most common
chemical reactions (such as combustion, for example)
because the outer valence shell contains eight electrons.
This produces a stable, minimum energy configuration in
which the outer electrons are tightly bound.[49]

In a gas-filled tube, xenon emits a blue or lavenderish
glow when the gas is excited by electrical discharge.
Xenon emits a band of emission lines that span the vi-
sual spectrum,[50] but the most intense lines occur in the
region of blue light, which produces the coloration.[51]
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2.5.3 Occurrence and production

Xenon is a trace gas in Earth’s atmosphere, occurring at
87±1 parts per billion (nL/L), or approximately 1 part per
11.5 million,[52] and is also found in gases emitted from
some mineral springs.
Xenon is obtained commercially as a byproduct of the
separation of air into oxygen and nitrogen. After this
separation, generally performed by fractional distillation
in a double-column plant, the liquid oxygen produced
will contain small quantities of krypton and xenon. By
additional fractional distillation steps, the liquid oxy-
gen may be enriched to contain 0.1–0.2% of a kryp-
ton/xenon mixture, which is extracted either via absorp-
tion onto silica gel or by distillation. Finally, the kryp-
ton/xenon mixture may be separated into krypton and
xenon via distillation.[53][54] Worldwide production of
xenon in 1998 was estimated at 5,000–7,000 m3.[55] Be-
cause of its low abundance, xenon is much more expen-
sive than the lighter noble gases—approximate prices for
the purchase of small quantities in Europe in 1999 were
10 €/L for xenon, 1 €/L for krypton, and 0.20 €/L for
neon;[55] the much more plentiful argon costs less than a
cent per liter.
Within the Solar System, the nucleon fraction of xenon is
1.56 × 10−8, for an abundance of approximately one part
in 630 thousand of the total mass.[56] Xenon is relatively
rare in the Sun's atmosphere, on Earth, and in asteroids
and comets. The planet Jupiter has an unusually high
abundance of xenon in its atmosphere; about 2.6 times as
much as the Sun.[57][58] This high abundance remains un-
explained andmay have been caused by an early and rapid
buildup of planetesimals—small, subplanetary bodies—
before the presolar disk began to heat up.[59] (Otherwise,
xenon would not have been trapped in the planetesimal
ices.) The problem of the low terrestrial xenon may po-
tentially be explained by covalent bonding of xenon to
oxygen within quartz, hence reducing the outgassing of
xenon into the atmosphere.[60]

Unlike the lower mass noble gases, the normal stellar nu-
cleosynthesis process inside a star does not form xenon.
Elements more massive than iron-56 have a net energy
cost to produce through fusion, so there is no energy
gain for a star when creating xenon.[61] Instead, xenon
is formed during supernova explosions,[62] by the slow
neutron capture process (s-process) of red giant stars
that have exhausted the hydrogen at their cores and en-
tered the asymptotic giant branch,[63] in classical nova
explosions[64] and from the radioactive decay of elements
such as iodine, uranium and plutonium.[65]

2.5.4 Isotopes and isotopic studies

Main article: Isotopes of xenon

Naturally occurring xenon is made of eight stable

isotopes, the most of any element with the exception of
tin, which has ten. Xenon and tin are the only elements
to have more than seven stable isotopes.[66] The isotopes
124Xe and 134Xe are predicted to undergo double beta
decay, but this has never been observed so they are con-
sidered to be stable.[67] Besides these stable forms, there
are over 40 unstable isotopes that have been studied. The
longest lived of these isotopes is 136Xe, which has been
observed to undergo double beta decay with a half-life
of 2.11 x 1021yr.[68] 129Xe is produced by beta decay
of 129I, which has a half-life of 16 million years, while
131mXe, 133Xe, 133mXe, and 135Xe are some of the fission
products of both 235U and 239Pu,[65] and therefore used
as indicators of nuclear explosions.
Nuclei of two of the stable isotopes of xenon, 129Xe and
131Xe, have non-zero intrinsic angular momenta (nuclear
spins, suitable for nuclear magnetic resonance). The nu-
clear spins can be aligned beyond ordinary polarization
levels by means of circularly polarized light and rubidium
vapor.[69] The resulting spin polarization of xenon nuclei
can surpass 50% of its maximum possible value, greatly
exceeding the thermal equilibrium value dictated by
paramagnetic statistics (typically 0.001% of the maxi-
mum value at room temperature, even in the strongest
magnets). Such non-equilibrium alignment of spins is
a temporary condition, and is called hyperpolarization.
The process of hyperpolarizing the xenon is called optical
pumping (although the process is different from pumping
a laser).[70]

Because a 129Xe nucleus has a spin of 1/2, and therefore a
zero electric quadrupole moment, the 129Xe nucleus does
not experience any quadrupolar interactions during colli-
sions with other atoms, and thus its hyperpolarization can
bemaintained for long periods of time even after the laser
beam has been turned off and the alkali vapor removed
by condensation on a room-temperature surface. Spin
polarization of 129Xe can persist from several seconds
for xenon atoms dissolved in blood[71] to several hours in
the gas phase[72] and several days in deeply frozen solid
xenon.[73] In contrast, 131Xe has a nuclear spin value of
3⁄2 and a nonzero quadrupole moment, and has t1 relax-
ation times in the millisecond and second ranges.[74]

Some radioactive isotopes of xenon, for example, 133Xe
and 135Xe, are produced by neutron irradiation of fission-
able material within nuclear reactors.[11] 135Xe is of con-
siderable significance in the operation of nuclear fission
reactors. 135Xe has a huge cross section for thermal neu-
trons, 2.6×106 barns,[15] so it acts as a neutron absorber
or "poison" that can slow or stop the chain reaction after
a period of operation. This was discovered in the earliest
nuclear reactors built by the AmericanManhattan Project
for plutonium production. Fortunately the designers had
made provisions in the design to increase the reactor’s re-
activity (the number of neutrons per fission that go on to
fission other atoms of nuclear fuel).[75] 135Xe reactor poi-
soning played a major role in the Chernobyl disaster.[76]
A shutdown or decrease of power of a reactor can result
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in buildup of 135Xe and getting the reactor into the iodine
pit.
Under adverse conditions, relatively high concentrations
of radioactive xenon isotopes may be found emanating
from nuclear reactors due to the release of fission prod-
ucts from cracked fuel rods,[77] or fissioning of uranium
in cooling water.[78]

Because xenon is a tracer for two parent isotopes, xenon
isotope ratios in meteorites are a powerful tool for study-
ing the formation of the solar system. The iodine-
xenon method of dating gives the time elapsed between
nucleosynthesis and the condensation of a solid object
from the solar nebula. In 1960, physicist John H.
Reynolds discovered that certain meteorites contained an
isotopic anomaly in the form of an overabundance of
xenon-129. He inferred that this was a decay product of
radioactive iodine-129. This isotope is produced slowly
by cosmic ray spallation and nuclear fission, but is pro-
duced in quantity only in supernova explosions. As the
half-life of 129I is comparatively short on a cosmologi-
cal time scale, only 16 million years, this demonstrated
that only a short time had passed between the supernova
and the time the meteorites had solidified and trapped
the 129I. These two events (supernova and solidification
of gas cloud) were inferred to have happened during the
early history of the Solar System, as the 129I isotope was
likely generated before the Solar System was formed, but
not long before, and seeded the solar gas cloud with iso-
topes from a second source. This supernova source may
also have caused collapse of the solar gas cloud.[79][80]

In a similar way, xenon isotopic ratios such as
129Xe/130Xe and 136Xe/130Xe are also a powerful tool
for understanding planetary differentiation and early
outgassing.[14] For example, The atmosphere of Mars
shows a xenon abundance similar to that of Earth: 0.08
parts per million,[81] however Mars shows a higher pro-
portion of 129Xe than the Earth or the Sun. As this iso-
tope is generated by radioactive decay, the result may in-
dicate that Mars lost most of its primordial atmosphere,
possibly within the first 100 million years after the planet
was formed.[82][83] In another example, excess 129Xe
found in carbon dioxide well gases fromNewMexico was
believed to be from the decay of mantle-derived gases
soon after Earth’s formation.[65][84]

2.5.5 Compounds

See also: Category:Xenon compounds.

After Neil Bartlett’s discovery in 1962 that xenon can
form chemical compounds, a large number of xenon com-
pounds have been discovered and described. Almost
all known xenon compounds contain the electronegative
atoms fluorine or oxygen.[85]

Halides

Xenon tetrafluoride

XeF4 crystals, 1962

Three fluorides are known: XeF
2, XeF
4, and XeF
6. XeF is theorized to be unstable.[86] The fluorides are
the starting point for the synthesis of almost all xenon
compounds.
The solid, crystalline difluoride XeF
2 is formed when a mixture of fluorine and xenon gases
is exposed to ultraviolet light.[87] Ordinary daylight is
sufficient.[88] Long-term heating of XeF
2 at high temperatures under an NiF
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2 catalyst yields XeF
6.[89] Pyrolysis of XeF
6 in the presence of NaF yields high-purity XeF
4.[90]

The xenon fluorides behave as both fluoride acceptors and
fluoride donors, forming salts that contain such cations as
XeF+
and Xe
2F+
3, and anions such as XeF−
5, XeF−
7, and XeF2−
8. The green, paramagnetic Xe+
2 is formed by the reduction of XeF
2 by xenon gas.[85]

XeF
2 is also able to form coordination complexes with transi-
tion metal ions. Over 30 such complexes have been syn-
thesized and characterized.[89]

Whereas the xenon fluorides are well-characterized, the
other halides are not known, the only exception being the
dichloride, XeCl2. Xenon dichloride is reported to be
an endothermic, colorless, crystalline compound that de-
composes into the elements at 80 °C, formed by the high-
frequency irradiation of a mixture of xenon, fluorine, and
silicon or carbon tetrachloride.[91] However, doubt has
been raised as to whether XeCl
2 is a real compound and not merely a van der Waals
molecule consisting of weakly bound Xe atoms and Cl
2 molecules.[92] Theoretical calculations indicate that the
linear molecule XeCl
2 is less stable than the van der Waals complex.[93]

Oxides and oxohalides

Three oxides of xenon are known: xenon trioxide (XeO
3) and xenon tetroxide (XeO
4), both of which are dangerously explosive and powerful
oxidizing agents, and xenon dioxide (XeO2), which was
reported in 2011 with a coordination number of four.[94]
XeO2 forms when xenon tetrafluoride is poured over ice.
Its crystal structure may allow it to replace silicon in sil-
icate minerals.[95] The XeOO+ cation has been identified
by infrared spectroscopy in solid argon.[96]

Xenon does not react with oxygen directly; the trioxide is
formed by the hydrolysis of XeF
6:[97]

XeF
6 + 3 H
2O → XeO
3 + 6 HF

XeO
3 is weakly acidic, dissolving in alkali to form unstable
xenate salts containing the HXeO−

4 anion. These unstable salts easily disproportionate into
xenon gas and perxenate salts, containing the XeO4−
6 anion.[98]

Barium perxenate, when treated with concentrated
sulfuric acid, yields gaseous xenon tetroxide:[91]

Ba
2XeO
6 + 2 H
2SO
4 → 2 BaSO
4 + 2 H
2O + XeO
4

To prevent decomposition, the xenon tetroxide thus
formed is quickly cooled to form a pale-yellow solid. It
explodes above −35.9 °C into xenon and oxygen gas.
A number of xenon oxyfluorides are known, including
XeOF
2, XeOF
4, XeO
2F
2, and XeO
3F
2. XeOF
2 is formed by the reaction of OF
2 with xenon gas at low temperatures. It may also be ob-
tained by the partial hydrolysis of XeF
4. It disproportionates at −20 °C into XeF
2 and XeO
2F
2.[99] XeOF
4 is formed by the partial hydrolysis of XeF
6,[100] or the reaction of XeF
6 with sodium perxenate, Na
4XeO
6. The latter reaction also produces a small amount of
XeO
3F
2. XeOF
4 reacts with CsF to form the XeOF−
5 anion,[99][101] while XeOF3 reacts with the alkali metal
fluorides KF, RbF and CsF to form the XeOF−
4 anion.[102]

Other compounds

Recently, there has been an interest in xenon com-
pounds where xenon is directly bonded to a less elec-
tronegative element than fluorine or oxygen, particularly
carbon.[103] Electron-withdrawing groups, such as groups
with fluorine substitution, are necessary to stabilize these
compounds.[98] Numerous such compounds have been
characterized, including:[99][104]

• C
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6F
5–Xe+
–N≡C–CH
3, where C6F5 is the pentafluorophenyl group.

• [C
6F
5]
2Xe

• C
6F
5–Xe–X, where X is CN, F, or Cl.

• R–C≡C–Xe+
, where R is C
2F−
5 or tert-butyl.

• C
6F
5–XeF+
2

• (C
6F
5Xe)
2Cl+

Other compounds containing xenon bonded to a less elec-
tronegative element include F–Xe–N(SO
2F)
2 and F–Xe–BF
2. The latter is synthesized from dioxygenyl tetrafluorob-
orate, O
2BF
4, at −100 °C.[99][105]

An unusual ion containing xenon is the
tetraxenonogold(II) cation, AuXe2+
4, which contains Xe–Au bonds.[106] This ion occurs in
the compound AuXe
4(Sb
2F
11)
2, and is remarkable in having direct chemical bonds
between two notoriously unreactive atoms, xenon and
gold, with xenon acting as a transition metal ligand.
The compound Xe
2Sb
2F
11 contains a Xe–Xe bond, the longest element-element
bond known (308.71 pm = 3.0871 Å).[107]

In 1995, M. Räsänen and co-workers, scientists at the
University of Helsinki in Finland, announced the prepara-
tion of xenon dihydride (HXeH), and later xenon hydride-
hydroxide (HXeOH), hydroxenoacetylene (HXeCCH),
and other Xe-containing molecules.[108] In 2008, Khri-
achtchev et al. reported the preparation of HXeOXeH

by the photolysis of water within a cryogenic xenon
matrix.[109] Deuterated molecules, HXeOD and DXeOH,
have also been produced.[110]

Clathrates and excimers

In addition to compounds where xenon forms a chemical
bond, xenon can form clathrates—substances where
xenon atoms are trapped by the crystalline lattice of an-
other compound. An example is xenon hydrate (Xe•5.75
H2O), where xenon atoms occupy vacancies in a lattice
of water molecules.[111] This clathrate has a melting point
of 24 °C.[112] The deuterated version of this hydrate has
also been produced.[113] Such clathrate hydrates can oc-
cur naturally under conditions of high pressure, such as
in Lake Vostok underneath the Antarctic ice sheet.[114]
Clathrate formation can be used to fractionally distill
xenon, argon and krypton.[115]

Xenon can also form endohedral fullerene compounds,
where a xenon atom is trapped inside a fullerene
molecule. The xenon atom trapped in the fullerene can be
monitored via 129Xe nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy. Using this technique, chemical reactions
on the fullerene molecule can be analyzed, due to the sen-
sitivity of the chemical shift of the xenon atom to its envi-
ronment. However, the xenon atom also has an electronic
influence on the reactivity of the fullerene.[116]

While xenon atoms are at their ground energy state, they
repel each other and will not form a bond. When xenon
atoms becomes energized, however, they can form an
excimer (excited dimer) until the electrons return to the
ground state. This entity is formed because the xenon
atom tends to fill its outermost electronic shell, and can
briefly do this by adding an electron from a neighboring
xenon atom. The typical lifetime of a xenon excimer is 1–
5 ns, and the decay releases photons with wavelengths of
about 150 and 173 nm.[117][118] Xenon can also form ex-
cimers with other elements, such as the halogens bromine,
chlorine and fluorine.[119]

2.5.6 Applications

Although xenon is rare and relatively expensive to extract
from the Earth’s atmosphere, it has a number of applica-
tions.

Illumination and optics

Gas-discharge lamps Xenon is used in light-emitting
devices called xenon flash lamps, which are used in
photographic flashes and stroboscopic lamps;[16] to excite
the active medium in lasers which then generate coherent
light;[120] and, occasionally, in bactericidal lamps.[121]
The first solid-state laser, invented in 1960, was pumped
by a xenon flash lamp,[20] and lasers used to power
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inertial confinement fusion are also pumped by xenon
flash lamps.[122]

Xenon short-arc lamp

Space Shuttle Atlantis bathed in xenon lights

Xenon gas discharge tube

Continuous, short-arc, high pressure xenon arc lamps
have a color temperature closely approximating noon
sunlight and are used in solar simulators. That is,
the chromaticity of these lamps closely approximates a
heated black body radiator that has a temperature close
to that observed from the Sun. After they were first in-
troduced during the 1940s, these lamps began replacing
the shorter-lived carbon arc lamps inmovie projectors.[17]
They are employed in typical 35mm, IMAX and the

new digital projectors film projection systems, automo-
tive HID headlights, high-end “tactical” flashlights and
other specialized uses. These arc lamps are an excellent
source of short wavelength ultraviolet radiation and they
have intense emissions in the near infrared, which is used
in some night vision systems.
The individual cells in a plasma display use a mixture
of xenon and neon that is converted into a plasma using
electrodes. The interaction of this plasma with the elec-
trodes generates ultraviolet photons, which then excite
the phosphor coating on the front of the display.[123][124]

Xenon is used as a “starter gas” in high pressure sodium
lamps. It has the lowest thermal conductivity and lowest
ionization potential of all the non-radioactive noble gases.
As a noble gas, it does not interfere with the chemical re-
actions occurring in the operating lamp. The low ther-
mal conductivity minimizes thermal losses in the lamp
while in the operating state, and the low ionization poten-
tial causes the breakdown voltage of the gas to be rela-
tively low in the cold state, which allows the lamp to be
more easily started.[125]

Lasers In 1962, a group of researchers at Bell Labo-
ratories discovered laser action in xenon,[126] and later
found that the laser gain was improved by adding helium
to the lasing medium.[127][128] The first excimer laser used
a xenon dimer (Xe2) energized by a beam of electrons to
produce stimulated emission at an ultraviolet wavelength
of 176 nm.[19] Xenon chloride and xenon fluoride have
also been used in excimer (or, more accurately, exciplex)
lasers.[129] The xenon chloride excimer laser has been em-
ployed, for example, in certain dermatological uses.[130]

Medical

Anesthesia Xenon has been used as a general anes-
thetic. Although it is expensive, anesthesia machines that
can deliver xenon are about to appear on the European
market, because advances in recovery and recycling of
xenon have made it economically viable.[131][132]

Xenon interacts with many different receptors and ion
channels and like many theoretically multi-modal inhala-
tion anesthetics these interactions are likely complemen-
tary. Xenon is a high-affinity glycine-site NMDA recep-
tor antagonist.[133] However, xenon distinguishes itself
from other clinically used NMDA receptor antagonists
in its lack of neurotoxicity and its ability to inhibit the
neurotoxicity of ketamine and nitrous oxide.[134][135] Un-
like ketamine and nitrous oxide, xenon does not stimu-
late a dopamine efflux from the nucleus accumbens.[136]
Like nitrous oxide and cyclopropane, xenon activates the
two-pore domain potassium channel TREK-1. A related
channel TASK-3 also implicated in inhalational anes-
thetic actions is insensitive to xenon.[137] Xenon inhibits
nicotinic acetylcholine α4β2 receptors which contribute
to spinally mediated analgesia.[138][139] Xenon is an effec-
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tive inhibitor of plasma membrane Ca2+ ATPase. Xenon
inhibits Ca2+ ATPase by binding to a hydrophobic pore
within the enzyme and preventing the enzyme from as-
suming active conformations.[140]

Xenon is a competitive inhibitor of the serotonin 5-
HT3 receptor. While neither anesthetic nor antinocicep-
tive this activity reduces anesthesia-emergent nausea and
vomiting.[141]

Xenon has a minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) of
72% at age 40, making it 44% more potent than N2O as
an anesthetic.[142] Thus it can be used in concentrations
with oxygen that have a lower risk of hypoxia. Unlike
nitrous oxide (N2O), xenon is not a greenhouse gas and so
it is also viewed as environmentally friendly.[143] Xenon
vented into the atmosphere is being returned to its original
source, so no environmental impact is likely.

Neuroprotectant Xenon induces robust cardioprotec-
tion and neuroprotection through a variety of mecha-
nisms of action. Through its influence on Ca2+, K+,
KATP\HIF and NMDA antagonism xenon is neuropro-
tective when administered before, during and after is-
chemic insults.[144][145] Xenon is a high affinity antag-
onist at the NMDA receptor glycine site.[133] Xenon
is cardioprotective in ischemia-reperfusion conditions
by inducing pharmacologic non-ischemic precondition-
ing. Xenon is cardioprotective by activating PKC-
epsilon & downstream p38-MAPK.[146] Xenon mimics
neuronal ischemic preconditioning by activating ATP
sensitive potassium channels.[147] Xenon allosterically re-
duces ATP mediated channel activation inhibition inde-
pendently of the sulfonylurea receptor1 subunit, increas-
ing KATP open-channel time and frequency.[148] Xenon
upregulates hypoxia inducible factor 1 alpha (HIF1a).
Xenon gas was added as an ingredient of the ventilation
mix for a newborn baby at St. Michael’s Hospital, Bristol,
England, whose life chances were otherwise very com-
promised, and was successful, leading to the authorisa-
tion of clinical trials for similar cases.[149] The treatment
is done simultaneously with cooling the body temperature
to 33.5 °C.[150]

Doping Inhaling a xenon/oxygenmixture activates pro-
duction of the transcription factor HIF-1-alpha, which
leads to increased production of erythropoietin. The lat-
ter hormone is known to increase red blood cell pro-
duction and athletes’ performance. Xenon inhalation
has been used for this purpose in Russia since at least
2004.[151] On August 31 2014 the World Anti Doping
Agency (WADA) added Xenon (and Argon) to the list of
prohibited substances and methods, although at this time
there is no reliable test for abuse.[152]

Imaging Gamma emission from the radioisotope
133Xe of xenon can be used to image the heart, lungs,

and brain, for example, by means of single photon emis-
sion computed tomography. 133Xe has also been used to
measure blood flow.[153][154][155]

Xenon, particularly hyperpolarized 129Xe, is a useful
contrast agent for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
In the gas phase, it can be used to image empty space
such as cavities in a porous sample or alveoli in lungs.
Hyperpolarization renders 129Xe much more detectable
via magnetic resonance imaging and has been used
for studies of the lungs and other tissues. It can be
used, for example, to trace the flow of gases within the
lungs.[156][157] Because xenon is soluble in water and also
in hydrophobic solvents, it can be used to image various
soft living tissues.[158][159][160]

Xenon with its high nuclear mass is a useful contrast
medium for x-ray photography. For this purpose it is sup-
plemented by Krypton and used at concentrations below
35% as otherwise it would act as a narcotic.

NMR spectroscopy

Because of the xenon atom’s large, flexible outer elec-
tron shell, the NMR spectrum changes in response to sur-
rounding conditions, and can therefore be used as a probe
to measure the chemical circumstances around it. For in-
stance xenon dissolved in water, in hydrophobic solvent,
and xenon associated with certain proteins can be distin-
guished by NMR.[161][162]

Hyperpolarized xenon can be used by surface chemists.
Normally, it is difficult to characterize surfaces using
NMR, because signals from the surface of a sample will
be overwhelmed by signals from the far-more-numerous
atomic nuclei in the bulk. However, nuclear spins on solid
surfaces can be selectively polarized, by transferring spin
polarization to them from hyperpolarized xenon gas. This
makes the surface signals strong enough to measure, and
distinguishes them from bulk signals.[163][164]

Other

In nuclear energy applications, xenon is used in bubble
chambers,[165] probes, and in other areas where a high
molecular weight and inert nature is desirable. A by-
product of nuclear weapon testing is the release of ra-
dioactive xenon-133 and xenon-135. The detection of
these isotopes is used to monitor compliance with nuclear
test ban treaties,[166] as well as to confirm nuclear test ex-
plosions by states such as North Korea.[167]

Liquid xenon is being used in calorimeters[168] for mea-
surements of gamma rays as well as a medium for detect-
ing hypothetical weakly interacting massive particles, or
WIMPs. When a WIMP collides with a xenon nucleus,
it is predicted to impart enough energy to cause ioniza-
tion and scintillation. Liquid xenon is useful for this type
of experiment due to its high density which makes dark
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A prototype of a xenon ion engine being tested at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.

matter interaction more likely and permits a quiet detec-
tor due to self-shielding.
Xenon is the preferred propellant for ion propulsion of
spacecraft because of its low ionization potential per
atomic weight, and its ability to be stored as a liquid at
near room temperature (under high pressure) yet be eas-
ily converted back into a gas to feed the engine. The
inert nature of xenon makes it environmentally friendly
and less corrosive to an ion engine than other fuels such
as mercury or caesium. Xenon was first used for satellite
ion engines during the 1970s.[169] It was later employed
as a propellant for JPL’s Deep Space 1 probe, Europe’s
SMART-1 spacecraft[22] and for the three ion propulsion
engines on NASA’s Dawn Spacecraft.[170]

Chemically, the perxenate compounds are used as
oxidizing agents in analytical chemistry. Xenon di-
fluoride is used as an etchant for silicon, particularly
in the production of microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS).[171] The anticancer drug 5-fluorouracil can be
produced by reacting xenon difluoride with uracil.[172]
Xenon is also used in protein crystallography. Ap-
plied at pressures from 0.5 to 5 MPa (5 to 50 atm) to
a protein crystal, xenon atoms bind in predominantly
hydrophobic cavities, often creating a high-quality, iso-
morphous, heavy-atom derivative, which can be used for
solving the phase problem.[173][174]

2.5.7 Precautions

Many oxygen-containing xenon compounds are toxic due
to their strong oxidative properties, and explosive due
to their tendency to break down into elemental xenon
plus diatomic oxygen (O2), which contains much stronger
chemical bonds than the xenon compounds.[175]

Xenon gas can be safely kept in normal sealed glass or

metal containers at standard temperature and pressure.
However, it readily dissolves in most plastics and rub-
ber, and will gradually escape from a container sealed
with such materials.[176] Xenon is non-toxic, although it
does dissolve in blood and belongs to a select group of
substances that penetrate the blood–brain barrier, caus-
ing mild to full surgical anesthesia when inhaled in high
concentrations with oxygen.[175]

At 169 m/s, the speed of sound in xenon gas is slower
than that in air[177] due to the slower average speed of
the heavy xenon atoms compared to nitrogen and oxy-
gen molecules. Hence, xenon lowers the rate of vibration
in the vocal tract when exhaled. This produces a char-
acteristic lowered voice timbre, an effect opposite to the
high-timbred voice caused by inhalation of helium. Like
helium, xenon does not satisfy the body’s need for oxy-
gen. Xenon is both a simple asphyxiant and an anesthetic
more powerful than nitrous oxide; consequently, many
universities no longer allow the voice stunt as a general
chemistry demonstration. As xenon is expensive, the gas
sulfur hexafluoride, which is similar to xenon in molecu-
lar weight (146 versus 131), is generally used in this stunt,
and is an asphyxiant without being anesthetic.[178]

It is possible to safely breathe dense gases such as xenon
or sulfur hexafluoride when they are in a mixture of at
least 20% oxygen. Xenon at 80% concentration along
with 20% oxygen rapidly produces the unconsciousness
of general anesthesia (and has been used for this, as dis-
cussed above). Breathing mixes gases of different densi-
ties very effectively and rapidly so that heavier gases are
purged along with the oxygen, and do not accumulate at
the bottom of the lungs.[179] There is, however, a dan-
ger associated with any heavy gas in large quantities: it
may sit invisibly in a container, and if a person enters a
container filled with an odorless, colorless gas, they may
find themselves breathing it unknowingly. Xenon is rarely
used in large enough quantities for this to be a concern,
though the potential for danger exists any time a tank or
container of xenon is kept in an unventilated space.[180]

2.5.8 See also

• Buoyant levitation

• Penning mixture
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2.5.10 External links

• Xenon at The Periodic Table of Videos (University
of Nottingham)

• WebElements.com – Xenon

• USGS Periodic Table – Xenon

• EnvironmentalChemistry.com – Xenon

• Xenon as an anesthetic

• Sir William Ramsay’s Nobel-Prize lecture (1904)

2.6 Radon

This article is about the chemical element. For other
uses, see Radon (disambiguation).

Radon is a chemical element with symbolRn and atomic
number 86. It is a radioactive, colorless, odorless,
tasteless[2] noble gas, occurring naturally as an indirect
decay product of uranium or thorium. Its most stable
isotope, 222Rn, has a half-life of 3.8 days. Radon is one
of the densest substances that remains a gas under nor-
mal conditions. It is also the only gas under normal con-
ditions that only has radioactive isotopes, and is consid-
ered a health hazard due to its radioactivity. Intense ra-
dioactivity has also hindered chemical studies of radon
and only a few compounds are known.
Radon is formed as one intermediate step in the normal
radioactive decay chains through which thorium and ura-
nium slowly decay into lead. Thorium and uranium are
the twomost common radioactive elements on earth; they
have been around since the earth was formed. Their nat-
urally occurring isotopes have very long half-lives, on the
order of billions of years. Thorium and uranium, their
decay product radium, and its decay product radon, will
therefore continue to occur for tens of millions of years
at almost the same concentrations as they do now.[3] As
radon itself decays, it produces new radioactive elements
called radon daughters or decay products. Unlike the
gaseous radon itself, radon daughters are solids and stick
to surfaces, such as dust particles in the air. If such con-
taminated dust is inhaled, these particles can stick to the
airways of the lung and increase the risk of developing
lung cancer.[4]

Unlike all the other intermediate elements in the afore-
mentioned decay chains, radon is gaseous and easily
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inhaled. Thus, even in this age of nuclear reactors,
naturally-occurring radon is responsible for the majority
of the public exposure to ionizing radiation. It is often the
single largest contributor to an individual’s background
radiation dose, and is the most variable from location to
location. Despite its short lifetime, some radon gas from
natural sources can accumulate to far higher than normal
concentrations in buildings, especially in low areas such
as basements and crawl spaces due to its heavy nature. It
can also be found in some spring waters and hot springs.[5]

Epidemiological studies have shown a clear link between
breathing high concentrations of radon and incidence of
lung cancer. Thus, radon is considered a significant con-
taminant that affects indoor air quality worldwide. Ac-
cording to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency, radon is the second most frequent cause of lung
cancer, after cigarette smoking, causing 21,000 lung can-
cer deaths per year in the United States. About 2,900 of
these deaths occur among people who have never smoked.
While radon is the second most frequent cause of lung
cancer, it is the number one cause among non-smokers,
according to EPA estimates.[6]

2.6.1 Characteristics

Emission spectrum of radon, photographed by Ernest Rutherford
in 1908. Numbers at the side of the spectrum are wavelengths.
The middle spectrum is of radon, while the outer two are of
helium (added to calibrate the wavelengths).

Physical properties

Radon is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless gas and there-
fore not detectable by human senses alone. At standard
temperature and pressure, radon forms a monatomic gas
with a density of 9.73 kg/m3,[7] about 8 times the density
of the Earth’s atmosphere at sea level, 1.217 kg/m3.[8]
Radon is one of the densest gases at room temperature
and is the densest of the noble gases. Although color-
less at standard temperature and pressure, when cooled
below its freezing point of 202 K (−71 °C; −96 °F),
radon emits a brilliant radioluminescence that turns from
yellow to orange-red as the temperature lowers.[9] Upon
condensation, radon glows because of the intense radia-
tion it produces.[10] Radon is sparingly soluble in water,

but more soluble than lighter noble gases. Radon is ap-
preciably more soluble in organic liquids than in water.

Chemical properties

Being a noble gas, radon is chemically not very reactive.
However, the 3.8-day half-life of radon-222makes it use-
ful in physical sciences as a natural tracer.
Radon is a member of the zero-valence elements that are
called noble gases. It is inert to most common chemical
reactions, such as combustion, because the outer valence
shell contains eight electrons. This produces a stable,
minimum energy configuration in which the outer elec-
trons are tightly bound.[11] 1037 kJ/mol is required to
extract one electron from its shells (also known as the
first ionization energy).[12] However, in accordance with
periodic trends, radon has a lower electronegativity than
the element one period before it, xenon, and is therefore
more reactive. Early studies concluded that the stability
of radon hydrate should be of the same order as that of
the hydrates of chlorine (Cl
2) or sulfur dioxide (SO
2), and significantly higher than the stability of the hy-
drate of hydrogen sulfide (H
2S).[13]

Because of its cost and radioactivity, experimental chem-
ical research is seldom performed with radon, and as a re-
sult there are very few reported compounds of radon, all
either fluorides or oxides. Radon can be oxidized by a few
powerful oxidizing agents such as fluorine, thus forming
radon difluoride.[14][15] It decomposes back to elements
at a temperature of above 250 °C. It has a low volatility
and was thought to be RnF
2. But because of the short half-life of radon and the
radioactivity of its compounds, it has not been possible
to study the compound in any detail. Theoretical studies
on this molecule predict that it should have a Rn–F bond
distance of 2.08 Å, and that the compound is thermo-
dynamically more stable and less volatile than its lighter
counterpart XeF
2.[16] The octahedral molecule RnF
6 was predicted to have an even lower enthalpy of forma-
tion than the difluoride.[17] The higher fluorides RnF4 and
RnF6 have been claimed to exist,[18] and are calculated to
be stable,[19] but it is doubtful whether they have actually
been synthesized.[18] The [RnF]+ ion is believed to form
by the following reaction:[20]

Rn (g) + 2 [O
2]+
[SbF
6]−
(s) → [RnF]+
[Sb
2F
11]−
(s) + 2 O
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2 (g)

Radon oxides are among the few other reported
compounds of radon;[21] only the trioxide has been
confirmed.[18] Radon carbonyl RnCO has been predicted
to be stable and to have a linear molecular geometry.[22]
The molecules Rn
2 and RnXe were found to be significantly stabilized by
spin-orbit coupling.[23] Radon caged inside a fullerene has
been proposed as a drug for tumors.[24] Despite the ex-
istence of Xe(VIII), no Rn(VIII) compounds have been
claimed to exist; RnF8 should be highly unstable chem-
ically (XeF8 is thermodynamically unstable). It is pre-
dicted that the most stable Rn(VIII) compound would
be barium perradate (Ba2RnO6), analogous to barium
perxenate.[19] The instability of Rn(VIII) is due to the
relativistic stabilization of the 6s shell, also known as the
inert pair effect.[19]

Isotopes

Main article: Isotopes of radon
Radon has no stable isotopes. However, 36 radioac-
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tive isotopes have been characterized, with their atomic
masses ranging from 193 to 228.[25] The most stable iso-
tope is 222Rn, which is a decay product of 226Ra, a decay
product of 238U.[26] A very trace amount of the (highly
unstable) isotope 218Rn is also among the daughters of
222Rn.

There are three other radon isotopes that have a half-life
of over an hour: 211Rn, 210Rn and 224Rn. The 220Rn iso-
tope is a natural decay product of the most stable thorium
isotope (232Th), and is commonly referred to as thoron.
It has a half-life of 55.6 seconds and also emits alpha ra-
diation. Similarly, 219Rn is derived from the most sta-
ble isotope of actinium (227Ac)—named “actinon”—and
is an alpha emitter with a half-life of 3.96 seconds.[25]
No radon isotopes occur significantly in the neptunium
(237Np) decay series, though a trace amount of the (ex-
tremely unstable) isotope 217Rn is produced.

Progenies Main article: Decay chain § Radium series
(also known as uranium series)

222Rn belongs to the radium and uranium-238 decay
chain, and has a half-life of 3.8235 days. Its four first
products (excluding marginal decay schemes) are very
short-lived, meaning that the corresponding disintegra-
tions are indicative of the initial radon distribution. Its
decay goes through the following sequence:[25]

• 222Rn, 3.8 days, alpha decaying to...

• 218Po, 3.10 minutes, alpha decaying to...

• 214Pb, 26.8 minutes, beta decaying to...

• 214Bi, 19.9 minutes, beta decaying to...

• 214Po, 0.1643 ms, alpha decaying to...

• 210Pb, which has a much longer half-life of 22.3
years, beta decaying to...

• 210Bi, 5.013 days, beta decaying to...

• 210Po, 138.376 days, alpha decaying to...

• 206Pb, stable.

The radon equilibrium factor[27] is the ratio between the
activity of all short-period radon progenies (which are re-
sponsible for most of radon’s biological effects), and the
activity that would be at equilibrium with the radon par-
ent.
If a closed volume is constantly supplied with radon, the
concentration of short-lived isotopes will increase until an
equilibrium is reached where the rate of decay of each de-
cay product will equal that of the radon itself. The equi-
librium factor is 1 when both activities are equal, meaning
that the decay products have stayed close to the radon par-
ent long enough for the equilibrium to be reached, within
a couple of hours. Under these conditions each additional
pCi/L of radon will increase exposure, by 0.01 WL (see
explanation of WL below). These conditions are not al-
ways met; in many homes, the equilibrium fraction is typ-
ically 40%; that is, there will be 0.004WL of progeny for
each pCi/L of radon in air.[28] 210Pb takes much longer
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(decades) to come in equilibrium with radon, but, if the
environment permits accumulation of dust over extended
periods of time, 210Pb and its decay products may con-
tribute to overall radiation levels as well.
Because of their electrostatic charge, radon progenies ad-
here to surfaces or dust particles, whereas gaseous radon
does not. Attachment removes them from the air, usu-
ally causing the equilibrium factor in the atmosphere to
be less than one. The equilibrium factor is also lowered
by air circulation or air filtration devices, and is increased
by airborne dust particles, including cigarette smoke. In
high concentrations, airborne radon isotopes contribute
significantly to human health risk. The equilibrium fac-
tor found in epidemiological studies is 0.4.[29]

2.6.2 History and etymology

Radon was the fifth radioactive element to be discov-
ered, in 1900 by Friedrich Ernst Dorn,[30] after uranium,
thorium, radium and polonium.[31][32][33][34][35] In 1900
Dorn reported some experiments in which he noticed that
radium compounds emanate a radioactive gas he named
Radium Emanation (Ra Em).[36] Before that, in 1899,
Pierre and Marie Curie observed that the gas emitted by
radium remained radioactive for a month.[37] Later that
year, Robert B. Owens and Ernest Rutherford, at McGill
University in Montreal, noticed variations when trying to
measure radiation from thorium oxide.[38] Rutherford no-
ticed that the compounds of thorium continuously emit a
radioactive gas that retains the radioactive powers for sev-
eral minutes, and called this gas emanation (from Latin
“emanare”—to elapse and “emanatio”—expiration),[39]
and later Thorium Emanation (Th Em). In 1901, he
demonstrated that the emanations are radioactive, but
credited the Curies for the discovery of the element.[40]
In 1903, similar emanations were observed from actinium
byAndré-Louis Debierne[41][42] and were calledActinium
Emanation (Ac Em).
Several names were suggested for these three gases: exra-
dio, exthorio, and exactinio in 1904;[43] radon, thoron,
and akton in 1918;[44] radeon, thoreon, and actineon in
1919,[45] and eventually radon, thoron, and actinon in
1920.[46] The likeness of the spectra of these three gases
with those of argon, krypton, and xenon, and their ob-
served chemical inertia led Sir William Ramsay to sug-
gest in 1904 that the “emanations” might contain a new
element of the noble gas family.[43]

In 1910, Sir William Ramsay and Robert Whytlaw-Gray
isolated radon, determined its density, and determined
that it was the heaviest known gas.[47] They wrote that
“L'expression de l'émanation du radium est fort incom-
mode”, (the expression 'radium emanation' is very awk-
ward) and suggested the new name niton (Nt) (from the
Latin “nitens” meaning “shining”) to emphasize the radi-
oluminescence property,[47] and in 1912 it was accepted
by the International Commission for Atomic Weights.

Apparatus used by Ramsay and Whytlaw-Gray to isolate radon.
M is a capillary tube where approximately 0.1 mm3 were iso-
lated. Rn mixed with H
2 entered the evacuated system through siphon A; mercury is
shown in black.

In 1923, the International Committee for Chemical El-
ements and International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) chose among the names radon (Rn),
thoron (Tn), and actinon (An). Later, when isotopes were
numbered instead of named, the element took the name
of the most stable isotope, radon, while Tn was renamed
220Rn and An was renamed 219Rn. As late as the 1960s,
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the element was also referred to simply as emanation.[48]
The first synthesized compound of radon, radon fluoride,
was obtained in 1962.[49]

The danger of high exposure to radon in mines, where
exposures reaching 1,000,000 Bq/m3 can be found, has
long been known. In 1530, Paracelsus described a wast-
ing disease of miners, the mala metallorum, and Georg
Agricola recommended ventilation in mines to avoid this
mountain sickness (Bergsucht).[50][51] In 1879, this condi-
tion was identified as lung cancer by Herting and Hesse in
their investigation of miners from Schneeberg, Germany.
The first major studies with radon and health occurred in
the context of uranium mining in the Joachimsthal re-
gion of Bohemia.[52] In the US, studies and mitigation
only followed decades of health effects on uranium min-
ers of the Southwestern United States employed during
the early Cold War; standards were not implemented un-
til 1971.[53]

The presence of radon in indoor air was documented
as early as 1950. Beginning in the 1970s research was
initiated to address sources of indoor radon, determi-
nants of concentration, health effects, and approaches
to mitigation. In the United States, the problem of in-
door radon received widespread publicity and intensi-
fied investigation after a widely publicized incident in
1984. During routine monitoring at a Pennsylvania nu-
clear power plant, a worker was found to be contaminated
with radioactivity. A high contamination of radon in his
home was subsequently identified as responsible for the
contamination.[54]

2.6.3 Occurrence

See also: Radium and radon in the environment

Concentration units

210Pb is formed from the decay of 222Rn. Here is a typical de-
position rate of 210Pb as observed in Japan as a function of time,
due to variations in radon concentration.[55]

All discussions of radon concentrations in the environ-
ment refer to 222Rn. While the average rate of produc-

tion of 220Rn (from the thorium decay series) is about the
same as 222Rn, the amount of 220Rn in the environment
is much less than that of 222Rn because of the short half-
life of 220Rn (55 seconds, versus 3.8 days respectively).[3]

Radon concentration in the atmosphere is usually mea-
sured in becquerel per cubic meter (Bq/m3), the SI de-
rived unit. Another unit of measurement common in
the USA is picocuries per liter (pCi/L); 1 pCi/L=37
Bq/m3.[28] Typical domestic exposures average about 48
Bq/m3 indoors, though this varies widely, and 15 Bq/m3

outdoors.[56]

In the mining industry, the exposure is traditionally mea-
sured inworking level (WL), and the cumulative exposure
in working level month (WLM); 1 WL equals any combi-
nation of short-lived 222Rn progeny (218Po, 214Pb, 214Bi,
and 214Po) in 1 liter of air that releases 1.3 × 105 MeV of
potential alpha energy;[28] oneWL is equivalent to 2.08 ×
10−5 joules per cubic meter of air (J/m3).[3] The SI unit of
cumulative exposure is expressed in joule-hours per cu-
bic meter (J·h/m3). OneWLM is equivalent to 3.6 × 10−3
J·h/m3. An exposure to 1 WL for 1 working month (170
hours) equals 1 WLM cumulative exposure. A cumula-
tive exposure of 1 WLM is roughly equivalent to living
one year in an atmosphere with a radon concentration of
230 Bq/m3.[57]

Radon (222Rn), decays to 210Pb and other radioisotopes.
The levels of 210Pb can be measured. The rate of depo-
sition of this radioisotope is weather-dependent.
Radon concentrations found in natural environments are
much too low to be detected by chemical means. A 1000
Bq/m3 (relatively high) concentration corresponds to 0.17
picogram per cubic meter. The average concentration of
radon in the atmosphere is about 6×10−20 atoms of radon
for each molecule in the air, or about 150 atoms in each
ml of air.[58] The radon activity of the entire Earth’s atmo-
sphere originates from only a few tens of grams of radon,
consistently replaced by decay of larger amounts of ra-
dium and uranium.[59]

Natural

Radon is produced by the radioactive decay of radium-
226, which is found in uranium ores; phosphate rock;
shales; igneous and metamorphic rocks such as granite,
gneiss, and schist; and, to a lesser degree, in common
rocks such as limestone.[60] Every square mile of surface
soil, to a depth of 6 inches (2.6 km2 to a depth of 15 cm),
contains approximately 1 gram of radium, which releases
radon in small amounts to the atmosphere[3] On a global
scale, it is estimated that 2,400 million curies (90 TBq)
of radon are released from soil annually.[61]

Radon concentration varies widely from place to place.
In the open air, it ranges from 1 to 100 Bq/m3, even
less (0.1 Bq/m3) above the ocean. In caves or aerated
mines, or ill-aerated houses, its concentration climbs to
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Radon concentration next to a uranium mine.

20–2,000 Bq/m3.[62] Radon concentration can be much
higher in mining contexts. Ventilation regulations in-
struct to maintain radon concentration in uranium mines
under the “working level”, with 95th percentile levels
ranging up to nearly 3WL (546 pCi 222Rn per liter of air;
20.2 kBq/m3, measured from 1976 to 1985).[3] The con-
centration in the air at the (unventilated) Gastein Healing
Gallery averages 43 kBq/m3 (1.2 nCi/L) with maximal
value of 160 kBq/m3 (4.3 nCi/L).[63]

Radon mostly appears with the decay chain of the ra-
dium and uranium series (222Rn), andmarginally with the
thorium series (220Rn). The element emanates naturally
from the ground, and some building materials, all over
the world, wherever traces of uranium or thorium can be
found, and particularly in regions with soils containing
granite or shale, which have a higher concentration of ura-
nium. However, not all granitic regions are prone to high
emissions of radon. Being a rare gas, it usually migrates
freely through faults and fragmented soils, and may ac-
cumulate in caves or water. Owing to its very short half-
life (four days for 222Rn), radon concentration decreases
very quickly when the distance from the production area
increases. Radon concentration varies greatly with sea-
son and atmospheric conditions. For instance, it has been
shown to accumulate in the air if there is a meteorological
inversion and little wind.[64]

High concentrations of radon can be found in some spring
waters and hot springs.[65] The towns of Boulder, Mon-
tana; Misasa; Bad Kreuznach, Germany; and the coun-
try of Japan have radium-rich springs that emit radon.
To be classified as a radon mineral water, radon con-
centration must be above a minimum of 2 nCi/L (74
kBq/m3).[66] The activity of radon mineral water reaches
2,000 kBq/m3 in Merano and 4,000 kBq/m3 in Lurisia
(Italy).[63]

Natural radon concentrations in the Earth’s atmosphere
are so low that radon-rich water in contact with the at-
mosphere will continually lose radon by volatilization.
Hence, ground water has a higher concentration of 222Rn
than surface water, because radon is continuously pro-
duced by radioactive decay of 226Ra present in rocks.
Likewise, the saturated zone of a soil frequently has a
higher radon content than the unsaturated zone because
of diffusional losses to the atmosphere.[67][68]

In 1971, Apollo 15 passed 110 km (68 mi) above the
Aristarchus plateau on the Moon, and detected a signif-
icant rise in alpha particles thought to be caused by the
decay of 222Rn. The presence of 222Rn has been inferred
later from data obtained from the Lunar Prospector alpha
particle spectrometer.[69]

Radon is found in some petroleum. Because radon has a
similar pressure and temperature curve to propane, and
oil refineries separate petrochemicals based on their boil-
ing points, the piping carrying freshly separated propane
in oil refineries can become radioactive because of decay-
ing radon and its products.[70]

Residues from the petroleum and natural gas industry of-
ten contain radium and its daughters. The sulfate scale
from an oil well can be radium rich, while the water, oil,
and gas from a well often contains radon. Radon decays
to form solid radioisotopes that form coatings on the in-
side of pipework.[70]

Accumulation in houses

Typical log-normal radon distribution in dwellings.

High concentrations of radon in homes were discovered
by chance in 1985 after the stringent radiation testing
conducted at a nuclear power plant entrance revealed that
Stanley Watras, an engineer entering the plant, was con-
taminated by radioactive substances.[71] Typical domestic
exposures are of approximately 100 Bq/m3 (1.3 pCi/L)
indoors. Some level of radon will be found in all homes.
Radonmostly enters a home directly from the soil through
the lowest level in the home that is in contact with the
ground. High levels of radon in the water supply can also
increase indoor radon air levels. Typical entry points of
radon into homes are cracks in solid foundations, con-
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struction joints, cracks in walls, gaps in suspended floors,
gaps around service pipes, cavities inside walls, and the
water supply.[2] Radon concentrations in the same loca-
tion may differ by a factor of two over a period of 1 hour.
Also, the concentration in one room of a building may be
significantly different from the concentration in an ad-
joining room.[3]

The distribution of radon concentrations will generally
change from room to room, and the readings are averaged
according to regulatory protocols. Indoor radon concen-
tration is usually assumed to follow a lognormal distribu-
tion on a given territory.[72] Thus, the geometric mean is
generally used for estimating the “average” radon concen-
tration in an area.[73]

The mean concentration ranges from less than 10 Bq/m3

to over 100 Bq/m3 in some European countries.[74] Typ-
ical geometric standard deviations found in studies range
between 2 and 3, meaning (given the 68–95–99.7 rule)
that the radon concentration is expected to be more than
a hundred times the mean concentration for 2 to 3% of
the cases.
The highest average radon concentrations in the United
States are found in Iowa and in the Appalachian Moun-
tain areas in southeastern Pennsylvania.[75] Some of the
highest readings ever have been recorded in the Irish
town of Mallow, County Cork, prompting local fears
regarding lung cancer. Iowa has the highest average
radon concentrations in the United States due to sig-
nificant glaciation that ground the granitic rocks from
the Canadian Shield and deposited it as soils making up
the rich Iowa farmland.[76] Many cities within the state,
such as Iowa City, have passed requirements for radon-
resistant construction in new homes.
In a few locations, uranium tailings have been used for
landfills and were subsequently built on, resulting in pos-
sible increased exposure to radon.[3]

Since radon is a colorless, odorless gas the only way to
know howmuch is present in the air or water is to perform
tests. In the United States radon test kits are available
to the public at retail stores, such as hardware stores, for
home use and testing is available through licensed profes-
sionals, who are often home inspectors. Efforts to reduce
indoor radon levels are called radon mitigation. In the
U.S. the Environmental Protection Agency recommends
all houses be tested for radon.

Industrial production

Radon is obtained as a by-product of uraniferous
ores processing after transferring into 1% solutions of
hydrochloric or hydrobromic acids. The gas mixture ex-
tracted from the solutions contains H
2, O
2, He, Rn, CO
2, H

2O and hydrocarbons. The mixture is purified by passing
it over copper at 720 °C to remove the H
2 and the O
2, and then KOH and P
2O
5 are used to remove the acids and moisture by sorption.
Radon is condensed by liquid nitrogen and purified from
residue gases by sublimation.[77]

Radon commercialization is regulated, but it is available
in small quantities for the calibration of 222Rn measure-
ment systems, at a price of almost $6,000 per milliliter of
radium solution (which only contains about 15 picograms
of actual radon at a givenmoment).[78] Radon is produced
by a solution of radium-226 (half-life of 1600 years).
Radium-226 decays by alpha-particle emission, produc-
ing radon that collects over samples of radium-226 at a
rate of about 1 mm3/day per gram of radium; equilib-
rium is quickly achieved and radon is produced in a steady
flow, with an activity equal to that of the radium (50 Bq).
Gaseous 222Rn (half-life of about four days) escapes from
the capsule through diffusion.[79]

Concentration scale

2.6.4 Applications

Medical

Main article: Radioactive quackery

An early-20th-century form of quackery was the treat-
ment of maladies in a radiotorium.[83] It was a small,
sealed room for patients to be exposed to radon for its
“medicinal effects”. The carcinogenic nature of radon
due to its ionizing radiation became apparent later on.
Radon’s molecule-damaging radioactivity has been used
to kill cancerous cells.[84] It does not, however, increase
the health of healthy cells. In fact, the ionizing radiation
causes the formation of free radicals, which results in ge-
netic and other cell damage, resulting in increased rates
of illness, including cancer.
Exposure to radon, a process known as radiation horme-
sis, has been suggested to mitigate auto-immune diseases
such as arthritis.[85][86] As a result, in the late 20th cen-
tury and early 21st century, “health mines” established
in Basin, Montana attracted people seeking relief from
health problems such as arthritis through limited expo-
sure to radioactive mine water and radon. However, the
practice is discouraged because of the well-documented
ill effects of high-doses of radiation on the body.[87]

Radioactive water baths have been applied since 1906 in
Jáchymov, Czech Republic, but even before radon dis-
covery they were used in Bad Gastein, Austria. Radium-
rich springs are also used in traditional Japanese onsen in
Misasa, Tottori Prefecture. Drinking therapy is applied
in Bad Brambach, Germany. Inhalation therapy is car-
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ried out in Gasteiner-Heilstollen, Austria, in Świeradów-
Zdrój, Czerniawa-Zdrój, Kowary, Lądek Zdrój, Poland,
in Harghita Băi, Romania, and in Boulder, United States.
In the United States and Europe there are several “radon
spas,” where people sit for minutes or hours in a high-
radon atmosphere in the belief that low doses of radiation
will invigorate or energize them.[86][88]

Radon has been produced commercially for use in radi-
ation therapy, but for the most part has been replaced
by radionuclides made in accelerators and nuclear reac-
tors. Radon has been used in implantable seeds, made of
gold or glass, primarily used to treat cancers. The gold
seeds were produced by filling a long tube with radon
pumped from a radium source, the tube being then di-
vided into short sections by crimping and cutting. The
gold layer keeps the radon within, and filters out the al-
pha and beta radiations, while allowing the gamma rays
to escape (which kill the diseased tissue). The activities
might range from 0.05 to 5 millicuries per seed (2 to 200
MBq).[84] The gamma rays are produced by radon and the
first short-lived elements of its decay chain (218Po, 214Pb,
214Bi, 214Po).
Radon and its first decay products being very short-lived,
the seed is left in place. After 12 half-lives (43 days),
radon radioactivity is at 1/2000 of its original level. At
this stage, the predominant residual activity originates
from the radon decay product 210Pb, whose half-life
(22.3 years) is 2000 times that of radon (and whose activ-
ity is thus 1/2000 of radon’s), and its descendants 210Bi
and 210Po.
In the early part of the 20th century in the USA, gold con-
taminated with 210Pb entered the jewelry industry. This
was from gold seeds that had held 222Rn that had been
melted down after the radon had decayed.[89][90]

Scientific

Radon emanation from the soil varies with soil type and
with surface uranium content, so outdoor radon concen-
trations can be used to track air masses to a limited de-
gree. This fact has been put to use by some atmospheric
scientists. Because of radon’s rapid loss to air and com-
paratively rapid decay, radon is used in hydrologic re-
search that studies the interaction between ground water
and streams. Any significant concentration of radon in a
stream is a good indicator that there are local inputs of
ground water.
Radon soil-concentration has been used in an experi-
mental way to map buried close-subsurface geological
faults because concentrations are generally higher over
the faults.[91] Similarly, it has found some limited use in
prospecting for geothermal gradients.[92]

Some researchers have investigated changes in ground-
water radon concentrations for earthquake predic-
tion.[93][94][95] Radon has a half-life of approximately 3.8

days, which means that it can be found only shortly af-
ter it has been produced in the radioactive decay chain.
For this reason, it has been hypothesized that increases
in radon concentration is due to the generation of new
cracks underground, which would allow increased ground
water circulation, flushing out radon. The generation of
new cracks might not unreasonably be assumed to pre-
cede major earthquakes. In the 1970s and 1980s, scien-
tific measurements of radon emissions near faults found
that earthquakes often occurred with no radon signal, and
radon was often detected with no earthquake to follow. It
was then dismissed by many as an unreliable indicator.[96]
However, as of 2009, it is under investigation as a possi-
ble precursor by NASA.[97]

Radon is a known pollutant emitted from geothermal
power stations because it is present in the material
pumped from deep underground. However, it disperses
rapidly, and no radiological hazard has been demon-
strated in various investigations. In addition, typical sys-
tems re-inject the material deep underground rather that
releasing it at the surface, so its environmental impact is
minimal.[98]

In the 1940s and 50s, radon was used for industrial radio-
graphy,[99][100] Other X-ray sources, which became avail-
able after World War II, quickly replaced radon for this
application, as they were lower in cost and had less hazard
of alpha radiation.

2.6.5 Health risks

Main article: Health effects of radon

In mines

Relative risk of lung cancer mortality by cumulative exposure to
radon decay products (in WLM) from the combined data from
11 cohorts of underground hard rock miners. Though high ex-
posures (>50 WLM) cause statistically significant excess cancers,
the case of small exposures (10 WLM) is inconclusive and ap-
pears slightly beneficial in this study.

Radon-222 (actually radon progeny) has been classified
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by International Agency for Research on Cancer as be-
ing carcinogenic to humans,[101] and as a gas that can
be inhaled, lung cancer is a particular concern for peo-
ple exposed to high levels of radon for sustained periods
of time. During the 1940s and 50s, when safety stan-
dards requiring expensive ventilation in mines were not
widely implemented,[102] radon exposure was linked to
lung cancer among non-smoking miners of uranium and
other hard rock materials in what is now the Czech Re-
public, and later among miners from the Southwestern
United States[103][104][105] and South Australia.[106]

Since that time, ventilation and other measures have been
used to reduce radon levels in most affected mines that
continue to operate. In recent years, the average annual
exposure of uranium miners has fallen to levels similar
to the concentrations inhaled in some homes. This has
reduced the risk of occupationally induced cancer from
radon, although health issues may persist for those who
are currently employed in affected mines and for those
who have been employed in them in the past.[107] As the
relative risk for miners has decreased, so has the ability
to detect excess risks among that population.[108]

In addition to lung cancer, researchers have theorized a
possible increased risk of leukemia due to radon expo-
sure. Empirical support from studies of the general pop-
ulation is inconsistent. However, a study of uraniummin-
ers found a noticeable correlation between radon expo-
sure and chronic lymphocytic leukemia.[109]

Domestic-level exposure

Radon exposure (actually radon progeny) has been linked
to lung cancer in numerous case-control studies per-
formed in the United States, Europe and China. There
are approximately 21,000 deaths per year in the USA due
to radon-induced lung cancers.[6] One of the most com-
prehensive radon studies performed in the United States
by Dr. R. William Field and colleagues found a 50%
increased lung cancer risk even at the protracted expo-
sures at the EPA’s action level of 4 pCi/L. North Amer-
ican and European Pooled analyses further support these
findings.[110]

Most models of residential radon exposure are based on
studies of miners, and direct estimates of the risks posed
to homeowners would be more desirable.[107] Nonethe-
less, because of the difficulties of measuring the risk of
radon relative to other contributors—namely smoking—
models of their effect have often made use of them.
Radon has been considered the second leading cause of
lung cancer and leading environmental cause of cancer
mortality by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.[114] Others have reached similar conclusions for
theUnitedKingdom[107] and France.[115] Radon exposure
in homes and offices may arise from certain subsurface
rock formations, and also from certain building materials
(e.g., some granites). The greatest risk of radon exposure

A controversial epidemiological study showing decreased cancer
risk vs. radon domestic exposure (5 pCi/L ≈ 200 Bq/m3).[111]

This study lacks individual level controls for smoking and radon
exposure, and therefore lacks statistical power to draw defini-
tive conclusions. Because of this the error bars (which sim-
ply reflect the raw data variability) are probably too small.[112]

Among other expert panels, the WHO's International Agency
for Research on Cancer concluded that these analyses “can be
rejected.”[113]

arises in buildings that are airtight, insufficiently venti-
lated, and have foundation leaks that allow air from the
soil into basements and dwelling rooms.

Action and reference level

WHO presented in 2009 a recommended reference level
(the national reference level), 100 Bq/m3, for radon in
dwellings. The recommendation also says that where this
is not possible, 300 Bq/m3 should be selected as the high-
est level. A national reference level should not be a limit,
but should represent the maximum acceptable annual av-
erage radon concentration in a dwelling.[116]

The actionable concentration of radon in a home varies
depending on the organization doing the recommenda-
tion, for example, the United States Environmental Pro-
tection Agency encourages that action be taken at con-
centrations as low as 74 Bq/m3 (2 pCi/L),[56] and the
European Union recommends action be taken when con-
centrations reach 400 Bq/m3 (11 pCi/L) for old houses
and 200 Bq/m3 (5 pCi/L) for new ones.[117] On 8 July
2010 the UK’s Health Protection Agency issued new ad-
vice setting a “Target Level” of 100 Bq/m3 whilst retain-
ing an “Action Level” of 200 Bq/m3.[118] The same levels
(as UK) apply to Norway from 2010; in all new housings
preventative measures should be taken against radon ac-
cumulation.
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Relationship to smoking

Results from epidemiological studies indicate that the
risk of lung cancer increases with exposure to residen-
tial radon. However, there are always major uncertainties
in these studies. A classical and well-known example of
source of error is smoking. In addition, smoking is the
most important risk factor for lung cancer. In the West,
tobacco smoke is estimated to cause about 90% of all lung
cancers. There is a tendency for other hypothetical lung
cancer risks to drown in the risk of smoking. Results from
epidemiological studies must always be interpreted with
caution.
According to the EPA, the risk of lung cancer for smok-
ers is significant due to synergistic effects of radon and
smoking. For this population about 62 people in a total of
1,000will die of lung cancer compared to 7 people in a to-
tal of 1,000 for people who have never smoked.[6] It can,
however, not be excluded that the risk of non-smokers
should be primarily explained by a combination effect of
radon and passive smoking (see below).
Radon, like other known or suspected external risk fac-
tors for lung cancer, is a threat for smokers and former
smokers. This was clearly demonstrated by the Euro-
pean pooling study.[119] A commentary[120] to the pool-
ing study stated: “it is not appropriate to talk simply of
a risk from radon in homes. The risk is from smoking,
compounded by a synergistic effect of radon for smok-
ers. Without smoking, the effect seems to be so small as
to be insignificant.”
According to the European pooling study, there is a dif-
ference in risk from radon between histological types.
Small cell lung carcinoma, which practically only affects
smokers have high risk from radon. For other histologi-
cal types such as adenocarcinoma, the type that primarily
affects never smokers, the risk from radon appears to be
lower.[119][121]

A study[122] of radiation from post mastectomy
radiotherapy shows that the simple models previously
used to assess the combined and separate risks from
radiation and smoking need to be developed. This is
also supported by new discussion about the calculation
method, LNT, which routinely has been used.[123]

Relationship to passive smoking

An important question is if also passive smoking can
cause a similar synergy effect with residential radon. This
has been insufficiently studied. The basic data for the Eu-
ropean pooling study makes it impossible to exclude that
such synergy effect is an explanation for the (very lim-
ited) increase in the risk from radon that was stated for
non-smokers.
A study[124] from 2001, which included 436 cases (never
smokers who had lung cancer), and a control group (1649

never smokers) showed that exposure to radon increased
the risk of lung cancer in never smokers. But the group
that had been exposed to passive smoking at home ap-
peared to bear the entire risk increase, while those who
were not exposed to passive smoking did not show any
increased risk with increasing radon level.

In drinking water

The effects of radon if ingested are similarly unknown,
although studies have found that its biological half-life
ranges from 30–70 minutes, with 90 percent removal at
100 minutes. In 1999 National Research Council in-
vestigated the issue of radon in drinking water. The
risks associated with ingestion was considered almost
negligible.[125] Water from underground sources may
contain significant amounts of radon depending on the
surrounding rock and soil conditions, whereas surface
sources generally do not.[126]

Aswell as being ingested through drinking water, radon is
also released from water when temperature is increased,
pressure is decreased and when water is aerated. Op-
timum conditions for radon release and exposure occur
during showering. Water with a radon concentration of
104 pCi/L can increase the indoor airborne radon con-
centration by 1 pCi/L under normal conditions of water
use.[127]

Testing and mitigation

Main article: Radon mitigation
There are relatively simple tests for radon gas. In some

A radon test kit.

countries these tests are methodically done in areas of
known systematic hazards. Radon detection devices are
commercially available. The short-term radon test de-
vices used for screening purposes are inexpensive, in
some cases free. There are very important protocols for
taking short-term radon tests and it is imperative that they
be strictly followed. The kit includes a collector that the
user hangs in the lowest livable floor of the house for 2
to 7 days. The user then sends the collector to a labora-
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tory for analysis. Long term kits, taking collections for
up to one year, are also available. An open-land test kit
can test radon emissions from the land before construc-
tion begins.[6]

Radon levels fluctuate naturally, due to factors like tran-
sient weather conditions, so an initial test might not be
an accurate assessment of a home’s average radon level.
Radon levels are at a maximum during the coolest part
of the day when pressure differentials are greatest.[60]
Therefore, a high result (over 4 pCi/L) justifies repeat-
ing the test before undertaking more expensive abatement
projects. Measurements between 4 and 10 pCi/L warrant
a long term radon test. Measurements over 10 pCi/L war-
rant only another short term test so that abatement mea-
sures are not unduly delayed. Purchasers of real estate
are advised to delay or decline a purchase if the seller has
not successfully abated radon to 4 pCi/L or less.[6]

Because the half-life of radon is only 3.8 days, remov-
ing or isolating the source will greatly reduce the hazard
within a few weeks. Another method of reducing radon
levels is to modify the building’s ventilation. Generally,
the indoor radon concentrations increase as ventilation
rates decrease.[3] In a well ventilated place, the radon con-
centration tends to align with outdoor values (typically 10
Bq/m3, ranging from 1 to 100 Bq/m3).[6]

Radon levels in indoor air can be lowered in a number
of ways, from sub-slab depressurization to increasing the
ventilation rate of the building. The four principal ways
of reducing the amount of radon accumulating in a house
are[6][128]

• Sub-slab depressurization (soil suction) by increas-
ing under-floor ventilation;

• Improving the ventilation of the house and avoiding
the transport of radon from the basement into living
rooms;

• Installing a radon sump system in the basement;

• Installing a positive pressurization or positive supply
ventilation system.

According to the EPA[6] the method to reduce radon
"...primarily used is a vent pipe system and fan, which
pulls radon from beneath the house and vents it to the
outside,” which is also called sub-slab depressurization,
active soil depressurization, or soil suction. Generally in-
door radon can be mitigated by sub-slab depressurization
and exhausting such radon-laden air to the outdoors, away
from windows and other building openings. “EPA gen-
erally recommends methods which prevent the entry of
radon. Soil suction, for example, prevents radon from
entering your home by drawing the radon from below the
home and venting it through a pipe, or pipes, to the air
above the home where it is quickly diluted” and “EPA
does not recommend the use of sealing alone to reduce

radon because, by itself, sealing has not been shown to
lower radon levels significantly or consistently”.[129]

Positive-pressure ventilation systems can be combined
with a heat exchanger to recover energy in the process of
exchanging air with the outside, and simply exhausting
basement air to the outside is not necessarily a viable so-
lution as this can actually draw radon gas into a dwelling.
Homes built on a crawl space may benefit from a radon
collector installed under a “radon barrier” (a sheet of plas-
tic that covers the crawl space).[6][130] For crawlspaces,
the EPA states “An effective method to reduce radon
levels in crawlspace homes involves covering the earth
floor with a high-density plastic sheet. A vent pipe and
fan are used to draw the radon from under the sheet and
vent it to the outdoors. This form of soil suction is called
submembrane suction, and when properly applied is the
most effective way to reduce radon levels in crawlspace
homes.”[129]

2.6.6 See also

• International Radon Project

• Lucas cell

• Radiation Exposure Compensation Act

• Radiohalo
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• Frequently Asked Questions About Radon at
National Safety Council

• Radon at The Periodic Table of Videos (University
of Nottingham)

• Radon and Lung Health from the American Lung
Association

• Radon’s impact on your health – Lung Association
• The Geology of Radon, James K. Otton, Linda C.S.
Gundersen, and R. Randall Schumann

• Map referring to radon concentrations in England
and Wales

• Home Buyer’s and Seller’s Guide to Radon An ar-
ticle by the International Association of Certified
Home Inspectors (InterNACHI)

• EPA Federal Radon Mitigation Action Plan
• Toxicological Profile for Radon, Draft for Public
Comment, Agency for Toxic Substances and Dis-
ease Registry, September 2008

• Health Effects of Exposure to Radon: BEIR VI.
Committee on Health Risks of Exposure to Radon
(BEIR VI), National Research Council available on-
line

• UNSCEAR 2000 Report to the General Assembly,
with scientific annexes: Annex B: Exposures from
natural radiation sources.

• Should you measure the radon concentration in your
home?, Phillip N. Price, Andrew Gelman, in Statis-
tics: A Guide to the Unknown, January 2004.

2.7 Ununoctium

Ununoctium is the temporary IUPAC name[11] for the
transactinide element with the atomic number 118 and
temporary element symbol Uuo. It is also known as eka-
radon or element 118, and on the periodic table of the
elements it is a p-block element and the last one of the
7th period. Ununoctium is currently the only synthetic
member of group 18. It has the highest atomic number
and highest atomic mass of all the elements discovered so
far.
The radioactive ununoctium atom is very unstable, due to
its high mass, and since 2005, only three or possibly four
atoms of the isotope 294Uuo have been detected.[12] Al-
though this allowed very little experimental characteriza-
tion of its properties and possible compounds, theoretical
calculations have resulted in many predictions, including
some unexpected ones. For example, although ununoc-
tium is a member of group 18, it may possibly not be a
noble gas, unlike all the other group 18 elements.[1] It was
formerly thought to be a gas under normal conditions but
is now predicted to be a solid due to relativistic effects.[1]

2.7.1 History

See also: Discoveries of the chemical elements

Unsuccessful synthesis attempts

In late 1998, Polish physicist Robert Smolańczuk pub-
lished calculations on the fusion of atomic nuclei to-
wards the synthesis of superheavy atoms, including
ununoctium.[13] His calculations suggested that it might
be possible to make ununoctium by fusing lead with
krypton under carefully controlled conditions.[13]

In 1999, researchers at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab-
oratory made use of these predictions and announced the
discovery of livermorium and ununoctium, in a paper
published in Physical Review Letters,[14] and very soon
after the results were reported in Science.[15] The re-
searchers reported to have performed the reaction

86
36Kr + 208
82Pb → 293
118Uuo + n.

The following year, they published a retraction after re-
searchers at other laboratories were unable to duplicate
the results and the Berkeley lab itself was unable to du-
plicate them as well.[16] In June 2002, the director of the
lab announced that the original claim of the discovery of
these two elements had been based on data fabricated by
principal author Victor Ninov.[17][18]

Discovery reports

The first decay of atoms of ununoctium was observed
at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR)
by Yuri Oganessian and his group in Dubna, Russia,
in 2002.[19] On October 9, 2006, researchers from
JINR and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
of California, US, working at the JINR in Dubna,
announced[10] that they had indirectly detected a total
of three (possibly four) nuclei of ununoctium-294 (one
or two in 2002[20] and two more in 2005) produced
via collisions of californium−249 atoms and calcium-48
ions.[21][22][23][24][25]

249
98Cf + 48
20Ca → 294
118Uuo + 3 n.

In 2011, IUPAC evaluated the 2006 results of the Dubna-
Livermore collaboration and concluded: “The three
events reported for the Z = 118 isotope have very good
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Radioactive decay pathway of the isotope ununoctium-294.[10]

The decay energy and average half-life is given for the parent
isotope and each daughter isotope. The fraction of atoms under-
going spontaneous fission (SF) is given in green.

internal redundancy but with no anchor to known nuclei
do not satisfy the criteria for discovery”.[26]

Because of the very small fusion reaction probability (the
fusion cross section is ~0.3–0.6 pb or (3–6)×10−41 m2)
the experiment took four months and involved a beam
dose of 4×1019 calcium ions that had to be shot at the
californium target to produce the first recorded event be-
lieved to be the synthesis of ununoctium.[9] Nevertheless,
researchers are highly confident that the results are not a
false positive, since the chance that the detections were
random events was estimated to be less than one part in
100000.[27]

In the experiments, the alpha-decay of three atoms of
ununoctium was observed. A fourth decay by direct
spontaneous fission was also proposed. A half-life of 0.89
ms was calculated: 294
Uuo decays into 290
Lv by alpha decay. Since there were only three nuclei,
the half-life derived from observed lifetimes has a large
uncertainty: 0.89+1.07
−0.31 ms.[10]

294
118Uuo → 290
116Lv + 4
2He

The identification of the 294
Uuo nuclei was verified by separately creating the putative
daughter nucleus 290
Lv directly by means of a bombardment of 245
Cm with 48
Ca ions,

245
96Cm + 48
20Ca → 290
116Lv + 3 n,

and checking that the 290
Lv decay matched the decay chain of the 294
Uuo nuclei.[10] The daughter nucleus 290
Lv is very unstable, decaying with a lifetime of 14 mil-
liseconds into 286
Fl, which may experience either spontaneous fission or
alpha decay into 282
Cn, which will undergo spontaneous fission.[10]

In a quantum-tunneling model, the alpha decay half-life
of 294
Uuo was predicted to be 0.66+0.23
−0.18 ms[28] with the experimental Q-value published in
2004.[29] Calculation with theoretical Q-values from the
macroscopic-microscopic model of Muntian–Hofman–
Patyk–Sobiczewski gives somewhat low but comparable
results.[30]

2.7.2 Naming

Until the 1960s ununoctiumwas known as eka-emanation
(emanation is the old name for radon).[31] In 1979 the
IUPAC published recommendations according to which
the element was to be called ununoctium,[32] a systematic
element name, as a placeholder until the discovery of the
element is confirmed and the IUPAC decides on a name.
Before the retraction in 2002, the researchers from
Berkeley had intended to name the element ghiorsium
(Gh), after Albert Ghiorso (a leading member of the re-
search team).[33]

The Russian discoverers reported their synthesis in 2006.
In 2007, the head of the Russian institute stated the team
were considering two names for the new element: fly-
orium, in honor of Georgy Flyorov, the founder of the
research laboratory in Dubna; and moskovium, in recog-
nition of the Moscow Oblast where Dubna is located.[34]
He also stated that although the element was discov-
ered as an American collaboration, who provided the
californium target, the element should rightly be named
in honor of Russia since the Flerov Laboratory of Nu-
clear Reactions at JINR was the only facility in the world
which could achieve this result.[35] These names were
later proposed for element 114 (flerovium) and element
116 (moscovium).[36] However, the final name proposed
for element 116 was instead livermorium.[37]

No name has yet been officially suggested for the element
as no claims for discovery have yet been accepted by the
IUPAC. According to current guidelines from IUPAC,
the ultimate name for all new elements should end in "-
ium”, which means the name for ununoctium will almost
certainly end in "-ium”, not "-on”, even if ununoctium
turns out to be a noble gas, which traditionally have names
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ending in "-on” (with the exception of helium, which was
not known to be a noble gas when it was discovered).[38]

2.7.3 Characteristics

Nuclear stability and isotopes

Ununoctium (row 118) is slightly above the “island of stability”
(white circle) and thus its nuclei are slightly more stable than oth-
erwise predicted.

Main article: Isotopes of ununoctium
See also: Island of stability

The stability of nuclei decreases greatly with the in-
crease in atomic number after plutonium, the heaviest
primordial element, so that all isotopes with an atomic
number above 101 decay radioactively with a half-life
under a day, with an exception of dubnium−268. No
elements with atomic numbers above 82 (after lead)
have stable isotopes.[39] Nevertheless, because of reasons
not very well understood yet, there is a slightly in-
creased nuclear stability around atomic numbers 110–
114, which leads to the appearance of what is known in
nuclear physics as the "island of stability". This concept,
proposed by University of California professor Glenn
Seaborg, explains why superheavy elements last longer
than predicted.[40] Ununoctium is radioactive and has
a half-life that appears to be less than a millisecond.
Nonetheless, this is still longer than some predicted
values,[28][41] thus giving further support to the idea of
this “island of stability”.[42]

Calculations using a quantum-tunnelingmodel predict the
existence of several neutron-rich isotopes of ununoctium
with alpha-decay half-lives close to 1 ms.[43][44]

Theoretical calculations done on the synthetic pathways
for, and the half-life of, other isotopes have shown that
some could be slightly more stable than the synthesized
isotope 294Uuo, most likely 293Uuo, 295Uuo, 296Uuo,
297Uuo, 298Uuo, 300Uuo and 302Uuo.[28][45] Of these,
297Uuo might provide the best chances for obtaining
longer-lived nuclei,[28][45] and thus might become the fo-
cus of future work with this element. Some isotopes
with many more neutrons, such as some located around
313Uuo could also provide longer-lived nuclei.[46]

Calculated atomic and physical properties

Ununoctium is a member of group 18, the zero-valence
elements. The members of this group are usually inert
to most common chemical reactions (for example, com-
bustion) because the outer valence shell is completely
filled with eight electrons. This produces a stable, min-
imum energy configuration in which the outer electrons
are tightly bound.[47] It is thought that similarly, ununoc-
tium has a closed outer valence shell in which its valence
electrons are arranged in a 7s27p6 configuration.[1]

Consequently, some expect ununoctium to have similar
physical and chemical properties to other members of
its group, most closely resembling the noble gas above
it in the periodic table, radon.[48] Following the periodic
trend, ununoctium would be expected to be slightly more
reactive than radon. However, theoretical calculations
have shown that it could be quite reactive, so that it
probably cannot be considered a noble gas.[6] In addi-
tion to being far more reactive than radon, ununoctium
may be even more reactive than elements flerovium and
copernicium.[1] The reason for the apparent enhancement
of the chemical activity of ununoctium relative to radon is
an energetic destabilization and a radial expansion of the
last occupied 7p-subshell.[1][lower-alpha 1] More precisely,
considerable spin–orbit interactions between the 7p elec-
trons with the inert 7s2 electrons, effectively lead to a
second valence shell closing at flerovium, and a signifi-
cant decrease in stabilization of the closed shell of ele-
ment 118.[1] It has also been calculated that ununoctium,
unlike other noble gases, binds an electron with release
of energy—or in other words, it exhibits positive electron
affinity.[49][50][lower-alpha 2]

Ununoctium is expected to have by far the broadest
polarizability of all elements before it in the periodic ta-
ble, and almost twofold of radon.[1] By extrapolating from
the other noble gases, it is expected that ununoctium has a
boiling point between 320 and 380 K.[1] This is very dif-
ferent from the previously estimated values of 263 K[51]

or 247 K.[52] Even given the large uncertainties of the cal-
culations, it seems highly unlikely that ununoctium would
be a gas under standard conditions,[1][lower-alpha 3] and as
the liquid range of the other gases is very narrow, be-
tween 2 and 9 kelvins, this element should be solid at
standard conditions. If ununoctium forms a gas under
standard conditions nevertheless, it would be one of the
densest gaseous substances at standard conditions (even
if it is monatomic like the other noble gases).
Because of its tremendous polarizability, ununoctium is
expected to have an anomalously low ionization energy
(similar to that of lead which is 70% of that of radon[5]
and significantly smaller than that of flerovium[53]) and a
standard state condensed phase.[1]
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XeF
4 has a square planar configuration.

UuoF
4 is predicted to have a tetrahedral configuration.

Predicted compounds

No compounds of ununoctium have been synthesized yet,
but calculations on theoretical compounds have been per-
formed since 1964.[31] It is expected that if the ionization
energy of the element is high enough, it will be difficult to
oxidize and therefore, the most common oxidation state
will be 0 (as for other noble gases);[54] nevertheless, this
appears not to be the case.[7]

Calculations on the diatomic molecule Uuo
2 showed a bonding interaction roughly equivalent to that
calculated for Hg
2, and a dissociation energy of 6 kJ/mol, roughly 4 times
of that of Rn
2.[1] But most strikingly, it was calculated to have a bond
length shorter than in Rn
2 by 0.16 Å, which would be indicative of a signifi-
cant bonding interaction.[1] On the other hand, the com-

pound UuoH+ exhibits a dissociation energy (in other
words proton affinity of Uuo) that is smaller than that of
RnH+.[1]

The bonding between ununoctium and hydrogen in UuoH
is predicted to be very limp and can be regarded as a
pure van derWaals interaction rather than a true chemical
bond.[5] On the other hand, with highly electronegative
elements, ununoctium seems to form more stable com-
pounds than for example copernicium or flerovium.[5]
The stable oxidation states +2 and +4 have been predicted
to exist in the fluorides UuoF
2 and UuoF
4.[55] The +6 state would be less stable due to the strong
binding of the 7p₁/₂ subshell.[7] This is a result of the same
spin-orbit interactions that make ununoctium unusually
reactive. For example, it was shown that the reaction of
ununoctium with F
2 to form the compound UuoF
2 would release an energy of 106 kcal/mol of which about
46 kcal/mol come from these interactions.[5] For compar-
ison, the spin-orbit interaction for the similar molecule
RnF
2 is about 10 kcal/mol out of a formation energy
of 49 kcal/mol.[5] The same interaction stabilizes the
tetrahedral T configuration for UuoF
4, as distinct from the square planar D₄ one of XeF
4, which RnF
4 is also expected to have.[55] The Uuo–F bond will
most probably be ionic rather than covalent, rendering
the UuoFn compounds non-volatile.[6][56] UuoF2 is pre-
dicted to be partially ionic due to ununoctium’s high
electropositivity.[57] Unlike the other noble gases (except
possibly xenon),[58][59] ununoctium was predicted to be
sufficiently electropositive[57] to form a Uuo–Cl bond
with chlorine.[6]

2.7.4 See also

• Transactinide element

• Transuranic element

2.7.5 Notes

[1] The actual quote is “The reason for the apparent enhance-
ment of chemical activity of element 118 relative to radon
is the energetic destabilization and radial expansion of its
occupied 7p₃/₂ spinor shell.”

[2] Nevertheless, quantum electrodynamic corrections have
been shown to be quite significant in reducing this affin-
ity by decreasing the binding in the anion Uuo− by 9%,
thus confirming the importance of these corrections in
superheavy elements. See Pyykkö.

[3] It is debatable if the name of the group “noble gases” will
be changed if ununoctium is shown to be non-volatile.
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copter666, Jcsdude, Navneethmohan, Jim1138, IRP, Law, Materialscientist, Citation bot, E2eamon, Maxis ftw, ArthurBot, Xqbot, Capri-
corn42, Nickkid5, Tad Lincoln, Turk oğlan, NocturneNoir, Lop242438, Pmlineditor, GrouchoBot, Doulos Christos, Antonjad, Jilkmarine,
Smot94, Robo37, OgreBot, Citation bot 1, AstaBOTh15, Pinethicket, HRoestBot, Calmer Waters, I own in the bed, Marine79, Double
sharp, TobeBot, Yopure, Navy101, Reach Out to the Truth, Minimac, DARTH SIDIOUS 2, AXRL, RjwilmsiBot, Japheth the Warlock,
Ripchip Bot, Salvio giuliano, Deagle AP, EmausBot, WikitanvirBot, RA0808, Jordan776, Wikipelli, P. S. F. Freitas, AvicBot, ZéroBot,
Fingerginger1, Maxviwe, StringTheory11, H3llBot, Makecat, Wagino 20100516, L Kensington, Donner60, Whoop whoop pull up, JohnM-
Crain, Mjbmrbot, Special Cases, Washington Irving Esquire, ClueBot NG, Rich Smith, Jack Greenmaven, Hon-3s-T, Skoot13, Ethanpiot,
Lanthanum-138, Widr, Lolm8, Bibcode Bot, Swamphlosion, Lowercase sigmabot, Gluonman, TCN7JM, Iankhou, Sandbh, MusikAni-
mal, Altaïr, WikisucksKNOBlegasses, VictorParker, Jimbo2440, Tycho Magnetic Anomaly-1, Softballbaby984, ThomasRules, BattyBot,
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Justincheng12345-bot, Abilanin, ChrisGualtieri, EuroCarGT, Dexbot, Webclient101, TwoTwoHello, King jakob c, RandomLittleHelper,
Reatlas, Cteung, Ugog Nizdast, Ginsuloft, Noyster, DudeWithAFeud, Skr15081997, Matthewweber12, HotHabenero, Hotta stuffu, Sony
Vark XIII, Monkbot, HiYahhFriend, ZYjacklin, Narky Blert, Jodihe93, Selimozd20, Anbgsm07, UZawMoeNaing, SandKitty256 and
Anonymous: 586

• Helium Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium?oldid=660903207 Contributors: Kpjas, CYD, Mav, Bryan Derksen, The Anome,
Ap, Malcolm Farmer, Andre Engels, Josh Grosse, Christian List, William Avery, Roadrunner, SimonP, Ktsquare, Fonzy, Edward, Patrick,
RTC, D, Erik Zachte, Breakpoint, Tannin, Ixfd64, Dcljr, GTBacchus, Gbleem, Eric119, Iluvcapra, Minesweeper, Tregoweth, Ahoer-
stemeier, Pjamescowie, Ronz, Mgimpel~enwiki, Theresa knott, Snoyes, CatherineMunro, TUF-KAT, Suisui, Bueller 007, Darkwind,
Aarchiba, Александър, Julesd, Susurrus, Kwekubo, Andres, Evercat, Palmpilot900, Mxn, BRG, Schneelocke, Arteitle, Emperorbma,
Malbi, EL Willy, Stone, David Latapie, Fuzheado, Doradus, Selket, Maximus Rex, Sboehringer, Furrykef, Grendelkhan, SEWilco,
Fibonacci, Omegatron, Thomasedavis, Thue, Traroth, Pstudier, Pakaran, Pumpie, Denelson83, Twang, Phil Boswell, Chuunen Baka,
Donarreiskoffer, Robbot, Fredrik, Altenmann, Netizen, Nurg, Romanm, Naddy, Smallweed, Merovingian, Lsy098~enwiki, Rursus, Au-
ric, Blainster, DataSurfer, Raeky, Xanzzibar, Pengo, Carnildo, Davidcannon, David Gerard, Matt Gies, Centrx, Giftlite, Smjg, Graeme
Bartlett, Mat-C, Art Carlson, Lupin, Aphaia, Herbee, Cool Hand Luke, Mark.murphy, Xerxes314, Everyking, Aoi, Jorend, Varlaam, F.
Delpierre, Guanaco, Fak119, Darrien, PlatinumX, Jackol, Pne, Bobblewik, Tagishsimon, ALargeElk, Isidore, Utcursch, Pgan002, Zeimusu,
Slowking Man, Yath, Quadell, Antandrus, Beland, Blazotron, Jossi, Exigentsky, H Padleckas, Tomruen, Lawnchair, Icairns, Karl-Henner,
Sam Hocevar, J0m1eisler, Elwell, Iantresman, Urhixidur, Joyous!, Wyllium, Andy Christ, Deglr6328, Adashiel, Jimaginator, Freakofnur-
ture, Mindspillage, Noisy, Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough, Guanabot, Qutezuce, TrbleClef, Vsmith, Uppland, Paul August, SpookyMul-
der, DcoetzeeBot~enwiki, Bender235, Sunborn, BlueNight, Syp, RJHall, El C, Kwamikagami, Remember, Sietse Snel, RoyBoy, Femto,
CDN99, Diamonddavej, Bobo192, Army1987, Harley peters, Fir0002, Apollo2011, Adrian~enwiki, Daniel Medina, Redquark, A2Kafir,
Passw0rd, Alansohn, DanielLC, Plumbago, Sl, AzaToth, Lightdarkness, Viridian, Dark Shikari, Mlm42, Bantman, KingTT, Rebroad,
Suruena, Mikeo, Vuo, Itsmine, Gene Nygaard, Netkinetic, Mow-Cow~enwiki, Ceyockey, Forderud, Kay Dekker, Adrian.benko, Ron Ritz-
man, Flying fish, Dejvid, Megan1967, Woohookitty, Henrik, JarlaxleArtemis, LOL, Pinball22, Adamgarrigus, Swiftblade21, Benbest,
Ruud Koot, MONGO, Stevedegrace, Sdgjake, Asdert, The Jacobin, Steinbach, Sengkang, BlaiseFEgan, El Suizo, SDC, Jimstoic, Brendan-
conway, Wayward, Mandarax, Jan.bannister, Ashmoo, Graham87, Magister Mathematicae, Jan van Male, DePiep, Pmj, Saperaud~enwiki,
Rjwilmsi, Isaac Rabinovitch, Joffan, Jibco, Strait, Ikh, MZMcBride, SpNeo, Oblivious, HappyCamper, Ligulem, Tintazul, Brighterorange,
Krash, Cryonic Mammoth, Splarka, RobertG, Ground Zero, Old Moonraker, Musser, Nihiltres, JiFish, Nivix, RexNL, Gurch, Joedeshon,
Srleffler, Physchim62, Alphus, King of Hearts, Chobot, Flying Jazz, Jaraalbe, Gwernol, The Rambling Man, MDM, Wavelength, KKM,
JWB, Rt66lt, Jimp, Joborrett, Bergsten, SpuriousQ, Stephenb, Gaius Cornelius, CambridgeBayWeather, Shaddack, Rsrikanth05, Wimt,
GeeJo, K.C. Tang, NawlinWiki, Wiki alf, Janke, Badagnani, Jaxl, LiamE, Brian Crawford, Daniel Mietchen, Raven4x4x, Dank235,
Gerard.Newman, Misza13, Semperf, Tony1, Aaron Schulz, BOT-Superzerocool, Gadget850, Bigrich, Elkman, Somoza, Stefan Udrea,
Tetracube, Mütze, J. Nguyen, Mythobeast, GreatAlfredini, Zzuuzz, Ageekgal, Theda, Closedmouth, Nemu, Petri Krohn, Luiscolorado,
Curpsbot-unicodify, Johnpseudo, Allens, TLSuda, Whitehat101, Airconswitch, Mejor Los Indios, DVD R W, AndrewWTaylor, Chem-
Gardener, Itub, SmackBot, Theasus, Unschool, Ashill, Reedy, KnowledgeOfSelf, Pgk, Davewild, AndreasJS, Piksi, Jfurr1981, KVDP,
Delldot, Veesicle, Canthusus, Jpvinall, Edgar181, HalfShadow, Alsandro, Iantnm, Ravenmasterq, Ohnoitsjamie, Aaron of Mpls, Andy M.
Wang, Pslawinski, Wikicali00, Chris the speller, Michbich, IvanAndreevich, Agateller, Persian Poet Gal, Dr bab, Thumperward, Ph7five,
Droll, Moshe Constantine Hassan Al-Silverburg, Deli nk, ARM~enwiki, DHN-bot~enwiki, Sbharris, Colonies Chris, William Allen Simp-
son, Darth Panda, Gyrobo, MaxSem, Scwlong, Xchbla423, Shalom Yechiel, Njál, V1adis1av, Gurps npc, Rrburke, TKD, Dbdb, Mbertsch,
Addshore, Kcordina, Aldaron, Robma, Cybercobra, Khukri, Nakon, IrisKawling, Andrew c, BrentRockwood, DMacks, Jeremyb, Acdx,
PeterJeremy, Triforce of Power, Captainbeefart, Pilotguy, Kukini, Drunken Pirate, Deathregis, Nishkid64, Xdamr, Archimerged, Soap,
Richard L. Peterson, John, Timdownie, Scientizzle, Matanbz, Shadowlynk, Anoop.m, JorisvS, Niczar, Ocatecir, Jrouquie, Eivind F Øyan-
gen, Smith609, Volatileacid, Slakr, Werdan7, Beetstra, Bendzh, Stizz, SandyGeorgia, Mets501, Jose77, Caiaffa, Norm mit, Ossipewsk,
Iridescent, Electrified mocha chinchilla, Pooua, Ewulp, Buckyboy314, Courcelles, Thricecube, Pjbflynn, Tawkerbot2, Dlohcierekim,
Cryptic C62, Poolkris, Randroide, HDCase, KangKnight, Xcentaur, JForget, Ericlaw02, Scohoust, Megaboz, Ruslik0, DeepSkyFron-
tier, NickW557, Smallpond, Skybon, Myasuda, Cydebot, Abeg92, Reywas92, Dominicanpapi82, Rifleman 82, Not me, Llort, Ericagol,
Rracecarr, DumbBOT, Chrislk02, Iempleh, Daven200520, Brad101, Omicronpersei8, Tunheim, Thijs!bot, Epbr123, Opabinia regalis,
Pajz, Headbomb, Frank, Electron9, James086, Doyley, Tellyaddict, Grayshi, CharlotteWebb, Greg L, Sikkema, DPdH, Dr. Zaret, Natalie
Erin, RoboServien, Escarbot, AntiVandalBot, Luna Santin, Widefox, Opelio, QuiteUnusual, VmoSW, James Slezak, Tmopkisn, Tjmay-
erinsf, Gregorof, Badocter, Dougher, Corey Bryant, Zidane tribal, Myanw, Amarkov, Canadian-Bacon, Res2216firestar, JAnDbot, Dan
D. Ric, Deflective, Em3ryguy, Davewho2, Scasey1960, MER-C, Plantsurfer, ZZninepluralZalpha, QuantumEngineer, Andonic, Igodard,
Belg4mit, Denimadept, Samjohnson, Karlhahn, Swikid, Bennybp, VoABot II, Hasek is the best, JamesBWatson, Kajasudhakarababu,
,باسم Eng02019~enwiki, Nyttend, Baccyak4H, Avicennasis, Dirac66, Sultanofsurreal, User A1, Musicloudball, Scot.parker, Vssun, Der-
Hexer, Edward321, Textorus, Labmunkay, MartinBot, Ariel., Arjun01, Nikpapag, Jay Litman, Gsrdzl, CommonsDelinker, AlexiusHor-
atius, Leyo, Jacobst, Cyrus Andiron, Watch37264, J.delanoy, DrKiernan, Trusilver, Clyrenternal, Bogey97, Keithkml, L337 kybldmstr,
Gzkn, FrummerThanThou, RichardEll, Bot-Schafter, LordAnubisBOT, Gman124, McSly, Slippered sleep, Skier Dude, Toadburger, Cop-
pertwig, ColinClark, Bumble11, HiLo48, Rossenglish, Warut, Belovedfreak, WaltTFB, Trilobitealive, Richard Wolf VI, Atropos235, Pud-
dytang, Tvbrichmond, Moondoll, Mike V, JavierMC, Ronbo76, Dissfigured, Xiahou, Squids and Chips, Aznhellboi, Steel1943, DraxusD,
Idioma-bot, Harrison.grant, Xnuala, Vitamins13, Geosultan4, Black Kite, EcoRover, Legoland12342, Deor, Derain, VolkovBot, Thedjat-
clubrock, Rose10, Jeff G., Indubitably, Chris Dybala, Alexandria, AlnoktaBOT, CadbyWaydell Bainbrydge, Gene Hobbs, Philip Trueman,
TXiKiBoT, Dajwilkinson, DUBJAY04, GroveGuy, Rett Mikhal, Technopat, Tomsega, Rei-bot, Anonymous Dissident, Piperh, Lexing-
ton50, Lradrama, Gekritzl, LeaveSleaves, Psyche825, Seb az86556, Bobthellemu, Hrundi Bakshi, Senilebiker, Evil-Azn-Imperial, Evil
dude69, Madhero88, Plazak, Daryan~enwiki, Viktor-viking, Deanlsinclair, Falcon8765, Enviroboy, Spinningspark, Davidsaker, Watermel-
onPotion, Ceranthor, Edkollin, Sue Rangell, LuigiManiac, NHRHS2010, EmxBot, SieBot, Jauerback, Krawi, Dragonic2020, Jbmurray,
Caltas, RJaguar3, Triwbe, Keilana, Happysailor, Radon210, Aravindk editing, Arjen Dijksman, Oxymoron83, Enok Walker, Lightmouse,
Techman224, Grunkhead, Maelgwnbot, Kutera Genesis, Tesi1700, Hyperionsteel, Dabomb87, PerryTachett, Nergaal, Denisarona, A.C.
Norman, Jacob Myers, The sunder king, SallyForth123, Faithlessthewonderboy, Martarius, ClueBot, Safebreaker, Robcat2075, Deanlaw,
The Thing That Should Not Be, B1atv, John.D.Ward, Hongthay, Zach4636, Arakunem, WDavis1911, LUUSAP, Richerman, Piledhigh-
eranddeeper, Masterblooregard, Giantcalledgrawp, Neverquick, Ottava Rima, Ky Tran, DragonBot, Jusdafax, Mrmuileh, PixelBot, Adi-
movk5, Feline Hymnic, Maseracing, Shinkolobwe, Estirabot, Parsec96, Nascarboy38, Tdq11, Chemkid1, LarryMorseDCOhio, Ember
of Light, Patrik Andersson, Thehelpfulone, Calor, Aitias, Plasmic Physics, Me20078888, Apparition11, DumZiBoT, Darkicebot, RexxS,
Nettings, BarretB, Foxfoil, BodhisattvaBot, Adrian kubesh, Facts707, Skarebo, Noctibus, Airplaneman, Thatguyflint, Mr0t1633, Roent-
genium111, C6541, DOI bot, Dragnos2, Ronhjones, Fieldday-sunday, SpillingBot, CarsracBot, Ccacsmss, Debresser, Favonian, Lucian
Sunday, LemmeyBOT, LinkFA-Bot, Alchemist-hp, 84user, Numbo3-bot, VASANTH S.N., Tide rolls, Fishbirdman, Sionnach1, Gail,
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Zorrobot, Bpiks, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Felixmonk1, Tohd8BohaithuGh1, Librsh, II MusLiM HyBRiD II, Rrokkedd, Pogo da, THEN WHO
WAS PHONE?, OmriSama, AnomieBOT, A More Perfect Onion, Rubinbot, Killiondude, IRP, Gizmo323, Richnotts, Adishesha, Luciiee
lololololol, Materialscientist, Edguy99, Citation bot, OllieFury, Knuthove, Vuerqex, JohnnyB256, Hastenjason, Frankenpuppy, BIONI-
CLE233, ArthurBot, LovesMacs, LilHelpa, Crashnelms, Xqbot, Capricorn42, Ryomaandres, Nickkid5, Vexedd, Aa77zz, Inferno, Lord
of Penguins, Srich32977, Jhbdel, OSU1994, RibotBOT, Klknoles, Nedim Ardoğa, Dougofborg, Legobot III, Jatosado, Tobby72, Pep-
per, AK2AK2, FrankMJohnson, Cs32en, Stolengood, Citation bot 1, Redrose64, AstaBOTh15, Pinethicket, HRoestBot, Jivee Blau, Jone-
sey95, Tom.Reding, Hellknowz, Games 101 wiki, A8UDI, Isofox, Mikespedia, Pbsouthwood, Xeworlebi, Awolthuis11, FoxBot, Aeseisgod,
Double sharp, TobeBot, Kc0hds, Moscow Connection, SingingZombie, Tobias1984, Yoiloper, Baravara, Oniony97, Mttcmbs, Jhender-
son777, Nascar1996, Tbhotch, Lord of the Pit, Underseaker, RjwilmsiBot, Ripchip Bot, Skatesdgkallday, Noommos, NerdyScienceDude,
Death567, Hiiamapie, Elium2, Nyxaus, DASHBot, Pizdamatii, Nerdathon3000, EmausBot, Cricobr, Nima1024, WikitanvirBot, JJADuP,
Dewritech, Sambodyer64, GoingBatty, JustinTime55, Bumblebee113, Mrkbh12, Muqtasidmansoor, MarkBenvenuto, Kerokero21, Am-
berdown43, Wikipelli, P. S. F. Freitas, Hhhippo, ZéroBot, Cogiati, Mistman97, ElationAviation, Dondervogel 2, CrimsonDemon, H3llBot,
Joshlepaknpsa, ALD-Holcroft, Wayne Slam, ChemMater, Demiurge1000, D3333b, Civilian knowledge, L Kensington, Ego White Tray,
Mentibot, Peter Karlsen, 1234qwerzxcv, DASHBotAV,Whoop whoop pull up, ClueBot NG, KLindblom, Rezabot, Nesan101, Mishrarpan,
Diyar se, Bibcode Bot, Lowercase sigmabot, BG19bot, Hodeken, Pamlegend, IraChesterfield, Meczech, Aranea Mortem, Detedagowa, Im
Rick James Biotch, Acratta, BattyBot, DarafshBot, ChrisGualtieri, Adwaele, JYBot, BrightStarSky, Dexbot, JZNIOSH, Cerabot~enwiki,
TwoTwoHello, Jnargus, Ariadavid, Reatlas, Sheepzi, Totalllgeek, Pi3.124, Balgontork, Stuntguy3000, BruceBlaus, Ramendoctor, Ed
Oppty, Anrnusna, The Northaptonshire pins, Meteor sandwich yum, DayleLucy101, G S Palmer, Mahusha, Amortias and Anonymous:
1013

• Neon Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neon?oldid=659643139 Contributors: Kpjas, CYD, Vicki Rosenzweig, Mav, Koyaanis Qatsi,
Andre Engels, LA2, William Avery, SimonP, DrBob, Heron, Jaknouse, Fonzy, Ubiquity, RTC, Tim Starling, Erik Zachte, Lexor, Ixfd64,
Sannse, Eric119, Minesweeper, Dgrant, Looxix~enwiki, Ahoerstemeier, Mgimpel~enwiki, Suisui, Александър, Poor Yorick, Andres,
Cratbro, Evercat, Mxn, BRG, Raven in Orbit, Epo~enwiki, Schneelocke, Hashar, Emperorbma, EL Willy, Stone, David Latapie, Tp-
bradbury, Grendelkhan, Finlay McWalter, Robbot, Moondyne, Kowey, Romanm, Naddy, Jondel, Wikibot, Ungvichian, Raeky, Anthony,
Dina, Carnildo, Dave6, Giftlite, Christopher Parham, Marnanel, Robin Patterson, Misterkillboy, Lupin, Herbee, Everyking, Solipsist, Dar-
rien, SWAdair, Yath, Quadell, Antandrus, Vina, Rdsmith4, Sebbe, Icairns, Sfoskett, Karl-Henner, CanSpice, Edsanville, Jcw69, Wyllium,
Deglr6328, Adashiel, Trevor MacInnis, Venu62, Indosauros, Discospinster, Pak21, Vsmith, Paul August, Bender235, ESkog, Sunborn,
Yinon, FrankCostanza, Calair, Dataphile, RJHall, CanisRufus, Phrozenfire, Joanjoc~enwiki, Kwamikagami, Mwanner, Remember, Si-
etse Snel, Femto, Bobo192, Elipongo, Ker-Jar Song, A2Kafir, Jumbuck, Alansohn, Gary, PaulHanson, Mo0, Mário e Dário, Sl, Cloud
Strife~enwiki, Lightdarkness, Snowolf, Wtmitchell, Jobe6, RJFJR, Sciurinæ, BlastOButter42, Pdwerryh, Feline1, HenryLi, Adrian.benko,
RyanGerbil10, KellyMartin, Camw, Davidkazuhiro, Miss Madeline, Sengkang, TheAlphaWolf, Wayward, Palica, Pfalstad, Magister Math-
ematicae, Chun-hian, FreplySpang, DePiep, Grammarbot, Sjö, Saperaud~enwiki, Rjwilmsi, Koavf, Jake Wartenberg, Vary, Strait, MZM-
cBride, The wub, Yamamoto Ichiro, FlaBot, Nihiltres, Sanbeg, Hyphz, Nivix, Kerowyn, RexNL, Gurch, Alphachimp, Tedder, Srleffler,
Chobot, Jaraalbe, Hall Monitor, Gwernol, The Rambling Man, YurikBot, Huw Powell, Red Slash, Sarranduin, SpuriousQ, Hellbus, Ra-
dioFan, Stephenb, Yyy, Shaddack, Theelf29, Pseudomonas, Cryptic, Wimt, NawlinWiki, Grafen, Johann Wolfgang, David.Gross, Nick,
Anetode, RL0919, TimGoodwyn, Maerk, ManoaChild, DeadEyeArrow, Bota47, Derek.cashman, Nlu, Wknight94, Tetracube, Zzuuzz, Lt-
wiki-bot, Closedmouth, Black-Velvet, GraemeL, Aeon1006, Croat Canuck, Anclation~enwiki, Emc2, Xiornik~enwiki, GrinBot~enwiki,
Selmo, Dupz, SmackBot, Tarret, Royalguard11, Bomac, AndreasJS, Delldot, Batmanbb, PJM, Edgar181, Yamaguchi , Gilliam, Ohnoit-
sjamie, Skizzik, LostArtilleryman, Michbich, Master Jay, Persian Poet Gal, Thumperward, MalafayaBot, Deli nk, Baronnet, Labot2001,
DHN-bot~enwiki, Sbharris, Colonies Chris, Konstable, Darth Panda, Iago4096, Gracenotes, Gyrobo, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, Gurps
npc, TheKMan, Underorbit, LouScheffer, Rsm99833, SundarBot, Cybercobra, Nakon, T-borg, VegaDark, RJN, Dreadstar, Polonium,
DMacks, PeterJeremy, Mion, Vina-iwbot~enwiki, Thistheman, Kukini, SashatoBot, ArglebargleIV, Krashlandon, Archimerged, Dbtfz,
Kuru, John, Jan.Smolik, Gobonobo, Shlomke, Anoop.m, Goodnightmush, JohnWittle, Majorclanger, Aleenf1, Ckatz, Beetstra, George
The Dragon, Peter12220, Aeluwas, Speedy11, Dicklyon, TastyPoutine, AEMoreira042281, Zapvet, Jose77, BranStark, Vanished user,
Iridescent, J Di, StephenBuxton, Casull, Thricecube, Tawkerbot2, Pi, Nicholas.miniaci, Cryptic C62, Poolkris, MightyWarrior, JForget,
Mrtobacco, Utelprob, Deon, Ale jrb, Sir Vicious, Megaboz, R9tgokunks, Basawala, Electricmic, SelfStudyBuddy, Casper2k3, Doctore-
vil64, Oden, Equendil, Doctormatt, Cydebot, Meno25, Michaelas10, Gogo Dodo, Travelbird, Odie5533, Tawkerbot4, Roberta F., Dumb-
BOT, Chrislk02, Mooseofshadows, FastLizard4, Omicronpersei8, Vanished User jdksfajlasd, Nol888, Gimmetrow, Independent Jour-
nalist, Thijs!bot, Epbr123, Opabinia regalis, Ucanlookitup, Gamer007, Wompa99, Headbomb, Marek69, Vertium, Electron9, James086,
Cool Blue, Big Bird, Escarbot, Mentifisto, Thadius856, AntiVandalBot, Letstalk, Jj137, LibLord, Farosdaughter, Malcolm, Badocter,
Res2216firestar, JAnDbot, Deflective, Leuko, MER-C, Instinct, Hut 8.5, PhilKnight, Helge Skjeveland, MSBOT, Jbom1, .anacond-
abot, Easchiff, Karlhahn, Pedro, Bongwarrior, VoABot II, Saifiyaseen, JNW, CTF83!, Eng02019~enwiki, Bubba hotep, Catgut, Indon,
Dirac66, Cpl Syx, Vssun, DerHexer, Pax:Vobiscum, Lost tourist, S3000, BunsenH, Jemijohn, MartinBot, Arjun01, ChemNerd, Wiki-
man123321, Anaxial, Kostisl, CommonsDelinker, Alexanderveringa, LedgendGamer, Watch37264, J.delanoy, Trusilver, Rgoodermote,
Bogey97, Jack312, Uncle Dick, Mike Winters, Yonidebot, Cocoaguy, Vanished user 342562, Gzkn, TheChrisD, McSly, Poodle90254,
Dfoofnik, Fredpfi, Pyrospirit, Plasticup, NewEnglandYankee, SJP, Mufka, Shoessss, TottyBot, Luke Green, Doctorblaze, Jdurg, Bye bye
now, Dorftrottel, Therearewordstubes, Useight, Zelky, SoCalSuperEagle, Squids and Chips, Upex, CardinalDan, Xnuala, Wikieditor06, X!,
28bytes, VolkovBot, ABF, DSRH, Science4sail, Hersfold, Chris Dybala, AlnoktaBOT, TheOtherJesse, Ll11812842, Chitrapa, Wolfnix,
Philip Trueman, Fffhfhfh, TXiKiBoT, Anonymous Dissident, GcSwRhIc, Qxz, Cosmium, Vanished user ikijeirw34iuaeolaseriffic, Anna
Lincoln, Jackfork, LeaveSleaves, Psyche825, Seb az86556, PDFbot, Tityboy, Ilovetractors, Planes&mustangs510, BeaverMonkey, Lamro,
Synthebot, Falcon8765, Enviroboy, 000lynx, Euicho, Sue Rangell, AlleborgoBot, Nagy, MrChupon, Rugbyhelp, Kbrose, Bexxx x3,
SieBot, PlanetStar, Jeanettedugas, Caltas, Keilana, Toddst1, Tiptoety, Oxymoron83, Antonio Lopez, K10102898, Harry~enwiki, Light-
mouse, Kookid654, Hak-kâ-ngìn, StaticGull, WikiLaurent, Pinkadelica, Nergaal, Snail Doom, Asher196, Aadgray, Loren.wilton, Tanvir
Ahmmed, ClueBot, Snigbrook, Mada48, Foxj, The Thing That Should Not Be, Zach4636, Arakunem, Polyamorph, Truco, LizardJr8,
ChandlerMapBot, Rockfang, DragonBot, Yela0, Robert Skyhawk, Excirial, Quercus basaseachicensis, Alexbot, Jusdafax, PixelBot, Aris-
totle28, Abrech, Turtle726, NuclearWarfare, OmegaSpacePirate, Arjayay, Jotterbot, LarryMorseDCOhio, Razorflame, Zaphrost, Thingg,
Aitias, Plasmic Physics, Versus22, Teleomatic, PCHS-NJROTC, SoxBot III, BarretB, XLinkBot, Zackfield100, Aaron north, Fastily, Swirl-
Boy39, Fashiondebz, Noctibus, NHJG, ZooFari, RyanCross, CalumH93, TreyGeek, Pdj1961, Briscanator, Massimo Catarinella, Proof-
reader77, Zyntolaz, Willking1979, AVand, Some jerk on the Internet, DOI bot, Jojhutton, Guoguo12, Fyrael, Non-dropframe, Buttchug,
TutterMouse, Jayeeararwhy, Jncraton, Fieldday-sunday, Cst17, CarsracBot, Glane23, AndersBot, Favonian, Chuggo, AtheWeatherman,
Splodgeness, Berkunt, Alchemist-hp, PoliteCarbide, Numbo3-bot, Igksb, Tide rolls, BrianKnez, Luckas Blade, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Frag-
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